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1 the ceremonies attendnation of President MeI.. M. X. Stevens: Miss
Mrs. Gertrude Stevens
Mi-. X. s. Fernald: Miss
Milliken. Miss Powderly,
! McDowell left Portland
ike National \V. C. T. P.
n Washington.
Miss Corjoiued the party in Boston,
onunandery of the Mili"f the Loyal Legion held its
ling for December at Fairiiing. with a banquet at The
uator Hale was the lirst of
a legation to arrive inWashator and Mrs. Frye will oeoirtments at the Hamilton,
■in remodelled and is now
most complete hostleries in
IBpresentative and Mrs.
will also stop there. Gov.
Mrleigh will probably live
morn! this winter. RepreUicu's plans for a residence
"wn.Major C. J. House,
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now well underway.
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good State of Verto give up prohibidi liranclies of the legislature,
Majorities, defeated the high
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and House and was signed
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at, signed a treaty whereby
1
government concedes to the
at uf the United states the
rights and provides within
wa) for the construction of
ingiian canal.President Mens
issued an executive order
g ‘lie United States civil srvice
"ii to render such assistance
practicable to the civil ser>i<1 created by the Philippine
n to establish and maintain
■■st and efficient civil service”
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What

Said at the North Church last
Sunday by ltev. Geo. S. Mills, and at the
Methodist Church by Rev. G. E. Edgett.
was

Rev. Geo. S. Mills spoke at the North
church last Sunday forenoon on the subject,
“The City,” from the text, Rev. 21:10. “And
he carried me away in the spirit and showed
me the holy city, Jerusalem, coming down
out of heaven from God, having the glory
of God.” Tie said in part: When the
prophet thought of heaven his imagination could reach no farther than to picture
it as a new Jerusalem. The beloved city
was type and symbol of that place and society where were to be perfection and bliss
unending. So throughout the Scriptures is
given this same exalted conception of the
city. The city is the ideal. The city is the
object of the patriot’s loyalty. The vision of
the better which is to be always includes
the city. Jesus wept over the city. Such a
description is strange to 11s. How absurd
to picture heaven a greater Boston, a larger
New York, a more beautiful Chicago. Indeed the American city rather stands for
the other place. But we have the same
duty as prophet and priest of old. The
problem remains, the problem of the city—
how best to govern it, to redeem it from its
vice and corruption, to enforce its laws, to
make its citizens more public-spirited, to increase their
loyalty to the municipality.
We are greatly interested in the crusade
inaugurated against misgovernment in New
York. Bishop Hotter will not fail, as Dr.
Parkhurst did not fail. No such appeal to
the civic conscience and strenuous struggle
for things righteous is ever wasted. But
here for us is an interest at too long a range.
Let us not overlook crying needs in our
own home community, the shame and disj
grace of this little city. For you and me
Belfast ought to be a bigger town than
j
Greater New York. It should be to us the
1
beloved city.
ought to preach for its
betterment, you ought to work for its increase and purity and health; we all ought
to pray for its peace and weep over its
wickedness. It is in the air that Belfast is
decadent. We are humilated over our loss of
population, we confess to one another and
to strangers that the place is not growing,
that the outlook is dubious. We are fast
becoming a community of pessimists.
But for the most part we are studying the
wrong causes and seeking the wrong reme-

1

dies.

The beautiful city of John’s dream is
holy city, into which is allowed to enter
nothing unclean or he that maketh an abomthe

Insist upon the enforceination and a lie.
of the State law, the literal execution
of city ordinances—shut up the saloons,
smash the gambling machines, keep children
off the streets at night, allow no tainted
drama on the boards of your one theatre,
and you won’t have a city fairly described as
coming down out of heaven from God, but
Reyou will be helping such a realization.
pressive measures alone do not avail, but
the\ go a long way toward the creation of
moral cleanliness and health.
Prohibitory
law is educative in its principle, and when
enforced is a powerful incentive to rightliving, especially to tempted, weak-willed
Now the matter with Belfast is not in
men.
this or that administrative policy of our industries and businesses : it is not because we
haven't a line summer hotel, or a trolley
line to Northport. ora dozen other things.
The real trouble with us is a disease of the
public spirit. A low sons** of civic morality
As citizens we are not
is our chief curse.
sufficiently disinterested and unsellish and
Timgenerous towards the common weal.
idity in initiative of right, true, public practices has been for a long time characteristic
We are either too cowof our citizenship.
ardly or too indolent to stand up for law
and order and necessary public improvements, to say frankly and boldly what we
believe in the case and why we believe it, and
then let our hand and our soul go with our
speech, proving our faith by our works.
From the view point of self-interest, it
would be the best possible policy for you
business men to have this town clean and
law abiding.
All your window advertising
and free excursions would not bring in half
so much cash profit as would accrue from
the banishment of the saloon.
There is
quite a little money which comes in from
the country round about that enriches the
saloonist that ought to enrich you merchants and tradesmen.
You think you are
keen in business ways, but you are really
somewhat dull. Are you afraid of the lawless element ? Stand together! The officials
ought to enforce the law without specific
instruction from you. By their oath of office
according to the ideal they are morally
bound to do it. Rut they are human. They
keep their finger on the public pulse. Some
of them may be in an anomalous positionfand
so far forth deserving of our forbearance
and sympathy.
Let them feel that they
have the people, an interested, determined,
enthusiastic people, back of them, and positively different conditions would soon prevail. Remember that in proportion to clean
living, the enforcement of laws which make
for moral health and happiness will be general prosperity. Righteousness exalteth a
city. What shall we say to the notorious
fact that most of our sister cities are passing through a convulsion o 1 reform and we
haven't had even a premonitory tremor!
And last of all came Belfast.
Two pictures! (>ur packed, ill-ventilated
High school and the new “store," soon to he
opened on Church street, another place of
that business which just now is our most
thrifty industry—the unmaking of men, the
damning of souls. Put the picture of discomfort and meanness and poverty beside
the other picture of convenience and luxury,
The
and behold Belfast as she is to-day.
schools neglected, your children denied even
the right to breathe, but the saloon, outlawed by the law of your State, rich and flouring and breeding its race of drunkards.
What is to be done’.'
Have a mass-meeting '! It isn’t necessary. Get up a petition ?
ment

Spare it, please. Supposing every reputable, influential citizen in this congregation
and in the other congregations of our
churches—our merchants, our furnishers,
OBITUARY.
our grocers, our professional men, went to the
in- Palmer, widow of the late Joofficials, each in his own way, and said with
hum died at her old home in Monno uncertain
emphasis, “See here, this
Nov. 22nd, aged 8.5 years and 3
must stop. We can’t have it any longshe was confined to her bed only thing
Knforce the
We will stand behind
er.
1

;

ilippines.

you.
*<>, and retained all her faculties
i degree until her last illness.
law.” The thing would stop—not completeh«>rn in Kennebunk, Me., and was
It
But the saloon can be made to go.
ly.
survivor of a large family. In the
11
ut.\ where she had lived so long can be crowded off our prominent streets,
a fragrant memory and many
and forced to skulk in holes and shanties.
t'» cherish recollections of a kind
,,
It can be deprived of brass railings, plateThree children survive her—Mr.
windows ami hard-wood floors. To
glass
of
Miss
Francis
PalMonroe,
:,
''ortland and Mrs. Marcia Bailey .of talk about a “reasonable” enforcement of
v,,
The funeral services were at the law may seem inconsistent—it is, theoofti,!LV-IU'’ ^v. J* W. Hatch of Winterport retically. But run an evil to earth, confine
L , ‘ng. rfhe floral offerings from the
it to a low-down, contemptible environment,
**re beautiful.
o*
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1
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;j]tHer

and you have hit it hard. It is this brazen
daunting of crime right in our faces that
ought to stir us most deeply. It is this
openness and familiarity of the evil which
is insidiousiy debauching our youth and
killing all our sense of the worth of law.
When even the children wink and laugh at
the new “store,” do you not see opening the
very abysses of moral degradation ? What
shall we do? A new County Attorney is
coming into office—a man untried, but his

professed purposes are good, and he is reputed to be an honest, earnest man. Give
him the assurance of yonr moral support.
Say to him personally, “Go ahead, do your
duty, try your best,” Hut there is the
Judge to be reckoned with? Recall that
happening in Aroostook county at the April
term of court, 1!KX).
The Judge refused to
impose the penalty of imprisonment, when
it was asked for by the county attorney on behalf of the people, but he said virtually, that
next time, notice having been thus given of
a public desire for a change in the method
of punishment, he would be willing to impose the extreme penalty. Apparently there
is a changing attitude on the part of the
judiciary. Our judges will do what we
loudly and unanimously ask of them. You
have driven vicious law-defying characters
out of town before and you can do it again.
The saloon-keeper pure and simple deserves no mercy.
lie is an outlaw. He has
no right to any recognition or standing in
the community.
Crush out his place!
Banish him!
Tliis all is within the power
of an aroused public opinion.
Shall there
be that opinion'.’
It is the function of the
church to create a public opinion which
shall be effective to repress crime and secure
obedience to the laws. The church is the
grand generating agency of moral influenceIt is a reflection upon the Christian life of
the community that there is so much covert
tolerance of evil things. We have reached
a crisis.
A crusade is in order. There is
surer promise of enduring results now than
for many a year. Not a few who have been
indifferent before are heartily sick of present conditions. The disgust is spreading.
Shall we seize the chance?
God give us
to-day the vision of a city, not John’s Jerusalem, but a very human, imperfect little
city, which yet shall be marching onward
and upward towards the heavenly things.
Rev. G. E. Edgett spoke in the evening at
the Methodist vestry, and the room was
crowded. After the usual devotional opening exercises, with prayer by Rev. G. G.
Winslow, Mr. Edgett began by saying that
he would not read a chapter of Scripture,
but would recommend that his hearers read
the 5th chapter of Daniel after going home,
as that chapter was in
line with his disBelshazzar's feast was an illustracourse.
tion of personal liberty, and the hand writing on the wall is plainly seen. “And in
that night was King Belshazzar slain," and
the armies of Cyrus marched into the city.
God rules in the'affairs of men.
Since
those days nation after nation has reached
the zenith of power and fallen. The handwriting was on the wall when Spain was
enacting her bloody drama in Cuba. When
slavery was at its worst the handwriting on
the wall was unheeded.
Garrison and
others had given the interpretation. Garrison was mobbed in the streets of Boston.
But the end came. It has been true of nations, states, cities, corporations and individuals. Years ago when the rum power
was dominant Neal Dow interpreted the
handwriting on the wall and began his life
work. You know the result. The Republican party rightly interpreted the signs of
the times and gave us the prohibitory law,
but that party is sorry for it now. But we
are not always to stand by that party because it gave us that law.
A man who does
me a favor will retain my respect only so
long as he is worthy of it. We have no
right to hinder moral progress for the sake
of perpetuating a party, even though that
party may have done good service in the
past. The officers of the law have either
been sleeping like Rip Van Winkle, or else
they do not like the law and have decided to
give us a license law. For years the law
has been defiantly broken. Who is responsible? I charge high handed treason to the
sheriffs, State constables, mayors, aidermen, county attorneys, and judges of our
courts. These are elected by Republican
voters, but with the exception of the State
constables and judges they are the choice of
the people, The voters themselves are in a
measure responsible.
The people should
work at the polls and in the caucuses for
the election of honest and reputable citiMr. Edgett then
zens regardless of party.
read from the revised statutes chapter 27,
which defines the duties of the officers, and
laid special stress on the section which provides that convicted cases maybe continued
for sentence one term and no longer. In
liiOO, just 100 cases in Waldo County
were nol prossed, 7 eases were filed and 123
The county attorney and
cases sentenced.
the presiding judges are responsible. The
statement that the law cannot be enforced
for lack of public sentiment is a slander on
the intelligent peop'e of this city. We elect
men to enforce the law.
Why do they ex-
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The union Thanksgiving services were
The regular meeting of the City Council
The President's Message. An apportionment
II. W. Healey went to Rockland
held Thursday evening in the North church,
Monday
was held Monday evening.
bill introduced.
Mayor Poor
on business.
and
the
house
was well filled.
Rev. G. S.
was absent on account of illness and AiderWashington, Dec. 3. The opening of
of the church, Rev. J. M. Congress to-day drew great crowds to the
W. II. Richards went to Boston
man Shales presided in the Board of Aider- Mills, pastor
Tuesday
Capitol. All the public galleries were open on business.
men. The only absentee of either board Leighton, Unitarian, and Rev. G. E. Edgett, and were
tilled.
The ladies
immediately
was Councilman Ford, who is out of town. Methodist, were on the platform. The mu- were present in full force. There was a full
Elmer A. Sherman left Monday for Boston
The orders instructing the committee on sic was by a chorus including the North attendance of Senators and Representatives on
business.
and lively scenes occurred in both Houses
church
assisted
members
choir,
of
the
by
curfew
finance to prepare a
law, and inwhile the members were greeting each other.
Frank
E. Wiley has returned home from
other
church
choirs
of
the
The
order
city.
Both Houses were called to order promptstructing the city marshal to remove the
slot machines, which were laid on the table of service was as follows:
ly at noon. The Senate, at 12.15 took a Skowhegan.
Mrs. J. W. Jones recess of half an hour. There was a proLevi Clay spent Thanksgiving with his
by the Common Council in November, were Organ Voluntary,
Rev. G. S. Mills fusion of flowers on the speaker’s desk, also
taken from the table and unanimously Invocation, “The two
wife at Citypoint.
on those of many members.
Anthem,
angels,”
Krogmaun
The first bill of the session in the House
passed.
Chorus, with solos by Mr. Parker and Mrs.
Fred L. Banks, Esq., of Boston was in Belwas introduced by
Frost.
Cumpacker of Indiana, fast last week.
The following order was introduced in
an apportionment of
“making
RepresentaPsalm 147
the Common Council by Councilman Nick- Responsive reading,
J. L. Colby left Monday for a visit in
Hymn,
Chorus tives in Congress under the eleventh census”
“Thanksgiving,”
erson, and passed both boards:
Scripture reading,
Psalm 136 and increasing their number from 357 to3t>5. Massachusetts.
Under this bill, Arkansas, Colorado, ConRev.
J.
M.
the
Marshal
be
inLeighton.
City
Ordered, That
necticut, Massachusetts, California, Florida,
structed to take action by procuring war- Anthem, “Praise the Lord, O my soul,”
Eugene II. Cook left Monday for Boston
rants against all persons guilty of gambling
Green Illinois, Missouri, North Dakota, Washing- for
Baptist choir
employment.
in any form, or of selling intoxicating liquors Player,
Rev. J. M. Leighton ton and West Virginia each gain one Representative; New York gains three and
Response,
Chas. E. Stevens and wife were in Ellscontrary to law within the city limits.
New
Minnesota,
and
“The
Lord
is
Jersey,
Hymn,
Pennsylvania
my shepherd,”
Boll of accounts No. 9 was passed. FollowTexas two each; and the following States worth last week.
Chorus and congregation.
ing are the amounts under the various Sermon, “Thanksgiving,” Rev. G. E. Edgett lose; Kansas and Virginia, 1; Louisiana
W. A. Geutner and wife left Monday for a
and Nebraska, 2;
“We Give Thanks,”
Hymn,
Mississippi and South visit in Portland.
appropriations:
Carolina, 3; North Carolina, 4.
Chorus and congregation.
91
Contingent. $637
Senator Win. B. Dillingham of Vermont,
Rev. G. E. Edgett
Ralph Perry of Minneapolis is visiting
Highways. ;t88 19 Benediction,
who succeeds Justin S. Morrill, was sworn
Mr. Iidgett’s discourse was a typical
Fire department.
relatives in Belfast.
83 50
today.
Free library.
102 01
Committees of both Houses were appointThanksgiving sermon, looking on the brightMrs.J. R. Hamilton is visiting relatives
General school purposes.
199 07 er side of
ed to notify the President of their opening
affairs, both national and individ- and
School contingent
5 00
then a recess was taken. At the resump- in Haverhill, Mass.
Permanent repairs to school houses.
12 so ual, and showing many causes for thankful- tion of business a
message from the PresiJames F. Fernahl is able to walk out with
83 70 ness.
His text was from two chapters, dent was announced and read before each
Repairs and insurance.
the aid of crutches.
Free text books.
67 64
Psalm 136:1 and Psalm 147:20. “0 give house. Following are the salient points:
The President thinks due compensation
Mrs. l.zra L. Talbot left Monday for a
Total.'..$1,579 62 thanks to the Lord; for he is good; for his may be made in part by China by increased visit in
Foxboro, Mass.
endureth
forever,
lie
hath
not
dealt
mercy
I*'.
A.
of
The resignation of
Sanborn as a mem.
guarantees
security for foreign rights
Basil H. Newell has returned to Wiscasset
ber of the lire police was presented and so with any nation.” After a brief outline and immunities, and by the opening of China
of the origin of Tlianasgiving Mr. Edgett to the equal commerce of all the world.
after a short visit home.
accepted.
He favors Russia’s suggestion that the
The committee on highways reported on referred to and refuted the prevalent idea matter of indemnities be relegated to the
Fmery White went to Boston Monday to
the claim of L. C. Dean that the city is not that Thanksgiving is dying out, and also Court of Arbitration at The Hague.
continue his music studies.
The speedy and complete establishment
showed*by statistics that the religious sen- of the frontier line to which we are
liable. The report was accepted.
Ambrose J. Morrison and family spent
entitled
The committee on lire department and the timent and the membership in the churches under the Russo-American treaty for the
in Portland.
Thanksgiving
acting chief engineer reported on the prop- are growing even more rapidly than is the cession of Alaska is recommended.
Frank R. Wiggin and family spei t a few
Lynching in all its forms is strongly
Some people
osition of the Belfast Water Co. as to the population of the country.
condemned, and the hope expressed that it days in Bangor last week.
settlement of the hydrant rental for hy- dwell on the unpleasant things of life, but may cease everywhere.
Mrs. C. X. Black visited friends in BosThe convention with Great Britian to resuch
no
thoughts bring
drants on 4-inch pipe, recommending that
enjoyment. Thanksmove any objections which might arise out
ton and Portland the past week.
the otfer be not accepted. The report of the giving is a duty, and yet it should come
of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty to the conspontaneously from the soul.
What,” he struction of the Nicaragua canal is comcommittee was accepted.
Harry P. liagley returned to Boston Mon( has. F. Ginn, II. J. Chaples, S. X. Rack- asked, “have we to be thankful for?” and mended to the early attention of the Senate.
day, after a few week's visit at home.
Turkish
relations
are
dismissed with the
lilf and W. A. Mason were drawn as trav- in answer he said, in substance: First, for
W. H. Sanborn and wife spent Thanksassertion that “We await the fulfillment of
Verily our lines the promise of the sultan to make repara- giving with their son Ross in Bangor.
erse jurors for the January term of Su- the country we live in.
have
fallen
in
We
stand
tion
for
the
pleasant
places.
suffered
American
injuries
by
preme Court.
W. G. Sawtelle went to Boston Monday
The citizens in Armenia and elsewhere in the
The curfew ordinance was passed under a high among the nations of the earth.
for employment. Mrs. S. accompanied him.
Turkish empire.”
has
been
directed
for
us
a
lovby
suspension of the rules. It appears in full past year
Congress is urged to legislate for the
Freeman T. Cooperand wife of Newport
ing Father. He next reviewed the growth continued parity of silver and gold.
in our advertising columns.
A
reduction of 830,000,000 in the war reve- spent Thanksgiving with relatives in Belof
the
United
States from the original coloA committee, consisting of Aldermen
nue taxes is recommended.
fast.
Perkins and Rogers and Councilman Wood, nies to the present day, and compared our
immediate action is urged on measures to
country with those of the old world, to our promote American shipping and foreign' | Sewall Pierce and family moved Monday
was appointed to examine the High school
trade.
to Cambridge, Mass., where he has employown great advantage in every particular.
building and decide what repairs and
Trusts are denounced, and Congress is I ment.
But we must not depend upon material
changes in the rooms therein are necessary
asked to legislate against injurious ones. |
We are in
Lincoln Hamilton and wife and daughter
The President awaits the action of Congand to have such work done at once as the prosperity and strength alone.
danger of becoming puffed up in our pride ress as to a form of government for the 1 Gladys left last week for a visit in Massacommittee may think best.
and lost sight of in the affairs of men. Re- Philippines.
chusetts.
Adjourned.
Legislation is recommended to confer j
ligion dominated the life of the Pilgrims upon the secretary of the interior supervisMr. and Mrs. Eugene Rust left Saturday
and the founders of the Republic.
The ion over public lands in Porto Rico.
to return to Kansas City, from a short visit
The High School Lecture Course.
After
the
of
the
circumstances
reviewing
history was cited of nations that have begun
Constitutional Convention in Cuba the j in Belfast.
The course of lectures soon to be given with a dependence on God, and in their President announces that when the convenMiss Mabel Pivoll of Lewiston spent
for the benefit of the High school in this power lost sight of 11 is guidance and fallen. tion concludes its labors he will transmit to
Thanksgiving in Belfast, a guest of Mrs. E.
We
must learn lessons from them and see Congress the constitution for such action as j
merits
the
and
interest
city
hearty support
L. Stevens.
he may deem advisable.
of every citizen. Our High school is not to it that the religious sentiment is not lost
The necessity for a Pacific cable between
Airs. Howard F. Mason returned last
of.
The
of
in
United
sight
States
and
in
growth
with
Christianity
extension
accordance with the demands
Hawaii,
equipped
week from a visit of two weeks mi Boston
to
is
anew.
the
few
Manila,
urged
has
been
of the educational system of the present
past
years
unprecedented.
Increased needs of the army by reason of and Worcester.
day, and to remedy this,'these lectures have Each year more is being done for missions, the new possessions, the country’s coast
Mrs. Abbie .1. Sargent of Aledi- r
Hillmore
children
are
in
the
Sunday schools, defenses, and new army posts, are pointed
been planned. A great effort has been made
out, and the necessity in the immediate side, Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
to secure such talent as will insure a course and there are more benevolent enterprises.
future of from
to Uo.ouO men in the
('liarles Ii. Sargent.
of interesting and attractive addresses by But one of the brightest spots is the educais stated.
tional advantages through schools and libra- Philippines
Fred B. Bos worth, wile and
Aubrey
men who are masters of their subjects.
Recommendations of tin* secretary of the
It
ries. We have ample reason to give thanks navy for new vessels and for increased force of Portland visited Mrs. 11.'.- mother, Mrs.
should be a source of pride to us that the
are
and
the establishment of a W. J. Gordon, last w*• *k.
approved,
lecturers are all professors in the different to-night for material prosperity, for religious national
naval reserve and of the grade of
colleges of our own (State. It is to be hoped advancement, for educational facilities, and vice-admiral is recommended, and also proJudge and Mrs. W. I!. Fogler of Reel: land
that the pupils of the school, as they can- for many other blessings which have come vision for suitable rewards for special spent Thanksgiving ill P !fa-t, '!.•
to us both as a nation and as individuals, merit.
vass the city, willtind a generous and
hearty
Attention is called afroh to tin* neces."it\ of Mr. and Mr-. Win II. '".van.
and we should see to it that higher attrifor amendment of the Alien ‘'outlaid law
patronage. The subjects themselves should
i.*-d ;-i
Mayor C. o. Poor has been
butes are not allowed to wane.
and important features of tin* rightful apattract every one who gives them a mo:•
'1 mat
his Inane since Saturday w ith a
of
benetin*
f«•
r
law
tin*
eight-hour
plication
ment's attention. True, they may not be a
fit of labor and of tin* principle of arbitra- trouble, but is gradually improvi
succession of jokes and platitudes, such as
High School Notes.
tion are recommended to Congress.
Mrs. Henr\ Staples and Ma.-i- W ;i- n
Additional appropriation*' an* urg *1 for
often now-a-days greet the lecture-goer,
Gentner spent Thanksgiving w ::h M:.-. s.'s
the use of tin* ( ivil Service ('ommission.
Only two more weeks!
but lecturers more worthy the palmy days
The necessity of a hall of public records sister, Mrs. Georgia Avery ef Water.
of the old Lyceum platform, when great
in Washington is pointed out.
It
is
time
to
to
for
cram
the
exams.
begin
Ralph 11. Pitcher wa.-at hum : -m ik-s
subjects were grandly treated. Let the
ton t" spend Sunday with his fat Ii-t. 11.
people demand it. and there shall yet be
News of the Granges.
The Juniors are ready to say farewell to
Pitcher, who, though quite ill. is ii lpme. mg.
other men who shall teach and charm like
.luhn Macdonald and wife of I.'exburv
Beecher, Philips, Emerson and the rest of originals, pro tem., at least.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will
arrived Thanksgiving Pa> t*. i.sit
the Immortals.
hold its next meeting Dee. l">th, when offi- Mass.,
None
of
the
Junior zoology class have to
IPckAirs. M.'s parents. Air. and Mrs. ".
What possibilities o£ description of ancers will be elected for the ensuing year.
They will begin the
cient glories in “The Fall of the Roman take examination.
nell.
The
annual
of
the
Maine
State
meeting
Empire in the West,” by Professor Wm. study of botany next term.
Weeks and sister, Miss ('era
Gee. F.
Grange opens in Lewiston, December lsth.
MacDonald of Bowdoin College.
of Jetfer.-ou spent Thanksgiving
Weeks,
The Senior arithmetic class has finished Arrangements have been made for reduced
What music is to the natural ear, poetry is
with Air. and Mrs. Gee. G. Pierce and Mrs.
rates on the railroads and at the hotels.
to the spirit, and Professor 11. M. Estabrooke the study of that subject and will next
Rust.
will be at the De Witt House.
Headquarters
take
algebra.
of the University of Maine may be relied
Aliss Pella Hatch returned by the Heston
A committee of reception will be in attendupon to delight and charm in his treatment
Miss Grace Monroe, li. II. S., ’00, has been ance on arrival of trains to give information I boat Thursday from a visit to ln*r grandof “Characteristics of Poetry.”
elected teacher of the Hoard Landing school. needed.
parents and other relatives i:i Massachu“The Age of Louis Fourteenth” is fasciShe has been assisting Miss Mason in grade
South Branch Grange, No. 142, of Pros- setts.
nating in history and romance, and we may seven.
Mrs. C. AI. Buzzell and Aliss Lillian A.
pect, elected officers Nov. 24th, as follows:
expect a great treat when Prof. A. X.
Master, B. M. Karnes; Overseer, F. F. •Sutherland of Boston were guest.- of Mrs.
Leonard of Bates College addresses his
The Junior Literature class will read a
Crockett; Lecturer, Alice Haley; Steward, IP’s brother, Rev. .J. M. Leighton, tie* past
audience on that great era.
translation of the Odyssey next term, if a
Chas. Gray; Assistant Steward, M. Clark; week.
“The Bible as Literature” will be frankly
can
be
edition
secured.
cheap
Chaplain, Etta Gray; Treasurer, J. F. Libbut reverently handled by Prof. A. J. RobRalph L. Cooper cam a from the Fniversiby; Secretary, Jennie Doekham; Gate ty of Maine, Orotio, to spend Thank.-gi\ nig
erts of Colby College and a wiser and liner
There was no school Wednesday on acKeeper,-; Pomona, Mrs. J. Ward ; with liis parents, Air. and Airs. Leonard
appreciation be ours hereafter.
count of the storm.
Flora, Mrs. S. Colson; Ceres, Mrs. K. Kill- Cooper.
“The Acropolis of Athens and its Place
man; L. A. S., Jennie Crockett ; Organist,
in the World’s Art.
Miss Evu ('lenient of Seal Harbor spent
What an enduring
Both Geometry classes are reviewing.
Mrs. A. Haley. Installation, Jan. 5, ldOi.
monument of a
Thanksgiving with her uncle, Amos ( lenirace of the
and
■■

1

■

I

mighty

past

present does not this topic portray. With
stereopticon illustrations this lecture will
certainly be interesting and attractive, when
presented by Prof. ,1. II. Iluddilston of the
University of Maine.
Help the school and yourselves. Course
tickets $1.00. Single tickets, 25 cents. Tickets on sale at Mixer’s and by the pupils and
teachers.
The first lecture w ill be Friday, Dee. 14th
by Prof. Iluddilston.

Principal Dutton of the Searsport High
School visited the school Tuesday.
Principallloward gave ageneral invitation
to the second social and dance to be given
by the B. II. S. Base-ball Club Friday evening.
The Junior French class will read either
“L’abbe Constantine”,or “The Black Tulip”
next term.

She is attending Colby
Waterville.

Equity orange, Belfast, at its regular
meeting last Saturday evening elected the
following officers: Master, Percy Edgecomb; Overseer, Orrin Wentworth; Lecturer, Mrs. Mabel Miller; Steward, Eugene
Wood; Asst. Steward, Leslie Pay son;
Treasurer, Fred L. Toothaker; Chaplain,
Jas. II. Cunningham; Secretary, Mrs. L. M.
Cunningham; Gate Keeper, Leslie Elms;
Pomona, Mrs. Tillie Toothaker ; Flora, Mrs.
Bertha Hartshorn; Ceres, Mrs. Sadie Edgecomb ; L. A. Steward, Miss Marion Hayford;
Chorister, Mrs. Flora Wentworth.
Seaside Grange elected the following
officers last Saturday evening: Master, 11.
J. Cliaples; Overseer, L.
llammons;
Lectuif r, Mrs. Jennie Leavitt ; Chaplain,
Mrs. Kliza Frost; Steward, A. T. Stevens;
Assistant Steward, Gerald \\. Howard;
Secretary, Mrs. Rena Slioles; Treasurer,
IlarveyS. Cunningham; Gate Keeper, Jas.
II. Braley; Flora, Mrs. L. \V. Hammons;
Ceres, Mrs. Geo. W. MiLer; Pomona, Mrs.
A. T. Stevens; Lady Assistant Steward,
Mrs. Joseph A. Me Keen.
They will he installed the first meeting in January.
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, adopted the following resolutions of respect Dec. 1st:
Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly

pect private citizens to keep everlastingly
The Belfast Improvement Society.
Secret Societies.
patting them on the backs and saying, “go
for them and we are with you.” Why do
The
regular monthly meeting of the BelFor a long and honorable service in office,
they expect merchants to sign petitions at
fast Improvement Society was held at the
of
Rufus
II.
deserves
Emery
Bucksport
the risk of losing their business? They do
mention. For HO years he has been treasurer home of the President, Mrs. M. .1. Gammans,
not do this when other laws are violated.
of Felicity Lodge, F. * A. M., and for 28 Monday, Dec. 3d.
They know that the better class of citizens
The committee appointed- to formulate a
The saloons of years treasurer of Hancock II. A. Chapter.
want the law enforced.
Xow that he declines another election his code of by-laws, submitted articles of same
Belfast are virtually licensed by the counfaithfulness is brought to prominent notice for consideration, which after slight revisty attorney and other officers. Mr. Edgett
ion will be adopted.
of the craft.
read an extract from a speech of Ex-Presi- among the brothers
It was voted to make the society a corpoMoses Webster Lodge, F. A A. M„ of
dent Harrison on the duties of public ofrate body and the secretary was instructed
Vinalhaven
their
in
held
annual
our
are
installation
ficers.
Saloons
multiplying
to procure the necessary papers.
The folmidst, and another is soon to be opened, al- Tuesday, Xov. 27. The following officers
lowing
advisory committee was appointed:
were
installed
most under the shadow of the Grammar
by Deputy Grand Master,
,1. R. Dunton, Chas. B. llazeitine, Dr. D. P.
But the handwriting is D. G. Gould of Warren: Master of Lodge,
school building.
James II. Howes, Fred W. I’ote.
C. E. Bowman; Senior Warden, Dr. I. E. Flanders,
on the wall, and the eyes of the revelers
Tiie members voted unanimously to send Father to call from our midst our beloved
are blinded as were those of Belshazzar and
Luce; Junior Warden, Dr. W. F. Lyford; a letter to the
Moses 31. Clement; therefore, he it
manager of the Belfast Band, brother,
Resolved, by Dirigo Grange, No. l»s, Catliis companions. Mr. Manley interpreted Treasurer, E. R. Roberts, Secretary, A. A.
of their appreciation of the
expressive
of
rons
Husbandry, that we bow in humble
the handwriting of the September election Davidson: Chaplain, John Merrithew; Margreat benefit the city has derived from that submission to Him whodoetli all things well.
and says “we must insist that the prohibi- shal, J. II. Sanborn; Senior Deacon, W. 11.
Resolved, That in he death of our brother
organization and the hope that they may Clement
Dirigo Grange has lost a charter
tory law shall be strictly and rigidly enforc- Merrithew; Junior Deacon, Arthur Hop- continue their
good work and inliuence in- member, and one of its oldest and most
ed.” How can this be done with public kins ; Senior Steward, F. S. Hamilton;
active
and
judicious councellors and labordefinitely.
sentiment against it? Mr. Manley knows Junior Steward, Will Davidson;
A gift of $2.00 was received from R. C. ers in grange work; and the community a
is
enforced
other
the
law
councitizen.
that unless
Johnson. The society has under considera- good
The Governor and Council.
Resolved, That cherishing his memory we
The Civic
ties will follow Cumberland.
tion some lectures upon forestry and other will ever remember and strive to emulate
League is making itself felt. Every county
Augusta, Me., Xov. l!9. The Governor subjects relating to their special work, and his faithfulness and fidelity to his duties.
in the State will be canvassed for the next and council were in session until 1.30 this some social functions
Resolved, That we extend to his comlater in the season.
panion and sorrowing family our sincere
election. The law may not be enforced to morning when they considered the WaterThe next meeting will be held Monday, and heartfelt sympathy in their severe
ville election case and petitions for the parthe letter, but even in Belfast liquor will don of Orrin G. Mink, who is
affliction, commending them to the care of
serving a sen- J an. 7th, at 6 Church street.
our Heavenly Father, who alone can give
not be sold like sugar and salt, and officers tence for murder, William Gilford, for rape,
comfort in sorrow.
and Ellen Dooley for murder. In the elecLocal
Industries.
Concerning
will do something more than carry off sam- tion
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
case, Cyrus W. Davis, Democrat, conwhen
different
brands
of
of
the
they
go
tested
D.
the
election
Eaton
mourning for a period of sixty days.
ples
llarvey
as
Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s shoe factory shut
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
representative to the legislature from Wawith search and seizure warrants.
terville. The petitioners for pardou, with down Monday to appraise the machinery, on our records, a copy sent to the family of
G.
the
the
Orrin
of
which
deceased, and copies to the Republican
Mink,
was
on
account
of
exception
etc.,
settling the estate of Mr. Journal
Boothbay Harbor Dry.
and Bangor Commercial.
tabled, were given leave to withdraw. Dur- O. G. Critchett. It will start
as
up
again
C.
the
session
Henry
Peabody was
B. F. Foster,
Committee
The Boothbay Harbor saloons have been ing
sworn in as associate justice of the supreme soon as that work is completed, probably to
N. T. Libby,
!
on
closed and all the slot machines ordered out. bench.
morrow or Saturday.
J. B. Bartlett, ( Resolutions.

ent.

CoC-.-ge

in

Mellville M. Bickford, who is foreman of
Maine Farmer job office, Augusta, came
home for Thanksgiving, r ‘turning to Au-

the

gusta Friday.
John W. Doe and family of liar Harbor
in Belfast. They \\ i 11
leave this week for Balm Beach, Fla., to
spend the winter.

spent Thanksgiving

Wm. K. Roix, son of ('apt. Win. A. Roix
of Bangor, lias left tin* steamer City of Bangor, on which he lias been employed, and
is attending Bucksport Seminary.
Rev. R. T. Hack lias been chosen a member of the executive committee of the Cortland Ministerial Association, which was reorganized after remaining dormant some
years.

K. Morison of Minneapolis, Minn,
He
Belfast Nov. *Ji»th on business.
had been in Boston visiting his sister, Mrs.
Anna Adams, who has been quite ill, but is
W.

was

i

m

in

proving.

J. Tobey of Bloomfield, Ct., returned
Monday from a visit to his brothei in
Thomas ton, his old schoolmate, John W.
Nash of Belfast, and his childhood’s home
Mrs.
in Montville.
Tobey visited in
().

[

Tliomaston while her husband
do County

was

in

Wal-

A complimentary musical was tendered
the family and friends of Mr. 0. A. Hanson
his residence on (Irant street, last evening. About .">o people were present and the
occasion was one of the most delightful
imaginable. The music was furnished by
the Morrison family of Belfast, Mr. A. .1.
Morrison with the cornet, Mrs. Ida Morrison (m piano and Master Arthur Morrison
on the violin.
The Morrisons are all geniuses in a musical way, but the star of the
evening was Master Arthur, only 10 years
of age, w ho handles the violin in a wa> to
cause vociferous applause from the music
| lovers, most of whom were themselves performers of no mean ability, who were
privileged to hear him. Master Arthur is
regarded as one of the most promising
youth of Maine and his future will be
watched with great interest.
[Portland
i Evening Express, Dec. 1.
at

Hi* Dancin’

SEA LIGHTS THAT LIVE.

The Whole

Almost everyone who has ventured
on the never surfeited sea must have

in

noticed the occasional brilliant displays
phosphorescent light afforded by
minute living creatures on its surface.
The wake is not infrequently defined as

Story

letter about

one

of

■pain-Kitter

though the ship
herself were a huge lump of phosphorus,
driven through a yielding body possessing a definite amount of friction. In a
steamship, more especially, the globetrotter has many an opportunity of
witnessing such a never-to-be-forgotten
exhibition of the workings of nature.
Every sea that breaks on board occasionally appears as though it wereacascade bearing innumerable miniature
electric lights, and each wave crest is
distinctly indicated by the phosphorescent glow, due to the presence thereon
of countless tiny sea creatures. As
Shelley sang:

clearly

in this way as

DAVIS'.)

(PERRY
From

Capt. F. Loye, Police Station No.

5. Montreal“We

frequen'.ly

Perry

use

Davis’ Pain-Killer tor pains in the stom-

rheumatism, stiffness, frost bites, chilblains, cramps, and all afflictions which

ach,

befall

men

in

our

pdsition.

I have

no

tation in
beet

saying that Pain-Killer
remedy to have near at hand.”

Used

hesi-

t«

the

Internally and Externally.

Two

Days.

What is it in old fiddle-tunes ’at makes me
ketch me breath,
And ripple up my back-bone till I’m tickled
’most to death?
Kind o’ like that sweet-sick feelin’ in the
long sweep of a swing—
Yer first sweetheart in with ye, sailing up-

’ards, wing to wing;
Yer first picnic, yer first ice-cream, yer first
of ever’thing
'At happened ’fore yer dancin’-days
wuz over I
I

understood it—and I s’pose I never

never

can,—

But right in town here, yisterd’y, I heard a
pore blind man
A-fiddlin’ old “Gray Eagle.”—Jerked my
lines and stopped my load
O’ hay and listened at him—yes, and watched the way he “bow’d”—
And back 1 went, plum forty year’, with
boys and girls 1 knowed
And loved, long ’fore my dancin’-days
wuz over.

At high noon in yer city—with yer blame

Sizes, 25c. and 50c. bottles.

magnetic cars

While the surf, like a chaos of stars, like a rout
Of death flames, like whirlpools of lire flowing

THE

iron,

with splendour and terror the black ship environ,
Or like sulphur-flakes hurled from a mine of pale
lire
In fountains spurt over it.”

FARM

LIBRARY.

The November number of the Maine

Board of Agriculture Bulletin is devote
ed to the farm library. The Secretary
says: “We firmly believe that the most

Allowing little for poetic license, or
what Jack would term “coming up,”
Shelley's description of a phosphorescent sea is not so very far removed from
sober fact. That celebrated American
ship-master, ('apt. S. Samuels, who
brought the Tireadnaught from Sandy
Hook to Queenstown in nine days and
lifteen hours, thus making the sailing
ship record, has given, in his autobiography, a vivid word picture of his experience at Java, ileu-of-war boats
towed out to sea the good ship then
a

to-day is
higher level of thought,
to learn to value higher his occupation,
and thereby to work for greater results,
urgent

need of the farmer of

to be raised to a

to farm for a business rather than for a

living. Let us bring
library of our home,
town, let

us

thought of

commanded by ('apt. Samuels. One
hundred voices kept tune, while as

to our aid the

our grange, our
take council with the best

the

past

and of the

present,

A-humimn’ and a skreechin’ past, and bands
and G. A. R’s
A-marchin’, and fire-ingin’s—all the noise
the whole street through
Wuz lost on me—I only heard awhipperwill
or

two,

It ’peared like, kind o’ callin’ crost the
darkness and the dew,'
Them nights afore my dancin’-days wuz
over!
’T’uz Chusd’y night at Wetherell’s er
We’n’sd’y night at Straw’s,
Er Fourth o’ July night at either Tomps’s
house er John’s!—
With old Lew Church from Sugar Crik and
that old fiddle he
Had “sawed,”clean through the army, from
Atlantv to the sea—
And yit he’d fetched her home ag’in, so’s
he could play for me
Onc’t more, afore my dancin’ days wuz
over!
The woods ’at’s all be’n cut away seemed

recorded in the written pages of
growin’ same as then ;
books and papers. If we will do this The youngsters all wuz boys ag’in ’at’s

as

many oars kept time. The oars seemed to dip into molten silver, and the season which shall break
upon us at
as they rose
myriads of diamonds the close of winter’s frosts and ice will
appeared to dro from them. To enhaiu-e the enchantment of the scene, find us, like the buds and flowers of
the many shams which abound in spring, expanding into a higher life;
timsc waters darted hither and thither, and with a broader horizon
surrounding
leaving streaks in their wake which
were only comparable to forked light- us, we shall do our work better than
ning. In those days there was time for ever we have done it in the past.” Fola full appreciation of the romance of lowing are remarks from Waldo county
tlie sea. sir AVyville Thomson, during correspondents:
the cruise of II. M. s. challenger, found
Bhooks. There are no libraries in
it quite an easy matter, when off the this vicinity, and I think the agricul( ape Verdes, to read the smallest print tural papers are about as good up-toin liis cabin solely by the light emitted date literature as we can get.
1 think
by the tiny sea creatures churned up by it would be a good idea it we had a
the ship. Her wake was simply a blaze library, but cannot tell the best method
of phosphorescence. At Pabellon de of forming one. [Joseph Ellis (Memrica, on tlie west coast of South Amer- ber).
I think every farmer
Belmont.
ica, some very luminous sea surface displays are experienced by vessels at an- should have a good library on the farm,
chor in the bay. During the day the consisting of books on stock raising,
surface water alongside appeared to lie poultry raising, and general agriculture,
of a dirty purple color, although quite lie should also be a subscriber to two
colorless in a glass. Every night, for or more good agricultural papers, so as
quite a week, without intermission, the to keep in touch with the outside world.
sea surface was so brilliantly phosphorHe should also discuss farming with his
escent that tlie time could readily lie brother farmers.
[L. E. Allenwood.
determined by its aid from a watch,
Monuoe. 1 have found the reports
ai d tlie ship’s n ames on their stems of the Experiment Station and the
were plainly visible to passing boats.
Board of Agriculture of interest and
T lining now to another part of the value, as well as tin publications issued
world, a reference to a log book shows by the I'. S. Department of Agricula precisely similar result.
Xot far from ture.
V good farm paper is a necessity
>hanghai tlie sea surface was extremely if one would keep up with the advanced
phosphorescent: the light was vivid thought in his calling, and a supply of
enough t" permit of moderate print be- general literature is also needed. We
ing read in the Mashes, although the are not only farmers, but men, with an
interest in the affairs of the world, and
night was otherwise very dark.
Outside ot Aden bay a species of lum- we may, if we will, keep in touch with
inous vapor appeared to linger tremu- the wor.d. Any reading matter that
lously on flic sea surface. Tlie belt was makes the reader more of a man in all,
about Moo yards in length, and connect- or any, of the essential qualities of maned with very luminous water to tlie hood is good. |E. C. Dow.
eastward. Probably this semblance of
Lini oi.nvij.le. All the agricultural
vapor may lie rightly attributed to an literature which comes to this section is
optical illusion, and" the cause sought read with marked benefit, and I think
for among tiie luminous little creatures the majority of the people take advanof tlie surface directly beneath. At tage of the best farm literature obtaintimes the sea surface is like a vast able.
There are no libraries in this imheaving mass of metal at white heat, mediate vicinity. Dt forming a library
rather than an abiding place for tens 1 would let a good proportion of the
of thousands of tiny points of light. literature pertain to agriculture, but do
If anything, this form of luminousitv not think it would he a good plan to
is
the more owe-inspiring. Off the make a library all a matter of study.
entrance to tlie Persian
gulf tlie [Oscar JV. Gould.
sea suddenly became smooth.
In one I
\\ IN'TKRPORT.
\\ e would have each
short hour tlie whole horizon seemed ! grange appropriate at least ten percent,
illuminated.
after-1
of
its
to
the formation of a
gorgeously
Shortly
receipts
wards the vessel entered a large area library, composed of the best agriculof water of most dazzling brilliancy; , tural books and literature that could be
tiie sea was exactly similar in appear-' found, including the latest commercial
once to quicksilver, and the propeller |
price currents of the leading markets,
churned up water which looked like which should be read at each meeting.
|
A bucket of water drawn from ! Our town library was organized by the
milk.
over the side seemed quite clear, but! town
making an annual appropriation
some placed in a bottle plainly indi-1 of SI5h, and citizens and friends of the
cated the presence of countless uni- j library donating what they wished. We
malcuhe. .lust eastward of Socotra ai have two rooms, one for the library and
similar experience is not uncommon. Off one for a reading room, which the librathere a steamship commanded by ('apt. rian opens every Saturday afternoon.
.1. McKirdy, Ji. X. II.. now marine su- We have found tile .Maine Farmer, .New
perintendent of the Shaw, Savill & Al- England Homestead, and the bulletins
bion ( o., ran into a large patch of wa- j sent out by the Hoard of Agriculture
ter which looked as white as milk. AI-1 and the state University very useful.
though the night was dark a vessel's [A. W. Hardy.
starboard light of green would have j
Morrill. If farmers and farmers'
been difficult to pick up under its in- \ boys could be brought to see the advanbetween
Socotra
Half way
i tage to them of storing their minds
fluence.
and Colombo a sailing ship bad the sea during these long winter evenings with
surface suddenly assume a milk white the experience of successful men in the
appearance at night, without a sparkle. various lines of farm husbandry, the
Next night tlie curious creatures again formation of libraries for the diffusion
made themselves similarly manifest. of agricultural knowledge would be an
Mie seemed to be sailing through ail ex- easy matter. 1 am inclined to think
tensive meadow covered with a spotless that in most communities a library
sheet of snow. Within an interval of a made up of agricultural works wholly
few hours, over one hundred flying flsli would be little patronized. Almost every
came on board and were picked up by one reads in these times, hut the reading
the crew.
Apparently the ocean area is largely fiction and not always of the
an
thus affected was
approximate highest order. The best of literature is
square of four degrees wide. Occasion- cheaply bought. The magazines,—Cosis
tlie
sea
phosphorescent, while at mopolitan, Review of Reviews, Mcally
the extremities of masts and yards Clure’s and Success, may all be had for
are
examples of electric discharge I 1001 for the sum of sh.OO. The Maine
Some years ago j Farmer, New York Weekly Tribune,
known as corposants.
the
Wisconsin, when near Sandy i Xew England Homestead, (1 reen’s Fruit
Hook, experienced a terrible thunder Grower and the Tri-weekly Tribune or
At eaeli masthead and yard- World can be had for about the same
storm.
arm there flickered a corposant of reamount, or less. Of course one will
markable splendor, and all around, as far want his local paper also. The farmer
as tlie eye could reach, tlie sea appeared should read the above for general inforto lie a million of dimples cl liquid, mation, and in order to succeed agriculshining silver. Xot unfrequently, if a turally he should secure and read the
tumblerful of luminious water be kept bulletins from Orono, the monthly bulin a dark room for some hours and ap- letins from the State Board of Agricul
parently phosphoresent properties have ture, and the annual report. One of the
departed from it. they can be renewed mistakes many farmers make is in being
with less eff ect by agitating the water unwilling to try those methods which
Sailors are seldom have led other men to success. I bewith the Angers.
provided w ith microscopes or Latin dic- lieve there is a leaven at work, as the
tionaries. Ilence it is worse than affec- 25,000 Patrons of Maine meet weekly in
tation, it is a downright fraud on a con- the grange halls, that is doing more for
tiding public, to boldly rush into print agriculture than all other educational
with a detailed description of tlie ap- forces combined. [1>. O. Bowen.
pearance and family of the tiny sea
CASTORXA.
creatures which give rise either to the
11,0 Kim) You Have Always Bought
display of myriads of points of light, tears the
or to the even more effective glow like
one
when
metal
On
molten
occasion,
tlie ship's wake louked like liquid lire,
the sea was found to contain some subAlways Took rood Before Pleading.
stance about three inches long, of obDr. Brunton, one of tlie most famous
long shape, and resembling the electric physicians of London, tells of a patient of
light in color. This occurred a little to his' who was a noted barrister and wTio althe northeast of Rio .laneiro. When ways took a full dose of cod liver oil before
near St. Paul’s island the sea was lumi- pleading a case. This barrister did not benous in patches and a bucket of water lieve in stimulants and never used them
drawn from over the side readily re- while engaged in mental labor. Yet he alhis dose of cod liver oil because
vealed the cause thereof. Several strips ways took
he said it rendered his mind much more acof blubber-like substance, eight inches tive. Without doubt cod liver oil is a most
in length, and having a central canal remarkable food, especially when partlyfrom end to end, were well in evidence. digested as it is in Scott’s Emulsion. It
(in taking these peculiar people of the certainly strengthens the memory and feeds
builds up the whole nervous sy stem to a
deep sea into a dark room they made it and
so vividly illuminated that the time by most remarkable degree.
a little clock could be clearly determinTortured a Witness.
ed without the aid of any other light.
Intense suffering was endured by witness
animalcule
Some suppose there are not
T. L. Martin of Dixie, Ky\, before he gave
present where the color of old ocean is this evidence: I coughed every night until
and
blue,
consequently phosphorescence my throat was nearly- raw; then tried Dr.
cannot then exist. Others believe that King’s New Discovery which gave instant
for four
a phosphorescent display is the fore- relief. 1 have used it in my family
remAs a matter of years and recommend it as the greatest
runner of a storm.
for Coughs, Colds and all Throat, Chest
fact, blue water is luminous, and fine edyIt will stop the worst
and Lung troubles.
weather frequently follows a display. cough, and not only prevents but absolutely
Any description nearer than this is out cures Consumption. Price 50e and $1.00.
of place except in a treatise by a scien- Every bottle guaranteed. Trial bottles free
at K. H. Moody’s Drug Store.
tist of repute. |Syren& Shipping.

j

J

j

j
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now all oldish men;
And all the girls ’at then wuz girls—I saw
’em one and all,
As plain as then—the middle-sized, the
sliort-and-fat, and tall.
And, ’peared like, I daneed “TucKer” fer
’em up and down the wall,
As peert as ’fore my dancin’-days wuz
over.

The facts is, T wuz dazed so ’at I clean fergot jes where
I railly wuz—a blockin’ streets, and still
a-standing there!
I heard the po-leece yellin’, but my ears
wuz kind o’ blurred,—
My eyes, too, fer the odds o’ that,—bekase I
thought I heard
My wife ’at’s dead a-laughin’ like and jokin’,
word for word,
Jes like afore her dancin’-days wuz
over.

[James Whitcomb Riley.
NK KVOVS PltOSTKATION.
Have You These Symptoms?
Are you nervous? Are you fidgety? Are
you irritable? Are you changeable in your
moods? Is your appetite capricious? Does
your mind wander? Do you change your
mind often on one subject ? Is it hard for
you to concentrate your mind on any one
subject? Are you fretful? Are you sleepless? Do you have Hashes of cold and heat?
Are you troubled at times with palpitation?
Do you have cold sweats? Do you have
spells in which you surely think you are
going to die? Do you have strange, roaring,
buzzing sounds in your ears? Do you suffer
from Paralysis, Sciatica, Locomoter Ataxia ?
If you have these symptoms, Dr. Hallock’s
Wonderful Electric Pills for weak, wornout, nervous people should be used at once.
They will positively restore you to perfect
health and give a buoyant spirit with nerves
of steel and completely cure all of the above
symptoms. Give them a trial.
Sold at drug stores, SI a box, (5 boxes, sufficient to cure the most obstinate cases, So,
or sent direct from laboratory, prepaid, on
receipt of price. Advice on all diseases,
from specialists, Free. Address 11ALLOCK
DRUG CO., 110 Court st., Boston, Mass.
Established 1848.

Population

of

Maine

Towns.

The census bureau,Nov. 22nd, announced
the population of certain towns in Maine
having a population of more than 2,000, as
follows:

Berwick.2,280
Bridgton.2,868

Bristol .2,572

Brunswick.6,803

Bucksport.2,339

Camden.2,835
Caribou.4,758
Chelsea.3,092

Deer Isle. 2,047

Dexter.2,941
East Livermore.2,129
Eden.4,2.79
Fairfield.3,87*
Farmington.3,288
Fort Fairfield.4,181
Fort Kent.2,528
Freeport.2,339
Gorham.2,540
Ilampden.2,182
11 oirlton.4,688
Jay.2,758
Jonesport.2,124
Kemiebunk.3,228
Kennebunkport.2,123
Kittery.2,872
Lisbon.3,603
Lubee.3,005
Machias.2,082
Madison.2,764
Norway.2,902
Orono.3,257
Paris.3,225
Pittsfield.2,891
Presque Isle.3,801
Richmond.2,049
Rockport.2,314
Rumford.3,770
Saint George.2,206
Sanford .6,086

Skowhegan.5,180
South Berwick.3,188
Thomaston.2,688
Topsham.2,097
Tremont.2,010
VassalboroJ.2,062
Vinalhaven..2,358
Wahloboro.3,145
Warren.2,069
Wells.2,007
Winslow.2,277
Winthrop .2,088
Yarmouth.2,274
York.2,663
A

Woman's Awful Peril.

“There is only one chance to save your
life and that is through an operation” were
the startling words heard by Mrs. I. B. Hunt
of Lime Ridge, Wis., from her doctor after
lie bad vainly tried to cure her of a frightful case of stomach trouble and yellow jaundice.
Gall stories had formed and she constantly grew worse. Then she began to use
Electric Bitters which wholly cured her.
It’s a wonderful Stomach, Liver and Kidney
remedy. Cures Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite.
Try it. Only 50 cts. Guaranteed.
For sale by R. 11. Moody, druggist.
A

Card.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarantee a 25-eent bottle to prove satisfactory
6m42
or money refunded.
W. 0. Poor & Son.
A. A. Howes & Co.
“An International Courtship” the new
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melville Kirke, has been described by a leading
London weekly newspaper as “a remarkable novel.” It is the story of marriage between American girls and titled Englishmen.
Published by The Neely Co., 114
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid $1.00
3yrs24

Stop Wastioi Your Straijlli.
Weaker

'Stop Making Yourself
Every May*
yhere la a Help—A Sure Help.
If you bow the seeds of wasted strength,

you will reap a harvest of sickness that will
follow you all your days. You can renew
life and strength by purifying your
your
blood with Smith’s Green Mountain
Renovator.
Sow the seeds of strength
with it, and you will be well and vigorous
all your years. Don’t be weak and sickly
and unable to cope with life. Remember
this remedy is made in Vermont, of pure,
wholesome herbs, and is redolent of the
green fields, fragrant woods and bracing
air. It will give you Strength.
suffering with salt
twenty years
rheum, resulting in loss of flesh, nervous depression, loss of appetite and strength, six bottles of
your grand blood Renovator has put me on my
feet. I was badly broken out on shoulders, face,
legs; tried physicians and many patent medicines
“After

of

but

to no avail.
man of me, and
as a great blood

_Horace

Your Renovator has made
I cannot say enough in its
and nerve invigorator.”
F. Weeks, Bakersfield,

Capt “Sot"

is

High Line.

Captain

“Sol” Jacobs, of the schoonHelen Miller Gould, has carried off
the coveted honor M high line of the
mackerel fleet during the past season,
and has achieved the additional distinction of having made the largest season’s stock in the history of the mackerel fishery. The Cape Ann Breeze
says: “Capt. Jacobs announces his
stock for the season as $40,664, and the
share of each of his crew as $863. The
share would ordinarily have been considerably larger on such a stock, but
for the fact that the men’s half of the
stock was divided into 191-2 shares, an
exceptionally large number. Capt.
Jacobs by his phenomenal season’s work,
has once more proved his title clear to
the cognomen bestowed upon him in
the past, ‘King of Mackerel Fisherer

The Doctors Case
usually contains a bottle of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Its use by physicians and by families for more than
90
No single
years is proof of its medicinal value.
remedy
known is of more frequent use in a home than

<Johnsons
Anon's: LINIMENT

Cblds disappear when you take it internally, dropped on sugar.
All diseases caused by, or accompanied by, inflammation, are
cured by it, and the list is a long one, ranging from a burn or
bruise to diphtheria. Take internally or use externally.
In two
Write for lree copy of 64 page
size bottles, 25cents and 50 cents.
book "Treatment for Diseases and Care of the Sick Room."

men.

a new

praise

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House

Ballade ot

the Football-man.

Many there be that golfing go
Upon the links to have their swing,
Yclad in garments gay that glow
As doth the sun when westering;
Still some there he to baseball cling,
And tennis claims its little clan;
But if you want to see “the thing,”
Behold the lusty football-man!
Forsooth, he lets his hair to grow
As doth the festive sprout in spring;

Hacking

•••
•

WHICH INCLUDES SOMETHING FOR EVERY [>r h
SOnETHING FOR EVERY PURSE.

tendermembrane
of the throat and
lungs, and the
wounds
thus
made attract the
germs of con-

WE HAVE LOW PRICED PRESENTS,

And should both eyes be black as woe,
’Tis pride he feels therein—no sting!
His followers make the welkin ring
From far Beersheba unto Dipt;
And if you gaze upon a king,
Behold the lusty football-man!

In midnight dreams he “tackles low
“A touchdown!” you will hear him sing;
Although there ne’er was such a “show,”
lie’s every girl “upon the string.”
When he goes forth his foes to tling,
The head-guard,nose-guard,shin-guard plan
Makes him a sight for marveling—
Behold the lusty football-man!

sumption. Stop
your cough by
using the family
remedy that ha
been curing
coughs and colds

FRESHTNEWT NOVEL

ENVOY.

Prince, sill the other

games

are

slow,

And fall beneath tlib public ban ;
There’s only one game now—and so
Behold the lusty football-man 1
f Clinton Scollard, in December Smart Set.

“My

So you can secure DESIRABLE
at any price you wish to expend.

U N E OF

sixty

H. J. LOCKE & SON

BANK BUILDING,
P.

cough drops

for an hour in that dear place!
for the peace of that dear lime!
for that childish trust sublime!
(> for a glimpse of mother's face!
Yet as the shadows 'round me creep,
1 do not seem to be alone—
{Sweet magic of that treble tone—
And “Now 1 lay me down to sleep.”
[Eugene Field.

away.

Three sizes: the one
dollar size is the cheapest to

keep

B T O V
Tyy
R5,
O

hand;
for coughs
on

K hiivt- stnvt's ami

the 50c. size
you have had for some
time; the 25c. size for
an ordinary cold.

Address
Dr. J. C. AYER,

3yrs24.
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STOVES, ETC., ETC
PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.

p]

Mitchell

O
V

Trussell

&

p^
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Lowell, Mass

Winter Footwear

Lamson & Hubbard
D. P. Palmer

•This is a r
I. a 111 s
imrd Hat

JF’-A.IL.IL,

...FOR...
statistics show that 13,
ooo,000,000 of lien’s eggs will have been
laid in the T'nited states during this
year 1900—a startling estimate truly,
inasmuch as these eggs, stood one on
top of another, point to butt, would
make a column 401,048 miles in altitude
—nearly twice the height of the moon
from the earth when that orb is seen
overhead. The annual value of this
product exceeds that of any mineral
except coal, and is greater even than
that of our pig iron. Ilioston Trans-

Fairly reliable

Agent,

Farmers,

Temple.

Lumbermen, &c.
a

All Up
Hat in
ticuhii

Masonic

Teamsters,
We have

WELL V. \
ST\ ! 151; Hit

full line of the celebrated

Fall Style, 1900

Felt Boots,
Knit

cript.

JUST RECEIVED, A LARGE LINE OF

Boots,
and

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.

I

T

WOOD and COAL

Write the Doctor. If you have any
complaint whatever and desire the
b.-st medical advice write the Doctor

freely.

S

TH

Kangi-s of all kimls

OIL Hf: AT’:

“For 15 years I had a very had
cough. The doctors and everybody
else thought 1 had a true case of
consumption. Then I tried Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral and it only took a
bottle and a half to cure me.’
F. Marion Mili.fr,
Oct. 28,1898.
Camden. N.Y.

Commissioner Wilson Dead.

Belfast, Maine

O. SQUARE.

loosens the grasp of your
cough. The congestion
of the throat and lungs is
removed; all inflammation is subdued; and the

()
0

assorIgn

NO TKO!
SHOW <;•

BELFAST NATIONAL

()

Nation.

and WELL

Will give you an idea of the
beautiful goods within.

And somehow with that little prayer
And that sweet treble in my ears,
My thoughts go back to distant years
And linger with a dear one there;
And, as I hear a child’s amen,
My mother’s faith comes back to me;
Crouched at her side l seem to be,
And mother holds my hands again.

The Hen’s Gift to the

a

OUR WINDOW

The fire upon the hearth is low,
And there is stillness everywhere,
Like troubled spirits here and there
The firelight shadows fluttering go;
And as the shadows ’round me creep,
A childish treble breaks the gloom,
And softly from a farther room
Comes, “Now 1 lay me down to sleep.”

Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Wilson died in Washington Nov. 27th.
George Washington Wilson was fiftyseven years of age and a native of
Ohio.
lie entered the Union army
when eighteen years old as a private in
the 54th Ohio volunteer infantry, and
served throughout the war, coming out
a first lieutenant.
In 1800 lie took up
the practice of law and in 1869 entered
the internal revenue service. He served
in various capacities, rising from one
important position to another until he
became the head of the bureau.

Our stock is

And our FAIR PRICKS are as attractive as tin* goods.
Save TIME, MONEY and get the best you can by choosiny
From OUR EXTENSIVE HOLIDAY STOCK.
All are invited to conn*.

kind for
every
You
years.
can’t aiford to be without it.

rf

DESCRIPTION

SELECTIONS of any grade

Pleasing Christmas Gifts.

of

over

is

MEDlUn PRICED PRESENTS,
AND COSTLY PRESENTS OF EVERY KIND AND

Mother’s Faith.”

and all the different

ALL

«l

...

COLORED SHIRTS
In all the fashionable shades. | HOSIERY, GLOVES, CARS, I'MWEAR, (NECKWEAR, in all desirable shapes and colors,
find everything all right at

Leggings,

styles of

D., P. PALMER’S

flasonic

Temple, Belta-t

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

Signature of

to go over them, both in high and low cuts,
either lace or buckle. These goods are all
by the MISHAWAKA COMPANY,
and are the very best quality made. We sold
the Rubbers last winter, and guaranteed
them, and not a pair was returned. They will
outwear any other Rubber on the market, and
are lower in price than 'other first quality
goods. We also have

FRED ATWOOD,

Me

Winterport

made

The United States will retain possession of the Isle of Pines, whatever the
final disposition of Cuba, says a Washington despatch to the New York Journal and Advertiser.
A Keen Clear Brain.

Your best feelings, your social position or
business success depend largely on the perfect action of your Stomach and Liver. Dr.
King’s New Life Pills give increased
strength, a keen, clear brain, high ambition.
A 25 cent box will make you feel like a new
being. Sold by R. 11. Moody, Druggist.-

Thousands of dollars’ damage lias
been caused by Hoods in the Monongahela river, Pennsylvania. Several persons were drowned and many families
are homeless.
Clmmpion.
“I tried many remedies to cure piles,”
writes W. R. Smith of Latham, 111., “but
found no relief till 1 used liueklen's Arnica
1 have not been troubled with piles
Salve.
since.” It’s the only champion pile cure on
earth and the best salve in the world. 25c
per box, guaranteed by R. II. Moody, drugWorld’s

gist,
to our esteemed contemporary, the Scientific American, for
the precise dimensions of the steamship which is to cross the ocean in four
days, viz : She is to be 930 feet in
length, 87 feet beam, 40.000 tons displacement, 110,000 horse pow er and with
The daily coal
a speed of 30 knots.
consumption of this leviathan will he
1,710 tons, her bunker capacity 9,550
tons. She will cost $6,200,000, will carry
no cargo, hut instead will accommodate
800 first-class passengers, 450 second
class and 250 third class, and will have
a maximum earning capacity of $225,000 for the trip. This looks fine on
paper. We do not hear of any capitalists getting ready to put this ship
afloat. A ship much smaller than the
above will be the real money maker.
[Marine Journal.
We are

obliged

What Shall We

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE.
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

Rubber Boots and Heavy Arctics

FIRE, LIFE. ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURA'

of the SAME BRAND.
We guarantee the quality.

INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.

STEAM BOILER

Jell-O, The New Dessert

pleases all the family. Four flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
lyio
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.

Security Bonds tor Cash

A. COLBURN,
81 Main Street,

Belfast.

FOGG 4 BOON

Nasal

CATARRH

CAPITAL

SURPLUS,

In all its stapes there
should be cleanliness.

Safe

the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head
C’ream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and is absorbed.
Relief is im; mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 5G Warren Street, New York.

Worms?
TRUE’S

pin WORM

reni-at
a

Y D

$3, $5 $6.50 and

year.

Bud

burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exciushe
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

E. L. Stevens, M. D„
Residence

12 Church Street.

few doses of

Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast. Me.

ELIXIR

If worms are present they will be expelled.
A harmless vegetable tonic. 35c. at drugRiita.
Dr. J. F. TKUE A CO., Auburn. Me.

Office hours from 1

to

4, and 7 to 8

p. m.,

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CUKE OF....

...

BY THE

Apples Wanted.
paying the highest oash prices
Apples at the Mansfield
store, foot of Main Street.
I want 10 cars No. 2 Apples.
CHAS. W. LANCASTER.
Belfast, Nov. 22, 1900.—3W47
am

Winter

The Heaviest

Beef,

The Fattest Mutton

I

The Tenderest Veal,
The

Plumpest

The Freshest

Chicken'

Vegetables

0000

...

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

1

Block,Cor;,

The Pest Venison,
...

for

Howes'

bank.

sickness, and sometimes death, in'
children, before their presence is suspecta

TSJSOL1CTI

everyth

Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED hr security against tire

cause

Give them

deposit boxes tor
#8

quickly.

Sell TllK BKST of

$33,000
I) JSPOSI

Ely’s Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals

ed.

STOCK,;$ 150,000

Have for Dessert?

This question arises in the family every
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
Let us answer it to-day.
Try Jell-O,
have a child who soils bedding from incon- day.
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
tencnce of water during sleep. Cures old
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
arrests
the
trouble
at
and young alike. It
cool.
to
set
add
Flavor:
water
and
boiling
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
once. $1.
—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and StrawDruggists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.
cts.
10
lylO
berry. At your grocers,

LIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver
Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills.
A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Bel-

Stock!

Splendid Holiday

There is nothing so ,bad for a
cough as coughing. It tears the

•too
Dr. £. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic

Street, Boston. Mass.

Vt._

Come in and

see m

~

or, if you cannot come,

n-

telephone.

is

Our number

FOGG & BHOWN
Notice is hereby given that a discount of *2 per
cent, will be made on all taxes for 11*00 paid to me
before Jan. 1.11*01. I shall be at the Aldermen’s
Room in Memorial Building from 8.30 to 11.30 a.
m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to 4 i*. m.
M. C. HILL .Collector

Belfast, August 1,1900.—31tf
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THE REPUBLICAN JOUSIM

NORTHERN SPAIN.
End
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the

(bream), stewed in oil, native wine and
olives, under the same roof that sheltered the champion liar. The Santillans have ceased to quaff the
Tartan

Peninsula.

Ports on the Bay of Biscay.
the Birth Place of Ignatius

,,,

''

of

vospomlence of The Journal.]
The traveler who
1 >>oo.

^

acquainted with
,Hast not neglect its less fre.lorthern coast, which differs
become

from tlie southern as the

\

regions of

differ
vi and cane lands of Louis,i common saying in France

Michigan

begins

,i

at the

Pyrenees;”

licving that no nation on
c.tc so conceited as Spain’s
bor, which claims a mofashion and refinement
::
« c should place the border
ilization where it properi! the other side of Gibral>

Madame Yale’s

to Bilbao—the seaport
province of Vizcaya—is
urs’ .journey by the great
ii Ilailway; but the scen-

:"s

■

HAIR TONI

Ladies and Gentlemen,—It has gone on record
that Madame Yale's Excclsiur flair Tonic, is the
Arid and only remedy known to chemical science
found to be a genuine hair specific. It his an
affinity for the human hair for nourishing nod invigorating its entire structure. It is antiseptic :u
character, as well as sti nutating: its ac; ion unon
the scalp and hair is truly wonderful, inasmuch
as it has never been known in a single instance to
fail to cure scalp diseases and to create a luxuriant
growth of healthy, beautiful hair, it stops hair
falling within twenty-four hours attd brings back
the natural color to gray hair in nearly every
instance. It is not a dee: it is not sticky or greasy;
on the contrary it makes the hair soft,
youthful,
beautiful and glossy ; keeps it in curl.
It is a perfect hair dressing, and can be us.-i by ladies,
or children as a d.i'v toilet requisite,
ts influence is delightfully soothing.
All Dealers sell it, $r per bottle. Mail orders
may be sent direct to the manufacturer,

ic

the character of the
-c as completely in those
hen you cross the Pyre■

Ancient

mce.

hi

Bilbao—

the year 1300, by I ton
Haro, the name meaii-

’•’•:"

-is now one of

the

and
in.
■

up-to-date cities in
lies ter of the Peninsuseveral times reduced

fentlemen

■ombardment and eonlla-

ii.dings
cause

■

almost entire-

are

of its

its full

s.

MADAME YALE,
189 Michigan Blvd.,

bravery in
title, long ago

lie Crown, is La Invieta
Twice during the civil

Chicago.

COUPON.

■

Name of paper
This coupon may he exchanged for one
of Madame Yale's celebratecf books on
health, grace and beauty. Please cut out
coupon and mail it to Madame Yale with a
request for a book.
Madame Yale may be consulted by mail
free of charge.
Address all communications to her, 189 Michigan Blvd. Chicago.

..

[successfully beseiged by
again, as late as 1*74,
oiled for seventy-two days
ilt, except the killing of
■•us Spaniards. X o w-a-davs
much English as Spanish
wide, straight streets, so
the southern cities, and fortunes, there are still surprising excoiiie second only to Ant- ports from Bilbao of corn, fruits, oil,
importance of its British flour, wines, cutlery, fire-arms, madder,
nng lines of steamers are liquorice, chestnuts, etc., besides the
nling ore along the left | minerals above mentioned. The indusliver for Cardiff, Xeweas- trial establishments include several exml hlasgow; ami on the tensive rope-walks, docks for
building
a prosperous
English col- and repairing merchant-vessels, iron
shed itself, with schools, and steel foundries, anchor-forges, pot; ailing
rooms
in town. teries, tobacco factories, cotton factorwitli America, the rich ies where sail-cloth principally is made,
a
tlie neighboring moun- tanneries, paper-mills, glass-works, mans11 y fallen into the hands ufactories of hats, saddles, and the cutj italists, and last year the lery and firearms for which this place
ug, registered at Bilbao | used to rank second only to Toledo.
and

'.

■

■

■

ati-d to 2,3UO, 187 tons,
town more

a

Ids.

t

in

♦

There

are

numerous

picturesquely ] monasteries, mostly

the

convents and

in the old town

mountain I and now devoted to secular uses.

The

v"r, nine miles above the public buildings are substantial, but
The river, by the way. ; too English in style to be architectually
variety of names. The interesting. Among the finest are the

h.

j

the French, Palace of the Deputaeion Provincial,
house,
bisques. who own it and I the arsenal, hospital, opera
to lie the best author-; nautical academy and college.
There
N'ervian:

1

drink of horses’ blood and asses’
milk,
the luxury of their ancestors, when
the
town was known as Santa
Juliana, in
honor of the patroness of
pilgrims.
Her body was brought here in
1307, and
buried in the tine old church which
is
worth going far to see. It was built in
the 12th century and its
altar-frontal
is entirely of silver-work.
When Prof. Munyon says his Dyspepsia Cure
will cure indigestion and all forms of stomach
Portugalete, the real port of Bilbao, trouble
he simply tells the truth. It will cure a
is a village of perpendicular hills
stomach that has been abmed by over-eating and
and over-drinking.
It will cure a stomach that has
straight-up-and-down streets; of im- been weakened by old-style drugs and debilitatIt will do much toward making
ing
cathartics.
mense
projecting roofs, picturesque an old stomaeh act like a sound one. At all
druggists, 25 cents. Fifty-six otlidr cures. Write to
dresses of Basque peasantry, a
jargon Broadway and 2*>tli St., New York, for free mediof strange tongues, and the
noisy bustle cal advice.
inseparable from a busy seaport—even in one of which is a bust of
Loyola,
in sleepy Spain. Wheels are of small
which shows as grand a head as ever
use here, and most of the
cartage is wore a crown of temporal or spiritual
done by mules and women. Interminadominion.
Interest increases as you
ble flights of stairs lead down to the
ascend to the next story, where were
quay, and up to the cloud-scraping resi- the
“living rooms” of the family. In
dences of the merchants. During the
one of these is an altar, screened from
summer mouths the place is much frenea r approach by an iron grating, which
quented by visitors from surrounding marks
the very spot on which the Founregions, including French and Portu- der of the Order of Jesuits was born.
guese from lower and hotter cities beYou may enter the private chapel of
yond the Pyrenees and the Galacian the
Loyolas and kneel at the same altar
sierras. Aside from its natural feabefore which the child Ignatius knelt a
tures, Portugalete offers few “sights” thousand times with his father and
to the tourist.
There is a barn-like mother. You
may see the couch upon
English church, in a big, bare factory- which he
after he was wounded in

yard,

for the

spiritual accommodation
of the large British
mining and seafaring community; while the more
poetic-minded natives worship in the
tine old Jesuit church of Santa
Maria,

title.

Ibaizabal. 1 is

ous

bar.

Bay

of

defining
dangertranquil weather the
Biscay is treacherous enough,
Even in

and its waters are lashed into indescribable fury by Atlantic storms.

While in this part of Spain, you should
by all means visit Azpetia, the near by
town in which the great Ignatius Loyola was bom. There is no railway or
diligence service from Portugalete to
the

place, but a carriage road leads to
it, through enchanting scenery—when
your wheels are not stuck in the mud,
as too frequently
happens. It rains a
good deal on this northern coast—a slow
persistent drizzle which seems to make

a

newest, a line suspen- ; ever poor the country, their colleges down into deep valleys among the hills,
sirel and iron, was com- j and numerous churches are well sup- and anon a wide sweep of Biscay Bay.
>■ fist
Bilbao's chief attractions are Four hours drive brings you to Azpetia
twenty years* A 1 ported.
m y lias been expended
its beautiful promenades and shaded —a village with one long street, at the
end
which rises a majestic pile,
neighboring hill tops. The Plaza worthy of the name it bears, and to
| Xuevo is a prettily arcaded square, with perpetuate to all ages the fame of Ignaten million dollars, five fountains in it. trees, statuary and tius Loyola.
In the open plaza before
ikes tiie linest harbor of flower-beds.
All around it the shop- it stands the statue of a Saint—a subgalete,—the real port, at fronts and stair-cases are built of red lime figure, which is an object of specmil: but to tins day ail | marble, with large white eyes, quarried ial homage at the time of year when
have to anchor and dis- near the city. A fine tree-shaded prom- this place is thronged with pilgrims.
aigoes there, while only! enade borders the river, and paseo leads As we approached the great building
and lighters come up to into paseo for several miles,
ascending and ascended the steps, we found them
I terrace by terrace, so that you may thronged, not with pious pilgrims, but
i city in its picturesque
prolong the walk to the distant ridge of with beggars of the true Spanish sort,
ing (pronounced by the Monte Cabras.
squalid and importunate, who swarm
led lieel-bah-oo) contains I
The iron ores of Biscay, especially about the stranger with piteous moans.
pidation of about 37,000. I along the. west side of the river Ibaiza- The massive structure serves the double
•o' the river it is purely!
bal, first began to attract attention purpose of church and monastery. It is
rushing and bustling as 1 about thirty years ago. They are chief- round in shape, following the model of
hieago; but you have only ly red, or bronze ore hematites, occur- the Pantheon at Rome. Its lofty dome
•ridge to find yourself at ring in the mountain limestone and rests on enormous pillars of many-color'■urn country, and a century
worked in open quarries. Now the ed marbles, with chapels on every side,
•i the times.
The smaller Somorrostro district is
exclusively work- in which masses are hourly said. The
■■•'' old
town) is the same ed by British iron masters from the chief interest of Azpetia is in the Santa
history as the seat of the north of England, several short rail- Casa, or “holy house,” in which Loyola
••dado Comercio, originally
ways and tramways have been laid, in- was born, and which remains intact,too
1
it Burgos, having the highcluding that of the Goldames Mining precious to be destroyed or altered. It
v
in Spain as a commerCompany, who possess a solid cliff of is therefore preserved with religious
Its irregular streets iron ore, a mile long and 2t>0 feet high. care, like the
holy places in Jerusalem,
mow
to admit of
two Their wire tramway is carried through the monastery having been built over
■cieast, and lazy citizens a tunnel, six hundred feet long, down and around it, to protect it with its
Kinds out of opposite wiu- to
Portugalete, where quays and land- mighty walls. Passing down a long
■ e
very tall stone houses, ing stages have been built at a point vestibule and ringing a bell you are
projecting roofs afford called Sesteo. The Bandore Siamese answered by the opening of an aper(cr from sun and rain.
It Steel Company own important hematite ture no
larger than a pane of glass; and
dim alleys that two-thirds
mines, also connected with the river by to your modest request for admission a
population were slaugh- wire tramway, carrying baskets for voice replies that the Fathers of the
blood during the Carlist.
loading. Going down the river, by convent do not admit visitors, except
'■■■'•, when the valient Zutramway, railway or steamer, you pass at a certain hour. However, as in all
cccived his death wound, the station of the
railway that leads up the show-places of Spain a little dinero,
ulil succor arrived.
The into the hills to the Orconera
mines; (money), judiciously tendered, proves a
the queerest people we
and a few miles further on are exten- ready open sesame. It is something
'pain, both in customs and sive iron-works of the
Desierto, Viz- over four hundred years since Ignatius
Here the tall, strong, bluecaya, Altoahonos and other mining was born, yet his house remains exactb' all the heavy porterage,
companies of jaw-dislocating names. ly the same. It is to show that it was
attle. while their puny The
tramway ride is extremely pleas- built for a Spanish grandee. The famimasters loll around the ant on a
sunny afternoon.
Passing ly of Loyola was one of highest rank
pitting their wives’ earn- along the Pasco de los Canos, so-called in Spain, and this house of his father
and aguardiente,
because it forms the roof of the great was not only a home, but a castle, with
new town was laid out, on
aqueduct, which conveys water to the walls five feet thick, loop-holed for the
of the river, with wide
city; past the queer old church of San firing of cross-bows or musketry, so
-is and modern houses of
Juan, and the little Plazuela de la Cruz, that in case of need its lord might
! e Bilboans were so
proud whence a long llight of steps lead to gather his retainers within the walls
new pavements that for the
cemetery, over whose portal a curi- and withstand a siege. Whatever milino carts or
carriages were ous warning is inscribed; through the tary purpose it may once have served is
t"
eater, for fear of injuring handsome English suburb, Albia, with now entirely superseded by its sacred
goods, groceries and house- its fine houses and wide boulevards, character, as appears by the inscription
had to come on doukeyyou come at last to the fir-planted sand- over the door, which, translated from
oe
commonly, on woman- dunes, interspersed with sea side villas Spanish, reads:
Biiglish who now dominate of Bilbao merchants. The tramway
“Family house of Loyola. Here Saint
have no such respect for terminates at Las Arenas, near the Ignatius was born, in 1491. Here, havks. and the rattle of their river’s mouth, where extensive
bathing ing been visited in person by St. Peter
1
same old racket of Lon- establishments
are
crowded during and by the Most Holy Virgin, he gave
l-iverpool. The town rises in half the year. Not far from Arenas, himself to God, in 1521.”
terraces, the upper streets reached by carriage-road across the
Mounting the great oaken staircase
:esidences, parks and prom- sand-dunes, is the quaint olu town of you come at the first landing to a wide
the

river,

including

a

I terraces and line sea-ward views from

ater at its mouth, be■! costing, with its pier,

of

the

w

or

j

•

1

1

iower ones to commercial
Inch there are several hun"nigh the once-important wool
1

1
11

151

"

,l'"'l long
ago, and ship-building
'dly declined with Spain’s altered

he will show you a
hidden behind the

full-length figure,
altar, of a

Santinella del Mar—the ancient Con- hall which is furnished with confessioncona, renounced as the birth-place of al boxes, where, at the time of the
Gil Bias. If you have time to make annual pilgrimages, a multitude of
the pilgrimage, you may enjoy (V) a priests hear confessions and give absosupper of garlic-pudding, dried fish, lutions!' Doors open into several rooms,

a

Nutshell.

BAD BLOOD,
BAD COMPLEXION.

This century received from its predethe horse; we bequeath the bicycle, the locomotive and the motor

cessors
car.

queath

the

EMANCIPATION

The skin is the seat of an almost endless variety of diseases. They are known
by various names, but are all due to the
same cause, acid and other
poisons in
the blood that irritate and interfere with
the proper action of the skin.
To have a smooth, soft skin, free from
all eruptions, the blood must be kept pure
and healthy. The many preparations of
arsenic and potash and the large number
of face powders and lotions generally
used in thi9 class of diseases cover up
for a short time, but cannot remove permanently the ugly blotches and the red,

AVe received the sailing ship and be-

great steamship.

AVe received the flintlock and bequeath the machine gun.
AVe received the beacon signal
fire;
we bequeath the telephone and wireless

telegraphy.

AVe received ordinary light; we bequeath Roentgen rays.
AVg received the goose quill and bequeath the typewriter.
AVe received the scythe and bequeath
the mowing machine.
AVe received the hand printing press;
we bequeath the cylinder press.
AVe received the painted canvas; we'
bequeath lithography, photography and
color photography.
AVe received the hand loom; we bequeath the cotton and woolen factory.
AVe received gunpowder; we bequeath
lyddite.
AVe received the tallow dip; we bequeath tne electric lamp.
AVe received the galvanic
battery; we
bequeath the dynamo.

to women from the thraldom
of ill-fittinu, expensive slioes.
This is the mission of the

disfiguring pimples.
Eternal vlgilanoo la the prion
of a beautiful complexion

Shoe for
Women.

when such remedies are relied on.
Mr. H. T. Shobe, 2704 Lucas Avenue, St. Louis.
Mo., says “My daughter was afflicted for years
with a disfiguring eruption on her face, which

resisted all treatment. She was taken to two
celebrated health springs, but received no benefit. Many medicines were prescribed, but without result, until we decided to
try S. S. S., and by
the time the first bottle * as finished the
eruption
A dozen bottles cured her
began to
completely ana left her skin perfectly smooth.
She is now seventeen years old, and not a sign of
the embarrassing disease has ever returned.”

The wearers of these slioes enjoy
all the foot comfort possible at any

disappear.

The contents of the December
Magazine Number of The Outlook are varied.
Among the special articles will be found
the fifth installment of the
autobiog
raphy of Booker T. Washington, called, “Up from Slavery;” the final installment of Mr. Hamilton W. Mabie’s

price.

Three in One:

S. S. S. is a positive, unfailing cure for
the worst forms of skin troubles.
It is
the greatest of all blood purifiers, and the

only

one

FIT,

guaranteed purely vegetable.
complexions.
purifies and invigo-

STYLE

Bad blood makes bad
|

AN D

WEAR,

the old and
makes new, rich blood
within the reach of
that nourishes the
every woman.
body and keeps the One uniform price.
skin active and healthy and in proper
Try a pair and you’ll
condition to perform its part towards
Wear no other."
from
the
carrying off the impurities
body.
If you have Eczema, Tetter, Acne, Salt
Rheum, Psoriasis, or your skin is rough
and
send for our book on Blood
James Bryce, Henry van Dyke, Edward and pimply,
Skin Diseases and write our physi->
Everett Hale, President Hadley of Yale,
\ cians about your case. No charge what* *
SI Main Street.
and half a dozen others, giving their
f'ever for this service.
opinions in replyto the question “What * SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA, GA.
are the Greatest Books of the Century?” m a year. The Outlook Company, 287 Fourth Avenue, New York.)

“William Shakespeare;

tist and

fok

Poet, Drama-

rates

Man,” which has now been
published by the Macmillans in sumptuous book form; elaborate articles reviewing the ablest books of the season
in the departments of art,
biography
and fiction, with many portrait illustrations: and, most prominent of all, a
series of brief articles by such men as

$3.00

A.

COLUMBIA

Dr. D. K. Pearson of Chicago has announced his intention of giving $50,000
toward the completion of the scientific

STATE

CHRISTMAS

building, Colorado college.

NUMBER

oFTHE

NEW YORK

ASSESSORS FIGURES

Show Increased

Valuation Due to

HERALD

Manu-

facturing:.

•-•

The figures ol' the State assessors show
that there are 37 towns in the State
which Have a valuation of over a million. The list is made up as follows;
Lisbon, Caribou, Fort Fairfield, IIoul-

stands fourth.
There are 53 towns which have a valuation of from $500,000 to a million.
The 30 cities of Maine represent 145
millions of the valuation; the 37 towns
first mentioned, on million; the 53 towns,
3$ million, and the remaining 330 towns
and 33 plantations represent but 31 per
cent, oi the total valuation.
•‘If there is one thing which these
figures show more strikingly than anything else," said lion. George Pottle of
the board, “it is the effect which manufacturing has had on the state. You
look over that list of 37 towns and you
will find that with few exceptions they
are manufacturing towns.
In the list
here are some notable examples of this.
Take the town of Rumford.
In ism) it
was only a quiet little town with a
modest valuation of $2S2,00n. To-day
we list it at $l,GGO.oou. the result, entirely,of the great manufacturing plants
which have been established there.
Then there is the town of Winslow.
Ten years ago it had a valuation of
$532,000, To-day it lists at $1,900,000.
And it must be borne in mind that its
valuation would be much greater if it
were not
just across the river from
Waterville, for many of the people who
are employed in the paper mills there
live on the Waterville side.
“tv hat is true of the 37 towns, is also
true of the 53. It is clearly shown that
the manufacturing towns are largely in
the lead. In that number we timl:

East Livermore, Webster, Windham,
Wilton, Monmouth, Oakland, Vassalboro, Warren, Vinalhaven, Waldo boro,
Bethel, Fryeburg, Hampden, Newport,
Hover, Foxcroft, Guilford, Sangerville,
Cherrytield, Lubec, North Berwick and
a number of minor towns which depend on manufacturing to a less deThese figures all show that
gree.
Maine’s future depends on her indus-

tries,and

not on her farms,andtha t the
bulk of her valuation comes from the
manufactories and not the rural portions.
“The Maine farmer cannot compete
with the broad-gauge farming of the
West, but when you tackle the (state
on manufacturing you find where the
strength of the Pine Tree lies.”
The big plant of the Great Northern
Paper Co. at Millinocket does not figure
in the foregoing figures, for the reason
that the town of Millinocket has yet to
be incorporated. This is something
which the coming Legislature will
probably be asked to do, for as it is
row the town can have no police force
of its own and has to depend entirely
on the strong right arm of the sheriff
and his deputies. .Inst how large the
town is likely to be is a question. It is
thought by some that the promoters of
the Great Nothern would like to have
it take in just the thousand acres lying
close round the mills, but whether the
Legislature would agree to this is
doubtful. It is probable that they will
include the whole town of 23,000 acres.
At the present time the entire plant
is in the wild land country and the
township is taxed at timberland rates
without regard to the improvements
which have been made. This is in accordance with the law, but the law
makes the provision that once in five
years the county commissioners shall
see that every township having 20 or

population shall be incorporated
period of exemption is necessarily short. [Kennebec Journal.
more
so the

COLBURN,

THE_

CASTOniA,
Bears the
_A1h0 Kind You Have Always Bought

ton,Presque Isle, Bridgton, Brunswick,
Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham, New
Gloucester, Yarmouth, Farmington,
Jay, Bucksport, Eden, Winslow, Winthe wettest wet one ever encountered. tlirop, Camden, Roekport, Thomaston,
The only thing to do is to go prepared Norway, Paris, Rumford, Dexter, Oro110,
Richmond, Topsham, Fairfield,
in mackintoshes and rubber boots and
Madison, Pittsfield, Skowhegan, Kentake heart from the good old saying; nebunkport,
lvennebunk,
Sanford,
“When it rains, you must do as they do South Berwick, and York.
Ihe average valuation for the entire
in Spain. And how is that?
Why, let 37 is high, reaching nearly one and
it rain.”
three-quarters millions. Brunswick
You set out with three, stout horses has the highest valuation of all, her total standing a little better than three
harnessed abreast, and their bells make and one-half million.
Eden, which ina merry jingling as
they dash at full cludes gilt-edged Bar Harbor,conies next
ranks
Skowhegan
third, and Sanford
speed round the Bay and up the hills.

ed about

it runs, divid-

lay

the siege of Pampeluna, and the canopy
which hung over him, and if the priestly conductor is in a good frame of mind

young
whose wonderful retablo and choirsoldier stretched upon his bed of pain,
stalls were carved in oak by
forgotten one leg bandaged and one hand upholdartists, centuries ago. From the end ing a book from which lie read and read
until liis dreams of warrior-ambition
of the new quay a wide view
may be
obtained of the harbor, which is twice faded away and lie saw before him a
higher sphere. Ignatius Loyola was
as large as that of Barcelona or Castathirty years of age when lie arose to
and
of
the
enter
gena;
long line of foamupon his marvellous career, or as
crested breakers stretching across the the inscription says, when lie “give
himself
to God.” Fannie B. Ward.
river’s mouth and
its

bank of issue and discount, foundcity
forty years ago, and several Farther up the mountains the roadway
am n from the new, and
admirable schools supported by the has been cut into their steep sides, or
nr
beautiful bridges. ; local board of trade for gratuitous in- built out on artitically-supported emmost interesting bridge, j struction in design, architecture, math- bankments: but all the way is so hard
dc San Antonio”- a mas-; ematics and languages. The Jesuits are and smooth that the horses trot at a
of stone, with three mag-1 a very numerous and important body brisk pace and you have full enjoyment
s.
dates hark to the 14th here, as in all Northern Spain, and how- of the changing views, now looking
old

■1

.ah the

MUNYONS
DYSPEPSIA
CURE

Nineteenth Century in

A NICE

Christmas

OF 1900....

PRESENT.

•-•

Affection
Exhales from children

as

fragrance

that

into a home." writes Mrs.
Vastine, of 647 South Liberty St.. Galesburg.
”1 took six bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription, four of the Golden Medical Discovery,’ and four vials of ‘Pleasant Pellets.’
Before I had taken four bottles of the Favorite
Prescription I was a new woman. I cannot
make pen describe my heart-felt gratitude.”

yet presented to the public.

It Will Be Issued

$5.00,-S6.00,-$7.50,
$12.50,-$25.00.

from

flowers. The little lips are always puckered to give or take a kiss. In homes
where there are children, love reaches
its fairest and sweetest proportions. In
childless homes the kiss of wife and
husband grows formal, and presently is
neglected ; the springs of love in the
heart become choked for want of use
and exercise.
Childlessness is a great
It is like a
sorrow to many women.
curse from Nature, who bids all creatures to be fruitful.
It is not a curse
but a misfortune. Often the conditions
which cause childlessness are removable.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription has
brought joy to many a woman by giving
her the happiness of motherhood.
It
gives to the womanly organs vigor and
removes
local
and
vitality,
obstructions,
practically does away with the pains and
of
maternity.
pangs
There is no alcohol or narcotic in Favorite Prescription.”
"I have never written you how grateful I am
to vou for your help In securing good health
and one of the sweetest, dearest, thirteen pound

girls

Will be the most beautiful
example of
high class modern journalism

There is nothing so [pleasing for home entertainment as the Graphophones. It
is enjoyed by*young and old. Trices
as follows.

Sunday,

GRAND MACHINES,

December

$50.00, $100.00

tifully

AHT AND LITEK\TE HE will combine t,. make
this number lavishing to the
eye. ent« rt.lining. instructive and amusing.

with

1.50
50c per set

THE choicest ok FICTION will be one of the
Christmas II i;,\ i.i>’s literary features. Eminent and popular story writers will contribute
to its pages.

I have the agency for the Columbia PhonCall early and leave orders to
avoid the usual Christmas rush.

ograph Co.

IN ADDI I ION

!'< > T111 s it
:iI c,i;,i.- j; ;| brilliant array of timply arti«.-;i t..j•:,■> ,,f interest to every man, woman and laid in tin?

F. A. FOLLETT,
j

51 Church

country.
AMbNi: OTJIEK
he

Belfast,

Street,

a

NOTABLE EE AT I BFS will
story by It i; E L HAUTE, whirh n,.*

new

should fail to

one

r»

a«l.

ever came

M.
111.

To keep the bowels regular
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.

'Time

and

use

Experience

severe tests; but both tests, and
all #ther tests, have been met by

Hale’s

Honey

BE >URG

^LL those who have

Don’t

of

and Tar.
It has cured thousands of colds; it
will cure thousands of others—and

Sunday,December 16
Troubles should look up the
XEW REMEDY.
_•

• m

•_
Oil ami after Oct. 8.1900, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Islam’s California
Water ol Life.

§uaranieed

£va/,

bsCs.

reliable. Ladies, ask Druggist for
and
CHICHESTER'S ENULISH in Red
Cold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuse dangerous substitutions and imitations. Huy of your Druggist,
or send 4e. in stamps for Particulars. Testimonials and
Relief for Ladies," in letter.
by return Hail. 10.000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
Had Ison Square.
PHILA., PA.

Always

NOTICE.
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Brooks. 7 42
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Thorndike.
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Portland....12

ville have been wonderful.

TO BELFAST.
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Boston
Boston,

I
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9 00
7 00
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Portland.

7 00

11 00
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Burnham, depart. 10 20
Unity. 10 66

Thorndike. 11
Knox.Ill
Brooks. 12
Waldo. +12
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1
Belfast, arrive

Strictly Pure Drugs,
....AT....

s 50
9 08
9 18
+9 27
9 46
+9 55

20
iso
12
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05

+10 05
10 10
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6 08
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+6 26
5 40
+5 50
+6 00
6 06

tFlag station.
Limited

FILES!

PILES!
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HOME TREATMENT
....FOR...

ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., 1 rop’s, ( kieland.Obk
Forsale by R. H. Moody.

on

are

$5.00 In m » elfast and all s+atici
Through tickets to all point* V

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will curt
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated ami Itching Piles. It

To Owners of Sherp
Islands.

tickets for Boston

sold at
Branch.
o
Noith
west, via all routes, for sa’e By I., w. George
CKO. F. 1 YAN>,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President amt General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1, 1900.

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

Chronic Diseases

the

And The Diseases Peculiar
Women. Diseases of the
Blood. Nervorts System, and
all diseases and" Diseased
Conditions of the Kidneys,
t<>

All persons owning sheep on the islands of the
Maine coast are warned to provide suitable food,
drink, shelter and protection from the weather,
as required by the statutes of Maine.
Owners of any sheep found unprovided, on or
after the 15th day of December next, will 1m* subject to prosecution before the criminal courts,
and the sheep may he removed and cared for by
others at the owner’s expense.
EBEN N. PERKY,
Agent of ttie Maine State Society for the Per6w45
fection of Animals.

The ladies of Waldo county are informed
that McCall’s Mao azin'e is the handsomest home and fashion magazine in exThis celebrated magazine offers
istence.
beautiful premiums to all who raise clubs,
The store recently occupied by the Condon
and illustrates the famous McCall Bazar Manufacturing
Banner Shoe
Company” and
The premiums offered are the Store.”
Patterns.
C. O. POOR
handsomest in the world. It contains stoBelfast, March 29,1900.—13tf
ries, literary articles and handsome colored
fashion plates. The publishers wish one
representative in every locality, and will
Gravensteins, Kings, Snow, Wealthy, McIntosh
send instructions anil free prize offers to
All persons indebted to me prior to February 1, Red, Twenty Ounce. Alexander, Harvey, Me.,
any lady who will mention tins paper and
Pound Sweet, K. I. Greenings.
are requested to settle at the store of Mitch1900.
Huhhardstons,
send her name and address to Tiie McCall ell &
COLD STORAGE MARKET,
Trussed, 115 High street.
D. A. McKeen, Proprietor.
Company, 144 West 14th Street, Mew York
M. L. MITCHELL.
3w49
Belfast Me., June 25, 1900.—26tf.
City.
| Belfast, Nov. 1,1900.—44tf

FOR RENT.

M

A

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.20
Wa,d*).+7 30

absorbes the turners, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil
Hams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only foi
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth

CO**

BELFAST.

*’

Poor & Son, Agents,

hundreds of anxious women.
happiness
There is positively no otlie^ remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
in every instance. 1 relieve hunreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further partie ars.
All letters truthfully
knswered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateor delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. I)r. E. M. TOLVfAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

follows:

FROM

A M

Pike’s Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

Monthly Regulator has brought

run as

Waterville. 9 08

Its recent cures in Portland and Water-

For Women.

Boston, will

• • • •

yours.
25^, 50^, $1.00 per bottle;
rthe largest size cheapest. At all drugBe sure and get Hale’s.
rgists.

to

Forget the Date,

at

Horehound

Dr. Tolman’s

IO SEND IN

YOUR ORDER AT ONCE.

Dr.

are

Safe.

full size beauillustrated in color and
half-tone.

Small Records.$5.00 Dozen
Grand Records. 1.00 Each
5
Records.
Records in sets of 5.

16.

About FORTY PA0E5

and 150.00.

Toy Graphophones

on

Bladder,

Apples Wanted*.

j
|

lamgs.

Stomach,

Liver and Heart and all diseased States of the Pelvic
and Reproductive Organs,
together with every form of
Skill Disease.
Most cases
<|iiiekly relieved and permanentiy cured Dytne l.reat Multipathie Specifics.
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many cases that were considered hopeless have been cured bv these Great
Remedies. During May and .June consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
at his Boston office Mondays. Wednesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays from' f) a. m. to 4 p. m.
Other days his regular consultation fee of .*:> will
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
rates. Address.
CHARLES H. MITCHELL. M. 1>..
‘J18 Tremont street,
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine,

Boston, Mass.
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.
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Mrs. F. E. Merritt returned from Camden

Saturday.
Kate Small, who has been sick, has
turned to her work.

Every Thursday Morning by the

Reoublican Journal Pub. Co.

re-

I. S. Staples & Sou are in their glory.
They have nice sleighs to sell.
Miss Grace E. Dow dues not teach this

{ B,.^Manager.

CHAKI.K8 a. riLBBVBY.

Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
inch, length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

winter, but is in her father’s store.
Mrs. Henry Cunningham of Swanville is
visiting her father, Geo. II. Miller.
Mrs. Fannie Merritt is in Camden, where
she has employment in a millinery store.

McKinley’s

message.

Mrs. Margaret C. Parsons is spending a
few days in town.
This was her early
home and she enjoys a visit here.

great prosperity we must
guard against the danger it invites of
Ira J. Meyers of this town is in West
extravagance in Government expendiwhere he is at work for
tures and appropriations.” [President Medtield, Mass.,
Mr. Lovering, the mayor of the city.
message.
McKinley's
W. S. Jones, who purchased the Day store
“In

our

J5. You

Iloke Smith says the South will not
again. The Southern

are

Rev. R. T. Capen will preach at Satnrday
Cove next Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock.

”

Wednesday, Nov.

28th, Mrs. Lydia Dean
very successful term of school at
Saturday Cove, with an entertainment in
the afternoon.
The school room was very
prettily decorated for the occasion and
there was a large attendance. The program

making a good beginning when

ganizing.
quarters

There is also a

disposition

in

read

ex-President
Cleveland and members of his Cabinet
out of the party. Meanwhile Bryan is
receiving support in his effort to retain
tiic leadership and is an important
factor to be reckoned with.
to

other

At a conference of

leading citizens,

held last week, it was declared that the

only hope

for Mew

York

city

was

the

Tammany, and a commitappointed to watch
municipal authorities. Ex-Mayor

overthrow of

tee of fifteen was
the

Ahrant

s.

Ilewett

was

one

of

the

speakers. lie based his remarks upon
his experience as the chief executive of
the city, and the facts which lie related
were startling, even to those who were

for the benefit of the church.

Dr. Augustine Thompson of Lowell,
Mass., and his wife, formerly Miss Flora
Forbes, have made a short visit to relatives
Brooks, returning Monday.

buyers are in town, and
large quantities are shipped from this station at good prices. Those who thought
apples not worth harvesting made a slight
Several apple

mistake this year.
Several of our Good Templar members
attended the District Lodge in Jackson last
Saturday ami are loud in their praise of the
hospitality of their Jackson and East Thorndike friends.
Our stores are filling up with the usual
holiday goods, and the people from outside
will find it to their advantage to call upon
our merchants.
See advts. this week of W.
S. Jones and M. J. Dow.

well acquainted with the system of
Tile winter term of schools began last
levying blackmail upon vice which there week. The upper school at the village is
obtains, lie showed conclusively that taught by (). E. Haney, the primary by
responsibility for crime rests upon tlie Mabel Bose, South Brooks by II. B. Thurston of Freedom, West Brooks by Earl Lespolice: that responsibility for the police
see, East Brooks by Hale Bose.
rests upon Mayor Van AVyck. and that
M. J. Dow, who injured his right arm
Mayor Van AVyck is ollicially a creation
quite badly, is now able to write and wait
of Tammany Ilall.
his
lie

.Among the speakers at the recent
:armers
t

were

institutes in Aroostook eonnMr. Joseph Ellis of South

llrooks and Hon. If. AV. Ellis of Embof Belfast, the former a
of the Maine Board of Agri-

formerly

don.

mend"
culture.

Mr.

Joseph Ellis spoke on the

customers,
has for some years
upon
been insured in The Masonic Equitable
Association of Boston. They sent an agent
at once to investigate his claim for damages,
and promptly paid a reasonable indemnity.
Mr. Dow is much pleased with their fairness and promptness.

The officers of our Good Templar lodge,
as installed by Win. C. Rowe, L. 1)., for the

present quarter, are as follows: C. T., Jos.
Stimpson; V. T.. Cora I>oody;S. J. T., Ada
and
commending for -Aroostook conn- Lane: Chap., Mrs. Jenkins; Sec., Vesta
tv. oats, barley and clover. He dwelt Rose; Asst. Sec., Delia Roberts: F. S., Allie
especially on the value of oats as food Godding: l'., Bertha Allen; M., Ernest
for growing animals and milch cows, stimpson; 1). M., Hannah Smith ; G., Mary
Brown ; Sent. Lewis Godding.
and also for the straw as a food, fertilBrooks Lodge of Good Templars has
izer and absorbent, and urged the keepthe following resolutions of readopted
of
more live stock, and the rotaing
spect

;

Whereas, our Heavenly Father in his infinite wisdom has seen lit to remove by
death from our midst, Sister Ada Lane, the
lodge loses a devoted and faithful member,
the family a kind and loving mother, and
the community one whom we all respected
and whose memory we cherish; and that
we deeply
sympathize with the bereaved

enthusiasm wherever lie spoke. His
subject was “The Maine Dairyman,”
and his remarks were calculated to inspire and help his hearers. At the
close of his address lie was kept busy family.
Resolved, That while
for
an

answering

questions

her loss
we will bow in
humble submission to 11 is
divine w ill, who doetli all thing well and

nearly

ho ur.'’

we

mourn

right.
The estimated increase of the wealth
of the Tnited States in the last decade
is see,000,000,ooo, bringing the total
wealth of the country lip to 801,000,000,This means an average for each
ooo.
inhabitant of 81.105. The average increa.se of wealth between 1800 and 1000
was
per inhabitant, and the estimated savings 807.70 per inhabitant.
the Tnited States is, to-day, the
richest country in the world, and with

Resolved,

respect

daws.

our

That as a token of esteem and
charter be draped for thirty

Resolved, That Brooks Lodge extend its
kindest sympathy to the bereaved husband
and family and that a copy of these' resolutions be sent them, a copy to the local paper,
and another be placed upon the records of
the Lodge.
»
Mahel Rose,
Committee
Charles Varney,
on
l Resolutions.
Lizzie Chase,

Transfers in Real Estate.
possibilities before it.
supply
Europe is about exThe following transfers in real estate
hausted and we have only recently were recorded in Waldo
County Registry of
added coal to our exports, with the deeds for the week ending Decembers, toon:
promise of a rapidly increasing output, F. A. McAlister, Burnham, to liert Rey(lur agricultural implements and ma- nolds, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
chinery, printing presses, sewing ma- Sumner I. Redlon, Hamilton, Mass., to Edof

chines. locomotives and material used
in building railroads, steel bridges, etc.,
etc., are in demand from every quarter
of the globe: and in many lines of
manufactures we can defy competition.
the passage of the shipping bill
Congress, and the prospect that the

With

by

increased

coal will greatly
competition from tramp
steamers, a general revival of shipbuilding and a greatly increased merchant
cost

of

the

lessen

marine is assured.

proposed
Portland,

The

city of

charter for

new
as

the

A similar

radical change is proposed for Augusta

by

Mr. Charles S.

Hichbom,

chairman

of the common council of that
would substitute one

present hoard

the

city. lie
general board for

of

aldermen and

council. There are now eight
wards, and lie favors a reduction to

common

seven,
no

that in

so

ties.

voting

there should be

Each ward would be entitled

to three members of the board, nominated in ward caucuses, but elected on
He thinks that each
a general ticket.
citizen should have the
for all the members of

right
the city

to vote

government, as they represent all the people
and do not act by wards. Mr. Hichborn also advocates an

arrangement by
which one representative only shall be
retired each year, two experienced men
front each ward thereby always sitting
in the city council. In this manner he
believes that a policy adopted by one
city government would be perpetuated,
and the breaks which sometimes occur
when new

men

come

in, be escaped.

One of the reasons for a general board
noted by him is that all the members
would have an opportunity to bear
everything that was said or done in
relation to any matter under consideraAs it is now, much important information is brought out on a subject

tion.

in the board of aldermen which does
not reach thecouncilmen when it comes
to them for action, and vice versa.
This seems to us a very strong point in
favor of the proposed change, and
Would enable business to be disposed of

promptly

ward R. Horne, do.; land in Jslesboro.
Harrie M. Durham, Boston, to E. R. Horne,
land in lslesboro. Nathan B. Wentworth,
Lineolnville, to Win. J. Earrar, do.; land
and buildings in Lineolnville.
Edgar S.
Cole et als., Winterport, to Rebecca A. Cole,
do.; land and buildings in Winterport. A.
E. Nickerson, Swanville, to Louise M. l’eavey, Monroe; land and buildings in Monroe.
Moses H. Stevens, Unity, to C. E. Stevens,
do.; land and buildings in Unity. Melzer
N. Stevens, Unity, to Mattie E. Stevens,
do.; land and buildings in Unity. Emily E.
Mosher, Unity, to Elisha M. Clark, Red
Lodge, Mon.; land and buildings in Unity.
Rlioda E. Rackliff, Unity, to Albert Racklift, do.; land in Unity. Albert Racklitf to
Edwin Rand, Unity; land in Unity.
The School Committee.

before noted, abol-

ishes the common council.

that often goes over for a

month because of disagreement between the two bodies.

follows:

as

Hazel Drinkwater

Hart and

Nealey.

Florence Brow*
Recitation,
Tableau, “Betsey and I Are Out,” Master
Willard Drinkwater and Miss Elva Drink-

County Correspondence.

--^

water.

Albion Heart
Recitation,
Dialogue, Percy Bird, Misses Henrietta
Heal, Carrie Price, Hazel Drinkwater.
Heald Sisters
Song,
Eliza Nealey
Recitation,
Recitation,
Agnes Heald
Ovation to the Flag,
By the School
Hazel Drinkwater
Recitation,

Palermo.
Your correspondent has in
his possession a hand-made teaspoon, which
the ground
was recently plowed out of
where once stood an old loghouse. It must
have been buried about one hundred years.
Eugene Rowe and MissOlena M. Young
of this town were recently married in
Augusta, where they have been at work the
past year—Mrs. Hannah Turner of Centre
Palermo spent Thanksgiving with her
friend, Mrs. Naomi Greeley.George Belden went to Freedom Friday to have boards
—

Broken Sizes
At almost your own price. Some sizes in some
styles.
in some styles. We’ll clean them out if low

prices

Intermission.
Henrietta Heald
Misses Trussell and Brown

Recitation,
Song,

There is

Hand

The regular meeting of the School Committee was held Friday evening, Nov. 30th,
by adjournment from Nov. 20th. There
were but two absentees.
The resignation of
Mrs. Ida B. Smalley as teacher of Grade 3,
was accepted. Miss Alberta Wadsworth was
promoted from Grade 2 to Grade 3, South
Primary school. Mrs. Samuel Adams was
transferred from the Board Landing to
Grade 2. Miss Grace Monroe was transferred from assistant in Grade 4, to the
Board Landing school. The salary of Grade
2 of the South Primary school was fixed at
$i; per week. The salary of Grade 1 was
fixed at .$300 per year. The entire matter
of transportation was referred to the Superintendent. Voted that the winter vacation
be three weeks. Adjourned.
Yachts

and

Boats.

G. L. Field is repairing a rowboat for W.
11. Quimby and will build a rowboat for sale.
A Boston marine agency has sold the 02foot schooner Durango to Geo. P. Loring of
Boston for cruising in Maine waters, and
the 26-foot catboat Wasp to Bangor parties.
W. A. Kimball has rebuilt a skill' that has
seen
23 years of service, but was badly
damaged in the storm of Nov. 8th and 9th.
He will built one or two row'boats this winter.
The Home Estimate of

Bryan.

The vote of Nebraska in the late election
would seem to go far to dispel any misconception as to Sir. Bryan’s popularity. The
majority against him cast in his own State
was 7,822, while that against the Democratic
candidate for Governor in the same poll
We have little doubt that Mr.
was but 861.
Bryan is personally esteemed in Nebraska,
but the result confirms the estimate entertained of his capacity for the presidency on
the part of those who know him best. [Boston Herald.

unlimited

All Wool

Flannels, Reds

and

Blues,sizes’

Blacks and Colors,sizes 34,38.40, 42,
Black and Colors, Brilllantine and Mecerized,
All Wool Blues and

75

Reds,$2

Monroe. A little daughter was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Boyd last week
Our up-river hunters have returned, John
Twombly with one deer and Fred Putnam
with two_Misses Maud Ricker and Mertie Jenkins will go to Waterville this week,
where they will have employment.Jordan Holt was in town and took dinner at
liis.brother’s, Hr. II. A. Holt’s, Thanksgiving day.Miss S. A. Mahsur has been on
the sick list.Mrs. R. W. Mayo will have
the W. C. T. U. meet with her Friday,
Dec. 7th_Our hotel has changed hands
recently. Mr. Kdminister from Freedom has
now taken possession.Mr. and Mrs. Albert Newcomb has returned from Kingman,
where he has employment in a mill.

constant aches and

—

by

a

pains of a bad
experience.

back.

Lot $4.00 Waists, sizes 32, 34, 36,

1

Lot

^

38*

j
(

sizes

32, 36, 40. 42,
34.

36, 38.

=

2.50 Waists, sizes 38, 40, 42

This tremendous cut in

Profit

Belfast citizen’s

Mr. llufus Walton of 140
suffered from
bad that I

High street, says:

kidney trouble for years, often

>1
j 4j>

2

=

weakness of

our

was

a

first and continued the treatment until 1
used several boxes, and they did me more

note the pr

had

FRED A, JOHNSON,

name—DOAN’S—and take

Masonic

Temple, Belfast

j

good

NOTICE FROM THE FACTOR!

United States.
no

To Sell at Once the Balance of Fall and W inter Production.

substitute.

Overcoats, .Ulsters,

CHASE & DOAK

Suits and Trousers.

Offer the largest and
best selected stock of

We have decided not to manufacture any more
neavy-weight clothing
this season, as we want to go ahead for spring. Must sell about
-■.<0.000
worth of best clothing, and we will handle it on a 0
In
per cent, basis.

WATCHES,

short, you always pay 4o to 50 per cent profit to a regular clothing store.
Next few days we only charge a commission of 0
per cent, on the factory
price. So really you get your clothing cheaper than at wholesale, direct
from the maker to the wearer, and bear in mind it's all the reliable
CLARK BRAND of clothing, not the cheap sort of make.

DIAMONDS,
SILVER

See you go to

WARE,

See > ou so 10

Clark’s Corner

Clark’s Corne

r

_

CLOCKS,
Men’s Overcoats.

CUTLERY,
CAMERAS,

Hen’s Ulsters.

Men’s Gray Melton Overcoats, also Blues
and Black, satin sleeve lining, sold ever\
where at $8 and §10, will be
£a /‘_
sold at..
Men's Fine oxford Box Coats, light and dark
shades, strapped seams and raw edges,
well made throughout, value <C*7 AC
4**
$10, will be sold now at....
Men’s Brown, (tray, Olive and Blue best
kersey Overcoats, silk and satin lined
throughout, value
and $00 Cl I
Ai\
to have made, we v ill sell at 4* 1 * *4PJ

\

erinont

Irish

$4.05

&c*

that they have had any

(Iray. very heavy.

^

Freeze, all wool.

Q

—

o

».t>5

Reefers.
Vermont Gray, genuine.

|

nine

£2

Chinehilla

"CHRISTMAS

$3.25^0

6.50

Men’s Suits.
THIS CENTURY.

Stockton Springs. Mrs. Robert Hichborn, who accidentally fell and broke her
wrist a w'eek ago, is now quite comfortable.
_Miss Emma Ilicliborn is still suffering
from serious trouble in the finger-joint.
Mrs. Ezekiel Harriman has closed her
house and will spend the winter with her
1
daughter, Mrs. Willard llerry—Miss Alida
Shute is at home from the Shaw Business
College, Bangor, for the Thanksgiving vacation.James A. Pierce, Jr., a student at j
the University of Maine, spent Thanksgiving week with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. J.
A. Pierce.Mrs. 1). G. Harris came from
Searsport Thursday and is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. C. S. Rendell.Dr. I. P.
Park of Revere, Mass., and his brother,
Harry Park, arrived Nov. 2stli to spend
Thanksgiving with their parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Chas. C. Park, leaving on Monday.
Will Smith moved his family Saturday into
the Josiah Colcord house—Mrs. Soop,
who has been occupying the Albert Kelley
house, moved into the Lewis Mudgett house
Monday—Mrs. Wilbert West and little
daughter Alice left Monday to visit relatives
in Searsport.Dr. Herman G. Hichborn,
wife and children of Cambridge, Mass., left
town Monday after spending Thanksgiving
week with his father, Capt. 11. A. Hichborn.
_Miss Mabel F. Simmons returned from
Boston Monday after a few days’ visit
with her sister, Miss Lillian A. Simmons,
where they attended the annual Thanksgiving dinner of the Castiue Normal School
Alumni.Messrs. Folsom and Burrill of
Corinna, who are buying apples in this vicinity, are still in town, boarding with Mrs.
Avalina Griffin.A letter received from
Grand Patron Hadley, announces that he
will be here Dec. 11th, and organize the
Bethany Chapter of the order of Eastern
Star, that afternoon and evening. All who
are eligible and desire to become charter
members are cordially invited to be present. A picnic supper will be served at six
o’clock in the dining room of the Masonic
hall.Clem. Smith returned from Frankfort Monday, and is with his wife at the
home of her father, Eli Stevens—The Current Events Club will meet Dec. 12th at the
home of Mrs. Adella Hichborn.A telegram received Tuesday from Mr. Harry W.
Griffin of New Bedford, Mass., announced
the serious illness of his little son Warren,
of pneumonia.A sociable for the benefit
of Denslow hall will be held in said hall

j

We

cordially

and take

a

We

shall

Men's Fancy Cheviot Suits
single and
breasted coats, pants and vests

see

gg gQ

Men's New Gray and Oxford Cheviot
well made, very stylish, just
new, well worth sis, at.

25 Main Street
At a regular meeting of the City Council of
Belfast held December 3,1‘JOO, the following ordi-

finally passed:
An ordinance, additional to Chat). 18, of the city
ordinances, entitled, “Unlawful and Injurious
Acts and Practices.”
Be it ordained, by the viayor, Aldermen and
Common Council of the City of welfast, in city

council assembled, as follows:
Section 1. No child under sixteen years of
age shall be or remain upon any street, alley or
lane or in any public place, restaurant, saloon or
drinking place in this city in the night time after
nine o’clock in the afternoon from May first to
October thirty-first, both inclusive, nor after the
hour of eight o’clock in the afternoon from November first, to the last day of A] >ril, both inclusive, of each year, unless accompanied by a
parent, guardian or other person having the legal
custody of said minor, or the employment of such
minor makes it necessary to be upon such street,
alley or lane or in such public place, restaurant,
saloon or drinking place after said hours. And
to aid in the practical enforcement of this ordinance it is hereby made the duty of the chief engineer of the fire department or his successors in
office to cause three successive blasts of the fire
alarm to be sounded each night at the hours
above named.
Section 2. Unless a reasonable necessity exists therefor, no parent, guardian or other person
having the legal custody of a minor under sixteen
years of age shall allow or permit such minor
while in such legal custody, to be or remain upon
such street, alley or lane*, or in such public place,
restaurant, saloon or drinking place in this city,
nor shall any restaurant, saloon keeper, or the
keeper of any drinking place or persons in charge
thereof for the time being, allow or permit such
minor to be or remain in or upon his premises
within the hours prohibited 111 the preceding
section.
Section 3. Any person or persons who shall
be guilty of a violation of any of the provisions
of tne two preceding sections, shall upon conviction thereof be punished by a fine of not less than
two dollars nor more than ten dollars. The penalties provided for in this section may be recovered upon the complaint of any person made to
the judge of the police court of this city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take effect in
two weeks after its approval by the Mayor.
The

A true copy.
lw49

A.

Belfast, December 4, A. D. 1900.
is hereby approved.
C. O. POOR, Mayor.

foregoing ordinance

Attest:
L. TL M URCH,

has opened his room over
Misses Ellis’ store for

Picture

Framing.

Jiy Mots cut to order.

Men’s Pants.
Men's all wool Cassimere
in neat patterns
Men's

.a

10
(1* .OO

English Worsted Pants and

Fancy Cheviots,

.4U

Pants.

worth $4.

v

at....

*

UU
»00

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Phenix rfow, Belfast,

Christmas
WOULD DO WELL

W. S. JONES

TO CALL AT

Wishes to

R. A. FRENCH * CO.'S
BEFORE PURCHASING.

larcellns J. Dow,
AT BROOKS, MAINE,

full line

a

full line of

CASKETS and ROBES.

FANCY GOODS

And also do

HOLIDAY

a

Toys.

I carry

fine lot of

a

Furniture, Carpets, Hugs, Hassocks,
Oil Cloths, Wall Paper,
Crockery
and Glassware, Lamps of all kinds,
Clocks, Pictures, Fancy Rockers,
Side-Hoards and Dressers, Iron and
Brass Beds,Sewing Machines, Sleds,
Spring Beds and Mattresses, Photograph Albums, Stationery, Silverware and Cutlery, Framed Pictures
and Mirrors, Curtains, Draperies,
of

DRY AND
a

to the public Unit lie has
full line of

announce

Poles and Fixtures and

In addition to his
usual line of.

Has in

4w49

EMBALMING,

W. S. JONHS, Brooks, Maine.

ARTICLES.
It will pay you to
call and .see him.

Lost, Strayed

49tf

or

W

Bankrupt’s Petition
In the matter of
Jason 8 Richardson,
Banki

Shoppers

City Clerk.

CLEMENT

Suits,

()jto $75

Mill ends Woolens and Worsteds suitable
for Hen and Women’s Suit,
at mill prices

CITY OF BELFAST
nance was

$l

^5

English Worsted Suits in plaid, striped
patterns, overchecks and pm «/c
heads, worth $15, at. ^O.OO
A lot of Men’s Teibet Suits.*

you.

Hig assortment, prices ranging from

double

be
New

pleased to

Fur Coats.

No comment on our Suits
except to
name a few prices.

invite you to call

look.

^

WE CAN POSITIVELY GIVE XO STAMPS OX THESE GOODS.

than anything I ever took.”
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
Remember the

big show window arid

the

kidneys
which was very distressing and annoying, more
especially at night. 1 doctored and used more
or less medicine, but 1 got little or no relief.
When unusually bad, I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills
advertised and so well recommended by people
near by that I got them at Edmund Wilson’s drug
store and gave them a trial. I got relief from the

Sanhypoint. Miss Inez Man field, who
is attending the U. of M., has been at home
for a short vacation—Mr. Forest Berry of
steamer City of Bangor made a visit here
last week. lie returned to his -work Monday-Mr. and Mrs. A. B. French are in
Mrs. John Littlefield,
Boston for a visit
Clarence Littlefield and Miss Inez Perkins
returned last week from a visit in Penobscot_Mr. Frank Erskine has moved into
C. B. Richards house and Fred Grant has
moved into .1. W. Richards tenement near
Mill Cove—Miss Lucia -Shiite came from
Bangor and spent Thanksgiving with her
parents-Mr. Alvali Clifford has returned
home from Belfast, where he was employed
on
the vessel recently launched—Mrs.
Nathaniel Partridge and II. F. Partridge
were in Bangor several days last week_
Mr. Peterson from Bangor Seminary preached here last Sunday. There will be no more
preaching this winter. Sunday school at
the usual hour in the hall.

entire line.

our

•See them in

so

confined to my bed or to the house
for weeks at a time. My back across the loins
bothered me with a continual aching and along

Mrs. Josie Rhoades is on
North Troy.
the sick list—Miss Mary Whitten, who
lias been stopping in the family of Reuben
Rhoades for several weeks, returned to her
home in Unity last week
Rev. David
Smith made a short visit with his sister,
Mrs. Hester A. Smart, last week, returning
to his home in East Thorndike the same
day. Mr. Smith is much missed here, at
North Troy, as is also tliecheering company
of his wife. ...Zimri Carleton, who has leased
his mills to Samuel Reynolds for the ensuing year, has gone to Wilton to visit his
He is in hopes to
niece, Mrs. Alma Green.
obtain work in the woods there the coming
winter—Reuben Rhoades sold his fine lot
of winter apples recently, consisting of
over 400 barrels, 1(30 of which were of the
Northern Spy variety.
They have been
sold several times already, but passed into
the hands of a ( hieago firm and were shipped there last week.

prices takes in
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with it there
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32,34, 36,3^

t>ua,ity- sizes 32.
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Many a reader of this in Belfast has gone
through the selfsame experience in part, and will
be glad to be shown the way to get rid of the

year.

hall.

an

price.

Black and White Checks,sizes 34> 38*
Flannels, Polka Dots and Stripes,sizes 32’34*36*

—

this, Thursday, evening. Games, dancing,
etc., furnish the entertainment. Admission
10 cents. All are cordially invited to come
and aid in the good work of improving the

from, but

All
win

——--

Circle, Order of Kings
Sons and Daughters, will meet Sunday, Dec.
Kith, with Mr. and Mrs. Robie F. Alexander.
—The Belmont Cemetery Association will
meet Saturday, Dec. 8th, with R. F. Alexander, and all those interested in the cemeFred
tery fence are requested to attend
A. Marriner has moved into one part of the
Caleb Lamb house and is running the store
at Mystic Grange Hall—John Morse will
This Public Statement of a Belfast
finish threshing this week, lie has done a
Citizen will be Appreciated.
great fall’s work_Good sleighing Thanksgiving is something you don’t get every
a

limited number to choose

a

with every

Scene in gypsy camp, accompanied by singing, The Gypsy’s Warning.
Dialogue, Bertha Priest, Ella Weston and
Ethel Mowe.
Ethel Mowe
Recitation,
Walter Nealey
Recitation,
Dialogue, Misses Alice Trussell, Bertha
Priest, Eliza Nealey, Florence Brown.
Florence Weston
Recitation,
Ella Weston
Recitation,
Alice Trussell
Recitation,
Carrie Price
Recitation,
Dialogue, Misses Ethel Mowe, Ella Priest,
Henrietta Heald, Lillian Healey.
Lillian Nealey
Recitation,

—

almost boundless

The coal

was

—

suh'ect. "Maine's Best Crops.” confining his remarks entirely to fodder crops,

tion of crops. Tlie Maine Farmer says:
"Hon. B. AV. Ellis was greeted with

a

Vera Heald
Recitation,
Dialogue, Misses Alice Trussell, Elise Elwell, Bertha and Ella Priest, Masters

ZfoccCS SaUafaM{

Lend

closed

Address of Welcome,

last summer, has put in a large stock of
furniture, crockery and holiday goods and
is doing a good business.
fitted for a hard wood fioor.
papers generally say that if the DemoThe Ladies’ Aid Society, Mrs. F. W. Barcratic party is to be reorganized, the
Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Allenwood
South, which has alone remained stead- ker, president, meets each Tuesday after- were in Northport Thursdaj visiting Mrs.
noon in the K. P. banquet rooms to work
fast in the faith, should do the reorA.’s brother, Mr. Herbert M. Brown-The

follow Bryan

Hews.

Northport

you commence io take Hood’s SarsaparSta
any trouble of your blood, stomach,
kidneys or liver• Pa sistently taken, this
great medicine will bring you the good ending of perfect health, strength and vigor•

Mrs. Mary A. Leathers has returned to
Troy after a brief visit with friends here.

“Let us keep always in mind that the
Our station agent, C. F. Files, was called
foundation of our Government is liber- to Caribou
Tuesday by the sudden death of
its
ty:
superstructure, peace.” [Presi- his brother.
dent

44Good Beginnings
Make Good Endings

Stolen.

One black and tan Fox Hound, answers t) the
Finder will be rewarded by rename of Tige.
turning the same to
WM. F. WESHEY, Belfast,

mm\ hares
FOR

SALK

BY

Dr. W. L.

WEST,

Veterinarian, Betfont. Me.

m.

To the Hon. Nathan Wel>l>,
Court of the United States
Maine.
JasonS. Richardson of I 1
ot Waldo and State of M.>
respectfully represents, that
October last past, he was c
rupt under the Acts of c.
Bankruptcy ; that he lias duh
property ami rights ot propn
complied with all the requin n
and of the orders of Court

ruptcv.

Wherefore he prays, that lie
tlie Court to have a full discha

provable against his estate
Acts, except such debts as
from such discharge.

no

■

an

Bated this 30th day of No\en.'
JASON S KI<
ORDER OF NOTICE

District of Maine, ss.
On this 1st day of December
reading the foregoing petition.
Ordered by the Court, thata
the same on the 20th day of Decc
before said Court at Port land, i:
10 o’clock in the forenoon ami
of be published in The Kepi
newspaper printed in said 1 »i-•
known creditors, and other p*
may appear at the said time ami
cause, if any they have, why t!
petitioner should not be grant*
And it is further ordered b\ i1
Clerk shall send by mail t*> all
copies of said petition and tinto them at their places ol residn.
Witness the Honorable Na*1'*
of the said Court, and the seal
land, in said District, on the Is
her, A. D. 1900.
A. H.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and ordet
Attest:—A. H I'A'1

Janies Kelley has received and is using
the artificial leg bought for him by hi
friends.

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

"

li'
*

week the publication of
„uuie this
letters, from Spain.
share of the Worcester salt spec..insisted of two cars, and they

A

a

appeared

Dr. W. L. West received last week from
Dr. J. H. Foquet of Oil City„Pa., the registered Belgian hare bucks Robespierre and
Kitchener, and six does.

.1 lately received an extra lot
and last week shipped some
Massachusetts, Connecticut and

An officer from Lincoln county was in
Belfast last Saturday looking for the persons suspected of being connected with the
recent burglaries in Damariscotta.

and girls had both skating and
ug the Thanksgiving recess.

Cecil Clay and wife(formerly Miss Blanche
Dolloff) spent Thanksgiving with her parents in this city. They left Monday for
Caribou, where Mr. Clay is attending Court
as official stenographer.

good coasting

>

on

Pity

city, in cleaning her

ess shop of Stevens & Welch is
,n!Iiess, in charge of W. M. Welch.
in the interest of the credi-

Murphy’s

.b-sled owned in the neighbor-

>

and

Beauty
1

for liquor selling, 1: poor
iarei-uy, 7 : other causes, s.

(/OKON Kit’s ,) IKY. The
jury in the case of
<m the shore in Last BelI th, was tiled with the Clerk
ding to law, .Monday. The
ltd child eamc to his death
;i the ’Jd and loth days of
b\ strangulation: whether
rherwise is to the jury unMl-:

i-

|

Sell. Flora Condon arNov. ifxth, lumber laden
she received a new spanker
-'-h. Julia Edna had her mainin a gale recently.
It was
Sell. A. Ilayford
Libby’s
vli. with hay for Quincy, Mass.,
hast Fuel <v Hay Co
Sell, j
said, recently bou^Jit by Rock'.i.' been dismantled and broken I
>he hailed from Stockton.;
Connex arrived Sunday from
The Belfast Fuel & llay Co.
II. Rogers with hay and coal for
he first of the week.
mgnr

—

—

party consisting of Dr. 11. <
Burlington, Yt., Dr. E. A.
Wilson and 11. II. Conant
•lohn Twombly and Bert Little!., *o, returned last week
from a
Mind

days to Ebeme Lake.
Mr. Twombly’s camp, 18
Brownville and 1" miles from
dwelling house. They saw 12
of which they shot two.
One
but the other got away into
and although the blood trail
it
it was mortally wounded it
lost. The guide shot at a moose,
to bring him down.
The snow
lies deep in the woods, and it
>rty T^r hours to walk the H> miles
o.
w here they came out.
There
-t on the snow so thick that the
would not put their horses into it.
of ten
at

Weather. Last week Mr.
h, who has kept a weather rec1'. S. Weather Bureau forty-one
gned and the record is now kept
Eernald. The mean temperature
.her, lPiXi was 38.15°, against 3*1.01°
■uiber, 1899, and 37.10° for the preears.
The highest temperature
2d day ; lowest, 11° the 17th day.
14 days and snow on 0 days,
day on which snow enough to
Kd! was the 25th, when the snowinches.
This was followed
id there were alternate rains
falls the rest of the month,
were 3 inches of snow on the
3oth. There was good sleighing
■•s from the seashore.
The total

‘‘•‘ikk

m

was

5.41

There

inches, against

2.94

thunder on the
severe gale with high tides the
■Hi. Hail fell on the 20th.
'99.

was

A very pleasant
mg party was held by the Casd the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
No. is Congress street. The club
"f Mr. and Mrs. Shaw, Capt. and
1
Coombs of steamer Castine, Mr.
Sherman <1. Swift, Mrs. Weston
of Waterville and Mr. Arthur 15.
f Boston.
Mrs. Smiley and Mr.
re unavoidably absent. The guests
-oeial hour from 10.30 to 11.30, at
me the dinner was announced. The
mm decorations were very pretty,
is the prevailing color.
At each
plate was a bride rose, and at each
"mi's a daybreak pink. A bouquet
"As stood in the centre of the table,
in hour and a half at table the
guests
"ded to meet again at 0.30, when a
I attack was made on the
turkey,
supper time until 10.30 the time was
pleasantly in various games, after
"liege and coou songs were sung
•he we sina’ hours. Friday morning
sts again moved on turkey, after
!l
'hey gradually dispersed as the calls
less demanded.
Each guest was
"■'d a souvenir card, with a blueprint
"f tlie steamer Castine, and bearing
1
ription, “Reunion of the Castine
''io. is Congress street, Belfast, Nov.
It was voted to hold the next
."""id reunion with Cant, and Mrs.
""' us
at their home in Islesboro next
l.stink

Club.

E. Clark Cam]), Sons of Veterans, elected the following ollicers Tuesday evening:
Capt.,C. M. Smalley: 1st Lieut., E. S. Whitehead ;2d Lieut.. K. E. Pillsbury;Camp Council, W. J. Clifford, R. E. Young, F. 0. Roberts: Delegate to State Convention, T. A.
Young; Alternate. W. W. Shaw: Delegate
at Large, E. E. Pillsbury: Alternate, E. S.
Whitehead.

and

Attention is called to the advertisement of
R. II. Coombs A Son, Undertakers and Embalmers, 72 Main street. Having sold out
their furniture business, the firm will give
its whole attention to the undertaking business.
Night calls answered at 2‘J Nortliport
Chairs
avenue, or by telephone No. .‘15-11.
and tables will be furnished for entertainments. card parties, etc.
A full line of cameras and photographic supplies will be carried, and taxidermy work in all its branches
a

specialty.

A Blustering Snow Storm. A very
severe gale and snow storm set in Tuesday
night and continued through the day Wednesday. Rain began falling about 4 o’clock
Tuesday afternoon, but changed to snow in
the night, and the wind arose to a gale from
the northeast. There were about 4 inches of
snow on the ground at daylight Wednesday
morning. Schools were suspended during
the day. The steamer Penobscot remained
in Boston and awaits a change of weather.
Neither the M. and .M. nor the Silver Star
made their trips Wednesda\.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph II. Ilowes entertaina party of friends Thanksgiving Day at
their cottage on the shore of Pitcher’s Pond.
They went out by buckboard in the forenoon, had a lunch on arrival, spent the afternoon in various ways, and at 0 o'clock sat
down to a turkey supper. A social evening,
with music, was spent, and then came good
nights. Tiny returned to the city Friday
morning. The party included Misses Carrie
Gilmore, Ada Larrabee, Minnie Hilton and
Georgia Burrows of Belfast, Alda Sargent
of Searsport, and Messrs. F. T. Chase and
P. A. Sanborn of this city.
ed

Steamer Notes. The City of Bangor
arrived from Boston last Sunday morning,
and left on the return trip Monday afternoon. Her freight from here included <S tons
of leatlierboard from Sherman & Co.’s mills,
Fast Belfast. This was the Bangor’s last
trip for the season of 1900, and the winter
service will be performed by the Penobscot.
Her o tticers areas follows : Master, Howard
A. Arey ; pilots, W. A. Roix, K. W. Curtis;
quartermasters, W. T. Holmes, John Long;
purser, J. R. Hatch : baggage master, G. II.
Kennedy ; 1st officer, Thomas Birmingham ;
2d officer, Richard Birmingham: engineer,
Walter White; assistants, S. II. Cobb, W*
A. Mason; steward, F. Higgins; assistant,
E. Hanson.
New Advkktisemksts. Fred A. JohnMasonic Temple, advertises this week
a sacritice sale of wool waists, broken sizes.
See them in the big show window_1).
1‘. Palmer, Masonic Temple, has as usual a
full assortment of goods suitable for Christmas and New Years gifts.
This has long
been headquarters for Santa Claus, and the
stock includes articles to suit everybody.
_“Wake the Sleepers up" is the taking
heading of J. L. Sleeper & Co.'s advertisement of their full and complete stock of
A few
Christmas goods at 72 Main street.
of the articles are mentioned.
Call and see
wliat else they have to offer.Christmas
shoppers should call at It. A. French & Co’s
in the Opera House block.Hr. W. L.
West, Veterinarian, llelfast, has Belgian

son,

hares for sale-A competent girl wanted
for general housework.
Apply to Miss
Annie V. Field, 1311 High street, Belfast
Marcellus J. How, Brooks, in addition to
his usual lines of .dry and fancy goods, has a
line lot of holiday articles—W. S. Jones,
Brooks, has, in addition to full lines of
furniture, carpets, rugs, wall paper, etc.,
etc., many articles suitable for holiday gifts.
_Bargains in books at Burketts this week.
See the list given in his advertisement. A
good book makes a nice Christmas gift_
In view of a change in business in the near
future Geo. R. Poor, jeweler, announces a
closing out sale of watches, clocks, silverThe entire stock of
ware and jewelry.
high grade goods is offered at greatly reduced
prices—Highest cash prices paid for hides
at the Cold Storage market.
See prices
quoted on beef, etc—Call Monday, Uec.
10th, at the City Drug Store and see the display of Christmas goods, fresh from the
factory_A reward will be paid for the return of Will Weshee’s fox-hound “Tige”—
Chase & Doak, 25 Main street, invite attention to their stock of watches, diamonds,
silverware, clocks, cutlery, cameras, etc.
—

in

all

joy

curve-all but

pity

and love-is none.
The

little

one

from her food.

gets

There is

no

fat

some-

thing wrong; it is either her food
or

food-mill.

She has had

no

fat for weeks; is living on what
she had stored in that
plump
little

body

of

hers;

and that is

She is starving for fat;
gone.
it is death, be quick !
Scott's Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil is the fat she can
take; it will save her.
The genuine has this picture on
it, take no other.
If you have not tried it, send
for free sample, its agreeable
'•
taste -will surprise you.

SCOTT & BOWNE,
409

Chemists,

Pearl St.,

N.

Y.

50c. and $1.00
all druggists.

A.

In.ms.

■«*d

color and

Advertised list of letters remaining in
the Belfast post ollice Dec. 4tli: Ladies—
Mrs. James M. Coombs, Miss Pliemie llassan, Miss Annie May Hatch, Mrs. Addie B.
Walker, Mrs. C. F. Wellman, Miss Lillian
Woodbury. Gentlemen—J. M. Goodwin,
Esq., Mr. Will McKenney.

•loner's

thing
baby,

have gone,
and left hollows and fear; the
fat, that was comfort and

secured.

-.

M--lntosh. proprietor of the
now in
winter quarters
rear of the Dana building,
•i pleasant surprise the other
his friends along the water
f11 and built a house over the
the boat, which answer-, the
reh and woodshed, and made
;i;eiit>.
McIntosh wasdetainwliile th*- work was going on,
faking solid comfort in his
'hole.

Dimples

exciting runaway occurred Sunday.
A horse ran from the south end of Congress
street to Main street, and after making a
circuit of several squares, smashing the
carriage to kindling wood, and narrowly
missing several pedestrians, fell and was

sheriff Norton has made
the Inspectors of prisons
:m \ ear from December 1,18bb,
'. coo. inclusive.
The whole
-'•tiers committed was-4.C now
iinitted as vagrants, b; for

the

ence.

An

otto

is

world

mother does not know that a
little fat makes all the .differ-

Henry B. Cunningham a4d Charles M.
Leavitt have formed a partnership in the
meat and provision business and are to occupy the market lately kept by Piper
Brothers in the Williamson block, High
street.

of East Belfast has a
liaifies in use on his work
fimerly owned b) the late
ones.
Although the day of
long past teamsters claim
'S trouble from galled shoul:ii*e used than with the collar.

s?.-vens

beautiful

most

dimples and joy. The most
pitiful thing is that same baby,
thin and in pain. And the

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, 4 Park street, Monday,
December lOtli, at 2 p. m. Lesson; reading
Journey in the Orient and chapter eight of
the French Revolution; author, Irving
Baclieller.

Court will be held Tuesday,
the regular term of County
Court will open Tuesday,
a ties having bills against the
1 lesent them on or before the

he

the

Robert V. Coombs, who has been in the
I be a ball in Belfast Opera
of the American Express Co. a few
Miay evening, December 13th, employ
Ames’ full orchestra. 1. T. months past, has succeeded Herbert A.
Greer as assistant agent of the Boston &
be floor director. There will be
Bangor S. S. Co. at Belfast.
with prizes.
Mrs. Frances Murch, Supt. of Charitable
the
furnished
has
young peohas called a meeting of the W. C. T.
!: iting the past week,and large Work,
F. at her home on Bridge st., to-day, Thurs.*re all the time when schools
on.
The Lake was a merry day, at 2.:so p. m. for the purpose of finishing the comfortables for the poor.
living Day.

A

■

this

silver stick pin marked “Hattie.”
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
meet with Mrs. J. L. Uavner, corner Church
and Miller streets, Friday afternoon, Dec.
7th.

I

■

in

Thanksgiving turkey, found in the gizzard

J'jvv.^sth.
West has the first litter of BelThey
iH.m in Belfast.
are S in number,

lady

COUNTY

County Attorney-elect

B. F. Foster is in
town to remain until after the January
term of court.

j

Rev. G. G. Winslow, *24 Miller street, offers
his horse for sale at a moderate price, or
will let some one have the use of it this winter for its keep.

City Marshal Sanborn visited all places
yesterday where slot-machines were kept
and found that the owners either had removed the machines or were preparing to
do so at once.
F. A. Follett’s graphoplione concert in the
Belfast Opera House was highly satisfactory to the audience and showed the machine to good advantage.
The tones were
clear, and filled the hall with even better
results than are obtained in the store.
Rummage Sale. The ladies of the North
church will hold a rummage sale at the store
formerly occupied by R. Kittredge in Howes’
block, Friday and Saturday, December 7th
and 8tli. This sale will consist of a varied
assortment of goods. You will find here
many things you want, and doubtless some
you do not, but the price of every article will
be so low that every visitor is sure to be a
purchaser. It will be a novelty, a curiosity,
and the sensation and opportunity of the
year. A large and competent force of clerks
has been engaged for this sale, and the public is most cordially invited to come in and
inspect the astonishing array of bargains to
be found. The sale begins at in a. m., and
is open evenings.
THE CHURCHES.
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 2.30 p. in.
Meetings will he held at the People’s Mission in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening
are welcome.

at 7

o’clock.

All

Morning service at the Unitarian church
Sunday at 10.45 a. si., with sermon by
the pastor, Kev. J. M. Leighton; Sunday
next

school at 12

si.

school, 1800,

installed in the Baptist
church in Westbrook Monday, Dec. 3d.
was

Rev. G. E. Edgett will speak at the Methodist church next Sunday forenoon on
“Christ weeping over the city,” and in the

evening on “Poverty; its cause and cure.”
Following are the Baptist church notices:
The Thursday evening Scripture lesson is
James 3:13and 14:12. Friday evening at 8.00
o’clock the pastor's Bible study class.
On
Sunday, morning and evening worship. Sun
day school at noon.
The services at the Universalis! church
Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
A. m., regular service, preaching by the
pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith; at 12 m.,
Sunday school; at 0:15 p. m., young peoples’
meeting. A cordial invitation is extended
to all.
next

It is proposed to devote the prayer meeting hour this,Thursday, evening at the North
church to the study of the book of Ephesians, and all are requested to be prepared to ask and answer questions on the
first chapter.
The Sunday services will be
as follows: Preaching at 10:45 A. si.; Sunday school at 12 si.; Christian Endeavor
Missionary meeting at 0:15 p. si.; People’s
meeting at 7:15 p. si. The pastor w ill gis-e
the first of a series of lectures on
The Re
ligious Aspects of the Nineteenth Century.”
The Sultan Settles.

_,

My little girl’s

hair did not grow. It was
dry, and would break off, and her

nareh and

was full of dry dandruff that I
acalp
comb out. A
around

could not
the back of her
place
bead was bald, and on the top of her head the
balr was only two or three inches
long. I
used Cuticuba Soap and some Cuticuba
Ointment, and her hair has come in thick and
as soft as silk. Mrs. A.
DOWNEY, Alfred, O.
Warm shampoo* with Cuticuba Soap and light dress,
logs with Cuticuba, pnmt of emollients, will clesr
the scalp and heir of crusts, scales, and dandruff, sooths
irritatsd and itching surfaces.

has arrived home. He has been for the last
fifteen months employed In the Maine genThe schools beeral hospital, Portland
gan Monday, Bee. ad,with tlie same teachers,
.Miss L. E. Moore has been visiting
friends in town—Miss Rowe is progressing
well w ith her dressmaking.

Hugh Wynne,
Eleanor,

—

Appleton. Game wardens from Belfast
here Friday and killed tw-o dogs belonging to V. 0. Keller and Joseph Ames.
The dogs had followed a deer, and finally
drove the animal intoa pond in Lincolnville,
where it was found. The deer had been
shot_An attempt was made one night recently to break into Miss Lottie Young’s
About 1” o’clock Miss Young was
house.
awakened by a noise in the lower part of
tlie house and taking a lamp descended to
investigate. When she entered the kitchen
lie had got into the woodthe fellow tied.
shed by sliding a window open, and the
noise he made in endeavoring to break the
fastening to the door leading into the
kitchen was what was heard. Miss Young,
thinking there would be no further trouble,
retired, hut at two o’clock there was another
alarm, anil again Miss Young had to “shoo
away” the burglar. If there is another attempt to burglarize the premises she will
he prepared for the fellow, as she has procured a revolver and has been shooting at a
target until she can hit the mark everytime.
Malcolm Upton has been making extensive repairs on his house. An entire new
finish and tasteful painting have made a
very pretty cottage of what was formerly a
commonplace affair.Benj. and Ava Keller and Clarence Simmons have returned
from the Castine Normal school.Francis
K. Keating of Warren visited his aunt, Mrs.
Augusta Titus, last week.Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Roakes and son were guests Thanksgiving Day of Miss Linda Annis_DrStuart has not yet returned from Portland,
where he has'been the past month.Mr.
and Mrs. G. 11. Page spent a few days recently in Union, guests of Br. and Mrs. L.
W. Hadley.Mr. and Mrs. Ben. Ness visited friends in Lincolnville last week_
Miss Mabel Gushee, who has been passing
several weeks with relatives here, has returned to her home in Lincolnville.

—

—
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A LARGE

AND

Elizabeth

COM-

PLETE ASSORTMENT
OF

AND

l,OW

ME-

DIUM PRICED GOODS
SUITABLE FOR XMAS
AND

NEW

YEAR’S

GIFTS

CAN

NOW BE

her

and

Garden,
Stringtown on the Pike,
When Knighthood was
Flower,

Cleopatra of Egypt,
Joseph Bonaparte,
Nero,
Julius Caesar,

in

Richard Carvel,
David Harum,

Pyrrhus,

The Honorable Peter

Hannibal of

Stirling,

Reveries of

Richard

Adam Bede,
Micale Clark,

Margaret of Angon,
Cyrus the Great,
Alfred the Great,

The Sticket Minister,
The White Company,

f

Ships that Pass

Belfast flle
CALENDARS FOR

Deacon

Up

procured

Bradbury,

in Maine.

much lower

prices very

than Publishers’

that coupons

for the same can now be
our

Our

patrons

for distribution

ready

December 15, 1900, and

Night,

Eben Holden,

Beautiful Souvenir Calendar

our

for 1901 will be

in the

Baxter’s Letters,

1901.
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Constantinople, Dec.
Ilassan'Paslia,
Ottoman Minister of Marine, and Gen.
Williams, representing the Cramp Ship2.5c.
Steak, 2 lbs. for
building Company of Philadelphia, have
16c.
Top of Round,
signed a contract for the construction of a
cruiser for the Ottoman navy. The price to
19c,
Rump Steak,
be paid is £350,000, which includes £23,000
11c.
Sausage,
as indemnity to the United States for losses
acted as pall bearers—Lewis Grant, Melvin
sustained by Americans during the ArmeCorned Beef, >
7c.
Simpson,Russell Hall and Raymond Tainter.
nian massacres.
41-2c.
The Junior League, of which Harry was a Tripe,
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that member, gave a beautiful basket of (lowers
COLD STORAGE MARKET,
and marched as escort to the procession.
Contain Mercury,
D. A. McKEEN, Proprietor.
who
the
relatives
came
from
out
of
will
as mercury
surely destroy the sense of Among
smell and completely derange the whole sys- town were Mr. Wm. Hill of Belfast, Mr.
tem when entering it through the mucous
wife and son of Rockland, and
surfaces. Such articles should never be Win. Hill,
used except on prescriptions from reputable Mrs. George Mansfield and son of Jonesphysicians, as the damage they will do is port. The Methodist Circle, which meets
I am paying the HIGHEST CASH
ten fold to the good you can possibly derive
on Tuesday, and the Band. Concert and
for hides and skins.
price
from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manuBring
which was advertised for Wednesfactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., dance,
them along.
were postponed in deference to
contains no mercury, and is taken internal- day night,
the sad occasion.
COLI) STORAGE MARKET,
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.
In buying
D. A. McKeen, Proprietor.
the
Cough
Stops
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
and works oil the Cold.
genuine. It is taken internally and is made
SUBSCRIBE
Pok
in Toledo, Ohio, by F.
J. Cheney & Co.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
Testimonials free.
r’Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle. cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
4w41.
Iyr36
5 ce nts.
2.

Richard III,
Hortense,
Richard II,
German Louis the
XIV,

Philip Winwood,
•Via Crucis,

—

Wi NTKjipoRT. Mrs. Riley, who has been
stopping with Mrs. James Haley for some
months, left for her home in New York on
The town schools began
Monday’s boat
Monday after a two weeks’ vacation. Miss
Harriet Moody takes the place of Miss
Lizzie Rich in the North Primary school,
Miss Rich having resigned in order to have
a much needed rest_James Torrey has
moved his family into the Simpson house_
Miss Beulah Rankin has returned from a
visit to her sister, Mrs. C. W. Fernald, in
Boston.Miss Edna Smith has gone to
Boston to spend the winter—John C.
Mr.
Bolan has employment in Oldtown
and Mrs. Sidney Thompson have returned
from visits to Boston and Washington, I). C.
_The services at the Methodist church
last Sunday were very interesting. Three
persons were baptized—The tirst lecture
in the course to be given under the auspices
of the Epwortli League will be by Prof
Allen E. Rogers of the U. of M., and will
he illustrated by the stereoptico n. It will
be well worth hearing and seeing. Don’t
miss it.Mrs. Frank Kenney is very low
_Mrs. Grace Lord has been very ill with
the prevailing throat trouble....Mrs. CiiasMr. Charles
Carleton is still quite sick.
Brier, who has been very ill, is improving
slowly.Little Ruth Young has a mild
form of scarletina.The family of Edward
Bartlett have all been sick with sore throat.
..Several cases of ehinken pox are reported.
Many times during the year just closing
we have had to chronicle the passing away
of some loved member of our community
and again it is our sad task to record the
visit of the death angel among us and the
Removal from the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Hill of dear little Harry, their
youngest child, aged ten years. He had
been ailing at few days with tonsilites, but
was not dangerously ill until Monday, when
capillary bronchitis developed. Everything
possible was done for the relief of the little
sufferer, but he grew rapidly worse and
passed away Tuesday afternoon at one
o’clock.
The heartfelt sympathy of all
their many friends is extended to the family
in the great sorrow which has so unexpectedly befallen them. Harry was an unusually lovable little fellow, and his sunny
disposition and bright, winning ways made
him a favorite, not only with his playmates
but with older people as well. Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock the school children assembled to take a last look at their little companion, and a brief service was held for
them. At 2 i>. m. the simple and touching
funeral service was held. Undertaker F.
W. Haley had charge of the arrangements
Rev. J. W. Hatch read appropriate Scripture selections, offered prayer and spoke
some words of consolation and sympathy to
the mourning family. Mrs. C. R. Hill sang a
solo, “Abide With Me.” The house was
filled with sympathizing friends, and quantities of beautiful roses, carnations, lilies of
the valley and other flowers were contributed. Wreaths and other pieces were brought
by relatives from away, and the High school
boys gave a beautiful crescent in token of
sympathy for their classmate, Billie Hill.
Four little boys of the same age as Harry-

Abbott’s Histories,
'Hernando Cortez,
King Charles I,

Tho Isle of Unrest,
The Master Christian,

were

—

Rev. George H. Ilsley, a graduate, of Col
by in 1803, and also of Newton Theological

00aMSP0H£5TIC3.

Mobbill. Mrs. Ralph Wiggin spent a
few days at Mr. Silas Storer's, last week....
Mr. Justin Merriam returned from a visit to
Providence, R. !•» las^ Saturday.Miss
Nellie Thompson, lately doing evangelistic
work in Gorham and Woodfords, spent
Thanksgiving week at home....Rev. H. W.
Abbott of Palermo occupied the pulpit
here last Sunday. Miss Thompson led the
evening service—The young people of the
village will hold a sociable at the Grange
Hall Friday evening, Dec. 7th. All are
cordially invited.Mr. J. R. Mears had.
quite a severe sickness last Friday and Sat
urday.
Br. 0. S. Erskine is sufferFrankfobt.
ing with a carbuncle on the back of his
neck_Frank Ilopkins is quite sick. lie
is under the treatment of Dr. A. R. Fellows,
who reports that he is gaining.Mrs.
Knowles is about the same.Shepard
Hopkins has made his parents a flying visit.
He is employed by L. Ramsdell of Ripley
and has a good position.P. O. Hopkins

our

J5c. 4-ply

Linen Collars

1 □

now.

2*50. Cashmere Hose now.19c
now..
2"»e. Braces
HATS, CAPS,

everything lower than else-

ready-made business

where.

for sale.

We want to

to custom business, hence the above startling

prices.

HARRY W. CLARK, 83 Main St.,
CLOTHIER AND TAILOR TO MEN AND WOMEN.

WANTED.
competent girl for general
housework. No washing. Apply to
MISS ANNIE V. FIELD,
139 High Street, Belfast.
lw49*

DRESSMAKING

A

Done by the clay at reasonable ter ms.
Apply at No. 10 Waldo Avenue.
MAUDE BUSSEY.
Belfast, December 6,1900.—2w49*

Salt rheum, with its burning, stinging
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
sensation, is due to poor blood and is cured
the
blood
Hood’s
SHIPS.
great
Sarsaparilla,
by
purifier.
Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, sailed from
His Pick.—He—“I understand you have a Port Blakely Sept -'9 for Sydney, N. S. W.
A G Ropes, Chapman, arrived at New
family tree?” She—"Oh, yes." He—“Well,
the fellow who picks you will get a peach.” York Nov lii from Honolulu.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, Oyster Harbor
| Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
for Kaliului; spoken Nov 9, lat 39 30 N, Ion
Women love a clear, healthy complexion
130 \Y
Pure blood makes it. Burdock Blood BitAryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
ters makes pure blood.
York April 20 for San Francisco; spoken
By his Pen. “And you say you have July 15, lat 50 S, Ion 00 W.
Bangalore, at Kaliului Aug 10 for New
made a fortune by \ our pen ?” said the earnest young man wltn the literary look. “Yes, York.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from
sir,” replied the comfortable person. “And
3
1 deserve it.

pens ever put
tngton Star.

It is
on

one of the best fountain
the market.” [Washing-

Bodilv pain loses its terror if you’ve abottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eelectric Oil in the house.
Instant relief in cases burns, cuts, sprains,
accidents of any sort.
The Foundation of all Prosperity. Keuben
Kailfence. “There’s people gittin' buncoed
every day in New York.” Henry Hoeoorn.
“That’s jest what I've always said: take
aw ay the great agricultural classes from the
country and the big cities couldn’t subsist a
month.
l’uck.

“Neglected colds make fat graveyards.”
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup helps men
and women to a ha']>py, vigorous old age.
Bridal Presents as Revenge. “One of my
rivals played me an awful mean trick.” *
“What was it '.'" “He gave us a lamp which !
burned a half gallon of coal oil every
I
night."
Indianapolis Journal.

|

Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of the
skin of any >ort instantly relieved, permanenth cured. Doan’s Ointment. At any i
drug

j

store.

I

light lunch.—“I don’t think 1 want |
much to eat to-day : my stomach isn’t quite
j
right." said the gloomy looking man. as lie
glanced over the bill of fare. “Just bring
me some spareribs and sauerkraut, a glass
of milk, a piece of Roquefort cheese, and a
portion of plum pudding. It's better to be
A

The Maine Canning Industry.

INVIGORATED

BACK.
She Took Our Vinol with
Good Results.

We don't want any one in this city
to drag themselves through life in pain
and misery for the want of enough
strength to feel well and happy.
If you feel listless, without ambition
and run down, it is a bad sign.
You are running grave chances. You
are in a condition to be attacked
by
most any disease.
This feeling of debility is a symptom
that your system is generally demoralized. You should take a tonic.
You should take Vinol. which we
know and will guarantee will restore

Alice Reed, Alan son Ford, arrived at
Montevideo net 24 from Portland via Pallia
Avoid all drying inhalants and use that Blanca.
which cleanses and heals the membrane.
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
Ely’s ( ream Balm is such a remedy and Oct 7 for Honolulu.
Cold
cures Catarrh easily and pleasantly.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Rosario Oct 11
Price 50 i from Buenos Ayres.
in the head vanishes quickly.
cents at druggists or by mail.
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, at Rio
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking and j Janeiro Nov. 22, for Pascagoula 26th.
to a great extent loss of hearing.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
By the
use of Ely’s Cream Balm dropping of muRosario Oct 2 for Ceara.
cous has* ceased, voice and hearing have
Matanzas, arrived at Havana, Nov 15
greatly improved.—J. W. Davidson, Att’y from New York.
at Law, Monmouth, 111.
Olive Tliurlow, J 0 Hayes, arrived at
your strength.
Carrabelle, Fla., Nov. 20 from Vera Cruz.
Following is one case where it did
Helpful Suggestion. “1 wish I could think
Penobscot, arrived at New York Oct 23
this. Mrs. T. H. Boyle, of 56 Chestnut
of some new and unusual Christmas present from
Montevideo.
to >urpiisp mamma with this year," said
St., IVest Newton, Mass., says:
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Miss de Muir wrinkling her fair brow in
Last spring I used one bottle of
Bath, Oct 1 for Bridgewater, N. S., to load
she’d
think
“How
do
deep perplexity.
you
lumber for S. A.
Vinol.
At that time I was all run
like a son-in-law.” hoarsely whispered
Rose Innis, Melvin Coleord, at Singapore
down and sick. I find that it did me
young Spoonamore, falling readily into the Nov 8 for New York or Boston.
onh line of thought that seemed to present
Sachem, Nichols, sailed from Hong Kong lots of good, and by its use my strength
itself. [Chicago Tribune.
Oct 5 for New York.
came back to me.
Thomas A Goddard, J II Park, arrived at
Little Loss.—“Cutnso—“Fosdick lost his
Vinol is a delicious preparation, conBuenos
to
Oct.
9
from
Boston
head yesterday.”
Ayres
prior
well,
Cawker—“Oh,
taining the active curative principles
there’s nothing‘in it.” [Detroit Free Press. for Rosario.
that are found in cod-liver oil, disWillard Mudgett, A C Coleord, arrived at
20 Years of Vile Uatarrh.—Chas. 0. Boston Oct 18 from Turks Island.
solved in a delicate table wine.
Drown, journalist, of Duluth, Minn.,
BRIGS.
Vinol acts directly on the stomach,
writes: “1 have been a sufferer from Throat
and Nasal Catarrh for over 20 years, during
Leonora, J II Monroe, sailed from New aiding digestion and at the same time
which time my head has been stopped up York Oct 24 for Gibraltar.
creating a healthy appetite. It gives
and my condition truly miserable. Within
SCHOONERS.
strength and vigor to every organ of
15 minutes after using Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhthe body.
al Powder I obtained relief. Three bottles
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
haw -almost. 4f not entirely, cured me.” 50c. Barbados Oct ao'from Norfolk.
•Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Iiowes
arrived
at
Nov
Bath
Henry Clausen, Jr,
We endorse Vinol. and guaranA Co—37.
14 from Brunswick, (7a.
II P Colson, sailed from Brunstee
its action, and will gladly ■
Gladys,
A tearful discovery. “Dis is terrible," wick Nov 27 for New York.
j
said Meandering Mike, with a deep drawn :
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
to any one who is not
Nigh. “What's de matterasked Plodd- ! Brunswick, Ga, Oct 27 for Elizabethport.
in- Pet.-. In alarm.
“Here's a piece in del
satisfied the money which they
Mary A IIall, Haskell, at Somes Sound
It >ay> v.Pve got muscles inside of |
pap* r.
loading for New York.
us dat keeps uean involuntary action.
Dej j Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Wil- paid for it.
goes on welkin', whether we wants ’em to j mington. N. (
Nov s for Cape llaytien.
or not."
Washington Star.
R W Ilopkins. Ilichborn, at Turks Island
A. A. HOWES &
Nov
21
for Poston.
Heart-siek People.—■ Dr. Aynew's Cure*
Pharmacists of Belfast.
R
V
foiPettigrew.
Morse,
Philadelphia
for the I! art is a heart tonic that never
fails to cure—is ,-wift in its effect—goes st. Jago, sld from Delaware Breakwater
The Sailing Ship of the Future.
closer to the “border land" and snatches Nov. 22.
Sallie ] <>n, W II West, sailed from New
Pom death's grip more sufferers than an\
A notable fact in connection with the
other rem* d> for any fainify of disease's j Yoi k Nov s for Fernandina.
j
Tola, A S Wilson, deaml fi. m Philadel- increase of ocean carrying tonnage !
and ailments in the category of human sufNov
15
for
charleston.
phia
Hives
:;b
relief
in
ferinys.
minutes. .vdd
built during the last 25 years has been
Willie T, Newton, E < oombs, mailed fiom
by Kd.nund Wilson and .\. A. Howes A
the great preponderance of steam ves- !
New York Nov 2.5 for Brunswick.
Co.—:'.
sels built.
Many observant persons j
have gradually coine around to the be- I
extravagantly Beautiful. “Miss Frocks ;
a
ven
SERIOUSLY WOUNDED.
lief that the days of the sailing ship as a j
pretty girl." said Mr. Hunker.
“Bmt\ ."repeated Mr. Spatts. Miss Frocks
factor in modern commerce are rapidly
i> hand».;uer than her own photograph." Months of
Suffering- Caused by an Acrident. j drawing to a close and that in the very
Harper's Bazar.
Mr. Silas Bissell of Handolph, Xeb., Owes I near future the ocean earring trade of ,
ife’s a Rurden—If the stomach is not I
the world will be conducted and carried
His Life to a lienowned Jleinedy.
right. I' then* Nausea V Is there Constipa- |
on solely by steamers. To this view we
From Reporter, Randolph. Neb. '■
tioii
is the Tongue Coated .’
1
Are you
oppose another, namely, the fact that
Lu-ht-Il.-aded’.’
Du you have Sick Hoad- 1
Certainly no case in the knowledge of the price of coal is increasing so rapid- |
aide- .' Am aiid ail of these denote Stomach residents of Randolph and vicinity lias exand i.iver Hisorder. Dr. -Aynew’s I iver cited ire interest than has that of the re- ly in all the great maritime nations as
Pills act quiekly and as ill cure most .-tun- mark;:! !e ree« ery of Mr. Silas Hissed, who ; to only make it a question of a very I
born and chronic cases. 40 in a vial for 10 some N <-r n; months ago, was most unfor-•' short time hence when the steamers, j
cents. Sold by Kdmund Wilson and A. A. tunate in having a long and
nearly fatal owing to the increased cost of fuel, will j
Howes A Co.— 4‘».
siege of sickness, the primary cause of be compelled to increase their rates of ;
which
was a pitchfork wound in the left * freight or else1 abandon some of the
As SheKemembered Ilim. -Mr. Skimmerj
trades that they have hitherto held to
horn .as the participants in the debate be- knee.
Nowr enjoying the best of health and
came personal.; “I was a thundering fool
the
The
modern sailing
sailing ship.
recovered, the incidents of his sick- 1
when 1 asked you to marry me!"
Mrs. tirely
that will carry on what is generalness and
remark- \ ship
Skimmerhoru—“Well, you looked it, dear."
termed
water
ly
"deep
voyages” will be
able recovery will !
[Chicago Tribune.
j
be of more than | a very different vessel from the kind
Pile Terrors Swept
ordinary interest. that we are accustomed to see now-aAway.—Dr. Ag1 lew's Ointment stands at the head as a reMr. Rissell tells tlie days. With the advent of iron and
liever, healer, and sure cure for Piles in all
following story:
steel as building materials, there is virforms. ( die application will give comfort in
“In the summer
no limit to the size of sailing vesa few minutes, and three to six
of *08 1 sustained a tually
days' applisels any more than there is to the size
cation according to directions will cure j
serious injury by
of
steamers. Already, such progressive
chronic cases. It relieves all itching and
having the tines of
nations as Germany and France have
burning skin diseases in a day. 45 cents.
a pitchfork strike
Nmj by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
constructed and are operating several
me in the left knee.
A Co.—40,
The wound soon mammoth sailing vessels some of which
healed, but 1 did carry as much as 8,000 tons of cargo and
V Ptirtihg Stab.—“Sarah," said the lady ■
not enjoy the same this class of vessels
has been found to
of the house, breaking the news gently to \
health 1 had prebe very profitable. There are several
the new servant girl, “we shall have to get vious to the
accident, and it was but a short reasons
along without your services after the first of time afterwards that I was compelled to
why such ships are and should
the month.” “Yes, mum,” replied Sarah; take to
my bed on account of the severe be very profitable. First,, there is their
“I’m sorry the master’s affairs are in such
pains throughout my limbs and the stiffness great s'ize, which enables them to carry
bad shape, mum.” [Philadelphia North of
A physician was called and 300 tons of freight per man
the joints
employed,
American.
the knee lanced three different times. The against an average of not more than
When a well-known actor was asked at an 1 disease was at first called sciatic rheuma- 150 tons per man carried by the present
amateur play which performer he lfked 1 tism, but afterward the physicians designat“deep water ship;” again, their greater
best, he replied: “The prompter; for I saw ed it as blood poison. During this time 1 size lias proven in
every case to mean
less and heard more of him than any one was all run down physicially and it seemed
to me that I had hardly any blood. My kid- greater speed, and this, coupled with
else."
Tit-Bits.
neys, heart and lungs all seemed affected, greater safety, means lower rates of inand once when I happened to bruise one of surance on both ship and cargo. When
Shorter Days.
my lingers the blood seemed to be light and such vessels as the German mammoth
watery and not the color it should be. I had ship Potosi can make the voyage from
Many years ago the poet Bryant, who, five different physicians. They said that the Hamburg to Iquique in from 49 to 59
upper
like all poets, loved bright -weather, wrote
portion of one of my lungs had bedays, carrying 9,000 tons of cargo, we
come affected and I could see that they did
of November—
not
entertain very much hope for my re- begin to have a conception of ttie speed
The
have
days
come,
melancholy
of that kind of vessel. Such vessels are
covery.
The saddest of the year.”
“After remaining in bed eleven weeks and vastly more profitable than any tramp
There are shorter single days in December;
benefit
from
but
a
treatment
slight
steamer and their numbers are conbut before the end of the month they begin deriving
that had been given, but for the time gainto increase in length, while in November
stantly increasing. Within a few years
some temporary strength it was decided
ing
the decrease of hours of sunlight is continthe sailing ship of 2,000 tons register
to remove me to my old home in Canada,
uous to the end of the month.
The afterthinking that perhaps a change in the cli- will be a back number and the bulk of
noons arc now rapidly growing shorter,
the ocean earring trade of the world will
mate might do some good.
and on the noth of this month the. sun sets
“Arriving home I remained in about the be done by sailing ships of not less than
earlier than on any other day in the year.
condition for a period of four months, 4,ooo tons register. In America, Arthur
The afternoons remain at the same length same
but the pains
for several days, but the mornings grow sometimes gaining strength
Sewall, of Bath, Me.', lias already
and stiffness of joints remained the same.
launched one great sailing ship of 3,500
shorter until several days into January. |
in the course of a conversation
“One
day
This lessened amount of daylight depresses
with a cousin at home, he remarked that I tons register, and several more of even
animal spirits not only in men, but in all
Dr. Williams’ Dink Pills, the vir- a greater size are to follow immediately.
the living creation, whether animal or vege- might try
tues of which had been proved in several bad The days of the tramp steamer are
table.
It is much more difficult to grow
in
the
%
cases
neighborhood.
drawing to a close and the commerce of
vegetables even with artificial heat until
“Perfectly willing to try any medicine tlie future will be done, at least on long
after the increasing length of days gives
to cure me, 1 began takseemed
that
likely
them more sunlight again. [Boston Tranvoyages, by the handsome mammoth
ing the pills. In about three weeks a notice- iron or steel built
script.
sailing ships and with
able improvement was observed. Gaining
[Coast Seain health and confidence in the curative greater safety than .ever.
Kor Over Flity Yearn.
powers of the pills I followed directions man’s Journal.
An Oi,ii and Well-Tried JRemedy. : closely, and took in all ten or twelve boxes.
1
How to Cure Croup.
“The stiffness in my joints and the severe
Mr.'. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
Sir. K. Gray, who lives near Amenia,
used for over fifty years by millions of pains had left me and 1 felt like myself
mothers for their children while teething, again. 1 verily believe Dr. Williams’ Pink Duchess county, X. Y., says: “Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is the best medicine I
with perfect success. It soothes the child, Pills for Pale People saved my life.
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind ;
“Anyone who would like to hear more of have ever used. It is a line children’s remcolic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. my suffering and remarkable cure can do so edy for croup and never fails to cure.”
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists by calling on me or addressing me care of When given as soon as the child becomes
hoarse, or even after the croupy cough has
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five M. C. Livingston, Randolph, Neb.
SILAS HISSELL.
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be j
developed, it will prevent the attack. This
:
and
sworn
before
me
this
Subscribed
to
should be borne in mind and a bottle of the
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
of
189!).
2.’ird
Nov.,
and
take
no
other
day
Cough
kind.
Remedy kept at hand ready for inSyrup,
11. G. FISHER, Notary Public.
stant use as soon as these symptoms appear.
All the elements necessary to give new
“About five years ago I was troubled with
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
life and richness to the blood and restore catarrh of the lower
bowel,” says C. T.
in
a conshattered
nerves
are
contained,
Cure”
for
Rheumatism
and
Neu“Mystic
Chisholm, 484 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, and
ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its ac- densed form, in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for although I consulted several eminent physition upon the system is remarkable and Pale People. They are also a specific for cians who prescribed for me, I found their
mysterious. It removes at once the cause troubles peculiar to females, such as sup- remedies failed to in any way relieve me,
arid thedisease immediately disappears. The pressions, irregularities and all forms of and the trouble almost became chronic.
first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold weakness. In men they effect a radical cure After suffering several months I one day
in all cases arising from mental worry, over- concluded to
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
try Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholwork or excesses of whatever nature. Dr. era and Diarrhoea
Remedy and I beg to
sold
in
boxes
Williams’
Pink
Pills
are
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
(never assure you that 1 was most agreeably surCity, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of in loose bulk) at 50 cents a box or six boxes prised to find after taking two doses of the
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two for $2.50, and may be had of all druggists, or remedy that I was completely relieved of
doses of it did me more good than any other direct by mail from Dr. Williams Medicine the disease that had cost me so much anmedicine I ever took.” .Sold by A. A. Howes Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
noyance. I am thankful to say that I have
& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
not suffered from it since.”
BELLAVITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, WashItch on human cured in 30 minutes by and Pills for the complexion; 10 days treatington State and Alaska, consult bureau of
This never ment 50c., 30 days treatment 81.00. Sold by
Wooiford’s Sanitary Lotion.
O. M. Moore,
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- ; A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me. Information, Seattle, Wash.,
It!
secretary.
i
3yrs24.
gists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.

(Puck.
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CO,

BELIEF IN

SIX HOI KS.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great
South American KiunevCure." It is a
great surprise on account of its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain in bladder. kidneys and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost immediately. If yon want quick relief and cure
this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. llowes A
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lyl'j
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The damage to the shade trees of Augusta by the ice storm of Nov. 20th was
extensive, and in every section are trees
which have been broken down or their
limbs torn off.
In the vicinity of the
Maine Central roundhouse several large
willow trees were uprooted, and others
in the vicinity of Nash's publishing
house suffered a similar fate. Several
trees on lion. .1. II. .Manley's grounds
were severely damaged.
The trees and
limbs in falling broke down many electric wires.

j

Genuine

Carter’s
Little Liver Pills.
Must Bear Signature of

COMPANY,

TT MURRAY

A

j

yurj small and as easy*
to take as sugar.

FOR HEADACHE.

CARTERS FOR DIZZINESS.
■PlTTLE

Tiver

| PILLS.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

OENUINV

BILIOUSNESS.

TORPID LIVER.

CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION
nunwAVt

^cmatuwi.

Price I
IS cents! Purely TefetaUe./W>t^n£
HjOKBon bwhh bow

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, put porting to be the last
will ami testament of John H. Page, late of
Jackson, in said County of Waldo, deceased, havbeen
ing
presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.

A

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest:
Chas. P.

NOTICE.

Hazeltine, Register.
The subscriber

hereby
EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
and testament ol
Executor of the last will

CALEB LAMB, late of Belmont.,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
demands
having
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately. ROBERT F. DUNTON.
Belfast, Nov. 13, 1900.
in the

NOTICE.

The subscriler

^

v,

estate

of said dec.

as*

I

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
ember, A. D. lilOO.

(,
\

~

!

at Bella-on the

ANIJEL W. DODGE, executo;
of Charles H. Dodge, bit.
said County of Waldo. deceased
eda petition praying that theao:
of the property in his hands t.
persons interested in the sucre--;
the amount of tax thereon may
said Court.

NEW YORK CITY.

Ordered, That the said petit n
all persons interested byeau-i:
order to be published three weekthe Republican Journal, a new-p
Belfast, that they may appeal ;ito be held at Belfast, with in and
on the 11th
day of December, \
the clock before mum, and slu w
have, why the prayer of said ..
not be granted.
GEO. E. I* >»!
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/.ki.

J

HENRY

>

[

petition’

>

j

any they have, why
proved,approveo and allowed.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.

cause,

should

true

not

copy.

be

Attest
Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register.

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1900.

At a

certain instiunient, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Andrew Mason, late
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

A

of

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within and for said County, on the second Tues
day of December next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

SS.—In Court of Prohate, held

at

Bel-

fast, on the 13th day of November, 1900.
Cyrus E. Tibbetts, administrator on the estate of
Cyrus D. Tibbetts, late of Belfast, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final acestate

for allow

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican .Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of December next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, JudgeA true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11th day of November, 1900.
John Hubbard and Margaret T. Clark, executors
of the last will of Mary C. Hubbard, lat of Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented their secoud account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of December next, and show cause, if am they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

WALDO

\j

mnnstratois o|

th,

ostaa

bury, late of .Moriill. in said < .-m
WALDOSS —In Court or Probate, held at Bel
ceased, having present* d a p<
V? fast, on the 13th day <d November, !!»()<). license to sell at public oi pi r.
Samuel l. Sleeper, adminis-rator *m the estate of
of certain real estatt .-t said
Anson Trussell. late of Belfast, in said County,
lj described in said petition.
deceased, having presented his first and final a<
ordered, Thai the said p. t it
count of administration of said estate and his |l
to all persons interested by co{irivate claim against the estate tor alloxvanee.
order to he published three w
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three I the Republican Journal, a n. u
weeks successively, in The Republican .Journal, a
at Beltast, that they may a| \
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, Court, to he held at i tel last, w a
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro i county,on the 11th day of Prhate Court, to lie held at Belfast, on the 1 It lx day at ten of the clock before noon, a
ot December next, and show cause, if any they
any they have, why the prayer
have, why the said account should not he allowed. should not be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
CEO. E. jnii
A true copy. Attest:
I A true Copy—Attest
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register,
( has. P. Ha/i 1
>

SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 13th day of November, 1‘JOO.
Frank A. Littlefield, administrator on the estate
of Nehemiah Littlefield,late of Wiuterport. in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 13th day of November, 1900.
Etta M. Rolerson, administratrix on the estate of
Mark W. Rolerson, late of Searsmont, in said
County, deceased, having presented her lirst and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
hate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 1 1th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1’. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

YTTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelW
faft.onthe 13tli day of November, 1900.
Edgar A. Robertson, administrator on the estate
of Richard Robertson, late of Mvanville, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
SS.—In Comt of Probate, held at Belallowance.
fast, on the 13th day of November, 1900.
Willard Ginn, administrator on the estate of EliaOrdered, That notice thereof he given, three
kim D. Harriman, late ol Prospect, in said Connweeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
ty, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate and his i that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1 1th day
private claim against said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three \ of Decemberuext.and show cause,if any they hav
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
why the said account should not In* allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
newspaper published in Belfast, in aid County,
A true copy. Attest:
that all persons interested ma; attend at a Pro- j
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
hate, Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day !
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account and private eh im
I17ALD0 SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belshould not he allowed.
li
fast, on the 13th day of November, 1900.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Minnie A. Bullard, administratrix on the estate
A true-copy.—Attest:
of John Carr, late of Searsport, in said County,
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
1 deceased, having presented her first account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
SS. In Court of Probate, held at BelOrdered, That notice thereof be given, three
fast, on the 13th day of November, 1000.
Jonathan Berry, executor of the will of Owen G. weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
White, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
having presented his first and final account of that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to 1 e held at Belfast, on the 11th day
administration of said estate for allowance.
of December next, and show cause, if any they
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
have,
why tin said account should not be allowed.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
A true copy. Attest:
that all persons interested may attend a Probate
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day of
December next, and show cause, if any they have,
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belwhy the said account should not be allowed.
fast, on the 13th day of November, 1900.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A.
A.
Guardian of Burnett K. Wellington
Brown,
A true cbpy—Attest:
of Liberty, in said County, having presented his
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
third and final account of
of said
NOTICE. The subscriber trust for allowance, together with his resignation.
That
notice
thereof
be
notice
that
he
has
Ordered,
been
hereby gives
given, three
duly apweeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
pointed administrator on the estate of
in
in
said
Belfast,
newspaper
published
County,
JAMES McGILVERY, late of Searsport,
that all persons interested may attend at a Proin the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- of December next, and show cause,if
any they
mands against the estate of said deceased are have, why the said account should not be
allowed,
desired to present the same for settlement, and and
resignation accepted.
all indebted thereto are requested to make payGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
JOHN W. McGILYERY.
A true copy. Attest:
I ment immediately.
Searsport, Nov. 13,1900.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

WALDO

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly ap- ADMINISTRATOR’S
pointed administrator of the estate of
FREDERIC H. FRANCIS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands a* ainst the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediatelv.
HARRY M. PRENTISS.
Belfast, Nov. 13, 1900.

ALWAYS

j

noon
same

*

IjiVA

j

JOHN

count of administration of said

Fac-Slmlle Wrapper Below.

Hazflrix

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and j At a Probate Court bold at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the stconu Tuesfor the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
day of November, A. D. 1900.
November. A. 1). 1900.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
l\ LAV.B, administrator of the estate of
will and testament of Nancy McKinney, late
John B. Lamb, late of IViontville, in said Coun
of Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, de 1 ty of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a peticeased, having been presented for probate.
tion praying for a license to sell at public or privOrdered, 1 hat notice be given to all persons in ate sale the whole of certain real estate of said
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
deceased, particularly described in said petition.
published three weeks successively in the RepubOrdered. That the said petitioner give notice to
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they all
persons interested by causing a copy of this At a Probate Court held at r
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- order to he pub’ished three weeks successively in !
for the County ol Waldo, on
fast, within and for said County, on the second the
Republican Journal, a newspaper published ! November A. D.
of
December
next, at ten of the clock at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Tuesday
or Isa Rowe, widow
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for
t ti
said
late of Jackson, in said <
why the same should not be proved, approved County, on the 11th day of December. A. I). 1 900. 1
and allowed.
deceased. ha\ing presented a pe:;
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if
allowance out of the personal
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
ceased.
A true copy—Attest:
should not he granted.
Ciias. R. Hazeltine. Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, That the said petition,
all persons interested by eausm.
A true copy. Attest:
dor to be published three weekCuas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
Republican Journal, a newsp.u.
the County ol Waldo, on the 13th day ol NovBelfast, that they may appeal .il
At a Probate Court heldat Belfast, within ami for
ember, A. D. 1900.
to be held at Belfast, within ai.u
of
on the 13th day of Novthe
Waldo,
County
E. SHUTE. administrator of the estate
11th day d December. A 1<
outlie
ember, A. 1). 1900.
of Isaac H. Sliute, late of Stockton Springs,
I the clock before noon, and sin.w
in said County of Waido, deceased, having preFRBERT L. STEVENS, guardian of Alvin P.
have, why ;lie prayer of sain :•
sented a petition praying for a license to sell at
Stevens, minor, having presented a petition
not lie granted.
pub ic or private sale the whole of certain real es- praying for a license to .-ell at private sale certain
GEO. E. JOHN
tate of said deceased, which is particularly dereal estate of said minor describe in said etiA true copy. Attest:
scribed in said petition.
tion.
Chas. P. Ha/
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
a'l persons interested by causing a copy of this all persons interested by causing a Yopv >»t this
order to he published three weeks successively in order to he published three weeks successively At a Pronate Court In*;.! at p„ -,*
tin. Count >. of \\ able,on tin
in he Republican Journal, a r.ewspapc. published !
tue Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
I
her, A. L>. HUM).
Belfast, the tirsr publication to P at le sr thirty at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
at Belfast, w it bin am! for said
4 NN I L i.. ('!•*«
adminmdays before the 13 day of November next, that th.ev Court, toonbe held
1
1
th
the
of
A
December.
day
O.
1900,
\ o! I.leweliy ii 1 Cross,
nay appear at a Probate Court, t- beheld at Bel- County,
fast. within and for said County on the 11th d iv at 11*u of the clock before noon a mi :■ how cause, s lid County ol' \\ ,ii■!■■
it any they 'nave, why the praver of said
t*‘l a petition pray ing tor a in
of December, A. D. 1900, at ten of the clock beor should not be granred.
li
or prhato sale so much
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
GEO. i; JOHNSON. Judge.
said
tfie prayer of said petitioner should n >t be
deceased, described m
j
A true copy. Attest:
..a
necessary to pay t he ben;
granted.
< mas.
j. nAZKi.riNK, Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
pense of sale ami of admim-d a'
A true copy. Attest :
< >rdered, Thai the said
pe:
j
Ciias P. Hazei/iink.‘Register.
;*.ll persons interoM.
WAI.DOSS. In Cmirt --f Pm »u*e, hold at !?••!>>y
order to be published
u.
H
fast on tin* 13:h d.iy .it No\t-mbor. I'.'oO
iror of the last xvill ol
the Kepuldi
Joun;.: !. a
At a Probate Court held at Pelfas*. within ::ud for Daniel \V. Do
>111CluiV n. Dodge. hr- Of Free-om. m'.ml
at Mel: 1st, t.i.it they may
the County of Waldo on the sec ui 1 ’Tuesday ot
\
November, A. I>. 1900.
ty. deceased, having presented hi* first, am! l.nal ; ( ourt, to he held at padlaVt
for al- ('min;y, on rhe 11 ii nay u I >■
certain instrument, purporting to be the last amount of adniinis. r:r.i*>n of sanl estate
at ten ol ; ho clock bcl-uv m
lowance.
will and testament of Lydia
Fuller,late t
any they !:avc, why trie
Ordered, tliat notice thereof In* given, three if
Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
tiol.cr should not he gl'an;."!
a
been
weeks
in
I
nldioan
Joim.-i:.
for
ibate.
hi
having
presented
successively.
Rej
pr
CEO. 15, Jnh
in s: id (.'■ a. u: \.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- nexv.-.paper published m la llast. attend
A true opv.
\rtest
at a I'mthat all persons interest* d may
terested by causing a copy of ibis rdev robe pubv. 1! A
t'HAS.
lished three weeks sueces-ively ir. The Lb-publican bate ourt, to be held at ! VIlast. m, -In* 111 h day
Jo irnal, published at Belfast, that the\ may ap- of December tn-xt. and show cause, if any >i*>
At a Probate Coiiit held at
not
be
allowed.
should
whv the said account
pear at a Probate Court, to be held av lie!fast, have,
r |.,
the < o11 n
Waioo..
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
within and tor said County, on the second Tuesher, A. 1>. li'Oo.,
A true copy.
Attest
day of December next, at ten of the clock before
«
><
M
n VKKIE
>PBI i;\ am! I
Ciias. 1*. Hazeltim;. Register.
ami show
if
the

ance.

See

STREET.

P

At a Probate Court held at Be
the County of Waldo,on the
her, A. 1). 1900
W. COLLIER. widow
J
late of Townsend. .Monta
-ented a petition prayinp
pointed admit i<tratri\ of ti.e
ceased situated in said Coumc
\.
Crdeied, That the said petit ;■
all persons interested by i.o.
order to la* published thiee u.
The Rt ptddn-an Jouru.il, a ■.. v
at Belfast. that they may ai
Court, to be held at Beltast.
County on the 11th day of 1 >.
at ten of ihe clock before noon,
any they have, why the prayei
should not he granted.
(iEo. E. JOH N-.
A true copy.
Attest
Chas. P. Ha/i

In Use For Over 30 Years.
CENTAUR

*

*

«ko.e.john>,,.

Ordered. That the said petim n.
all persons interested by cai »:i
order ui be published three w*,the Repu. lican Journa
a n» u
at Belfast, that they may
Court, to t e held at Belfast, i;
County, on the 11th day ot 1 »*-. *
at ten of the clock before po.-h.
if any they have, why the pray.
should n r begiauted.
CEO. E. .1 *!;
A true copy—Attest
C11 as. i’. Ha/,

The Kind You Have Always Bought

A

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

trix of the

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

f
*

A. TOWNSEND,
daueln,
late of Belfast, in
Waldo, deceased, having pn>,
praying th;.’ she may be app

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

THE

..

!
*

Attest:

VERENA
Cottrel\

What is CASTORIA

Nova Scotia.

town, a typical Xew England village,
and A. Maurice Low praises the delights of AA'ashington, the only real City
of Leisure. Gold win Smith denounces
the wickedness of war as a medicine;
G. S. Lee describes the latter-day dominance of a crowd over the individual;
President AVheeler treats of art in literature, and Waldo S. Pratt of Xew
Ideals in Music. Under the title of The
Maintenance of a Poet, Frank R. Sanborn sketches the history of ('banning.
II. L. Abbot shows tliat Panama is
the true route for the Isthmian Canal.
Short stories are furnished by John
Buchan, Countess Martinengo-CesaresFlorence Wilkinson, and Eliza
eo,
Orne AVliite. The number includes
other sketches and poetry, and the always entertaining contributors’ club.

H
<

At a Probate Court held at J»elt.,s
for the County of Waldo, on TV
November, A. 1). 1900.

/-ecccAx/K
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

GENUINE

copy.

_Chas

—

good reason why the industry should
not increase largely in the packing of
these named articles.
It seems to be
conceded that the corn, apples and berries of Maine are superior in quality to
the same products in other States, owing doubtless, to climatic conditions.
There is certainly no industry in the
state that has more ramifications than
the canning industry. In every kind of
canning, men, women and children are
employed at remunerative wages. The
canning factories give many poor people the only opportunity for earning
money that they have, and many a family in our State'has reason to feel gratitude toward those who introduced and
have advanced the canning industry of
the State to its present prosperous condition.
The canning of lobsters in
Maine has entirely ceased, that branch
of canning now carried on in the maratime provinces of New Brunswick and
Some unpublished verses by James
Russell Lowell signalize the opening of
the December Atlantic, while Owen
AA’ister’s much debated and eagerly
looked-for Symphony Ode appears iii
the same issue. The brilliant serials by
Mrs. AViggiu and Miss Jewett continue.
John Fiske describes historic Middle-

A true

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made nnder his per-/f
sonal supervision since its infancy.

no

COME AND SEE US.

'J,

1

clams, blueberries,apples, beans, squash,
pumpkin and small fruit seem to be on
the increase, and there appears to be

READ WHAT WE HAVE TO SAY.

V„S

certain instrument, purport me
will and testament ot a, ,VP'
Ha
Belfast, in said County of Wal
ing been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given t..
terested by causing a copy ot
i,
published three weeks successiv* u
lican Journal, published at 1.,.
may appear at a Probate
Belfast, within and for saiu ( oui.u\
Tuesday of December m xt, a; u-i,
fore noon, and show iai.se if «i v
the same should not L-e pr
allowed.

A

000 acres of land were planted to sweet
corn iu the state in 1899, and Maine was
third in the United States in the canning of sweet corn, New York being
first and Illinois second.
In the canning of sardines Maine stands alone,
no other State in the Union being engaged in this industry. The canning of

WE WANT EVERY ONE TO
KNOW ABOUT IT.

BARKS.

careful of your stomach than to be sick.

which have been made
by the bureau of industrial and labor
statistics concerning canning industries
in the State have been completed and
the following statement is given out by
the commissioner, Hon. S. AV. Matthews:
In summing up the various canning
industries of Maine, we find that there
are about 175 canning factories of all
kinds in the State: that the value of
these factories is $1,214,900; that the
number of operatives actually employed
iu the factories is 15,071, and probably
as many more are employed in supplying the factories: that the amount paid
in wages in 1899 was about $1,400,000;
and there was paid to the farmers for
corn, $331,000; and that the value of
the entire pack of all the factories in
Maine iu 1S99 was $5,300,029. Over 11,-

Investigations

HOW A WOMAN GOT
HER STRENGTH

Honolulu Oct. for New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at Honolulu Oct 23' from San Francisco.
Emily Read, arrived at Sydney, N. S. W.
Nov 20 from San Francisco.
Gov Robie, F Colcord, sailed from Tacoma
Nov 13 for Sydney, N. S. \V.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived
at New York Nov 13 from Honolulu.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, at Hong
Kong Oct 12 for West Coast,
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R I) Rice, C F Carver, cleared from Philadelphia Nov 15 for lliogo; passed out by
Delaware Breakwater Nov 20.
Reaper, sailed from Port Townsend Oct 2,
*
Port Gamble for Port l’irie.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Port
Townsend Aug. 25 for Dutch Harbor, not
Honolulu
St Paul, F W Treat, cleared from New
York Sept s for Hong Kong, ar at St Vincent, C. Y. (let 4.
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
March 3 from Honolulu,
State of Maine, 1, A Colcord, at Hong
Kong del in for New York,
Till if* E Starbuck. Eben Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Oct. Ill for lliogo.
*
Win II Many, Amsbury, sailed from 8ydney, N. S.W. Oct, 27 for Honolulu.
Win II Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York Nov 15 for Fremantle.
W J Rotch, Sew all C l.ancaster, arrived
at Boston Oct 29 from Port Townsend.

Belfa^TT?^-'^
l,!

▲t a Probate Court held at
the County of Waldo, on the
November, A. D. 1900.

WALDO

guardianship

At a Probate Court held at Be
for the County of Waldo, on C
November, A. I). 11)00.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON, adn
IT estate of Lew is W. Beach law
said County of Waldo, deceased.
ed a petition praying that this (
mine who are entitled l<> the hal.n
now in his hands for distribution,
shares therein, and order the >.n<

according to law.
Ordered, That the said per it
to all persons interested by eaiism
order to he published three weel
the Republican Journal, a new.-i
at Belfast, that they may appe..

held at Belfast, will
the lltli day of Pof the clock before
cause, if any they have, why tie
petitioner should not he granted
CEO. E. JOHN
A true copy. Attest:
Cm as. i*. Ha/.ki.j
Court

to lie

County,
1 BOO,

on

at ten

In Court ol I’roh:*;SS.
fast, on the 13th day ol No
William 1’. Thompson,administi..
of John Farley, late ol Searsport.
deceased, having presented his icount of administration of said

WALIM)
anee.

Ordered, that notice there*
weeks successively, in 'lhe Repm
newspaper published in Hellas:,
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of December next, ami show
have, why the said account slmul
GKO. E. JOI.
A true copy.
Attest:
CIIAS. I*. llAZKi

h

!
N

SS.
WALDO
13lh day
last,
on

In Court of l*r.*1
ol Novcm1-

Lambert, administrator on
garet W. Ames, late ol Stock!*".
County, deceased, having pro*
final account ol administration
allowance.
(».

Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in The lb pi !
newspaper published in Hella-i
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to lie held at Hellast
of December next, and show *•;*
have, why the said account sh*.nlo
GEO. E. JOHN"'
A true copy.
Attest:
CllAS. I’. 11 AZK.i
-•

s

T TORS’ NOTICE. Tim sub11 gives notice that they have be*
ed Executors of the last will and i*
OLIVER G. CR1TCHKTT, late

JjbXEt

in the County ol Waldo, decc.ihonds as the law directs. All p*
demands against the estate ot
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are rep

payment immediately.

MARY A. CKI
ROLLR11 1

1

Belfast, Nov. 13, 1900.

Administrators

notice,

hereby gives notice that in- h
appointed administrator of the <■"
VELZORA C. MAXWELL, latent
in the County of Waldo, deceas*

1

bonds as the law directs. All personmands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for scp
all indebted thereto are requested <
payment immediately.
JOHN L. MAX"
Frankfort, Nov. 13, 1900.
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her
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its nail behind the
h)Wn from
into the garhurried
and
,0I
Hiring furtively around, she
',onvard until tlie loaded curBent in this mi],id her.
-.iisition,Mrs. Dunn slipped
imsli until she reached
’n which extended parallel
,,„1, Kneeling, slie pulled

)lri'

I#1'

ps
pH

loose stone.

a
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Rmfrlgermtor

GOLD DUST
Washing

This gave

Powder

The taint of decaying
of food is absolute

;

i
pi-

her eyes filled.
When the blow descended which she
had beeu expecting for a year, it found
her as unprepared as though the idea of
her father's marrying a second time had
never occurred to her.
It was the very next morning after
the call at the Gardiners. Her father

tlie currant-buslies
the back kitclien-door
ml. Dropping into a roekcovered lier face with her

rough

suddenly into the back kitchen
where she was washing the breakfast

came

i.~
is the matter?” called a
next room.
at last, I knew it would
Until, and—ter here lie's
it

s

walk-”

“W-which ’d-do you m-mean?” inter-

it,i

i

expressive

rupted Mr. Brown.
Meliss paid no attention, but her face
began to work, her mouth trembled and

particles
poison.

H'Ul lier eye to tlie apermint door wa% opened by
girl and tlie old man
Then the watcher
I,.- hall.

I

an

“Mis’ Gardiner has been telling me
about that widder Ellis and her young
’un. She says she’s the meanest woman
she ever heard of.
She says she’s
always nice to a person’s face and then
makes fun of them at their Racks. She
says the neighbors can’t get along with
that young ’uu.
She’s the most dis1
agreeable child she ever saw. She says
she’s
the
tattler
she ever saw
biggest
|

it is kept clean with

elderly man making
irelv througli tlie front yard
i nearest neighbor.

ji-

m

easy, and with him

sign of his emotions.

unless

an

:

an

Don't
sun-

dishes.

,c

f

f

“Meliss,” said he, “am g-going to be
away all d-day and w-when I come back
“Iler mother a line woman?” She’s you’ll see y-your n-new m-ma. W-wish
,i ter-”
b-beliave as w-well as you c-can.”
did not need to ask what one of the most wasteful housekeepers you’d
I ever seen. I’ve heard ma say so, time And the discreet old man withdrew as
ne merely put her foot on
and again. I tell you I guess you’d see hastily as he had come. He climbed on
tlie baby’s cradle and knithis buckboard and drove away just as
a difference in the livin’ expenses if
Meliss recovered
and set up a
Meliss, sniffling dismally, such a woman as Mis’ Gardiner was wail so loud and herself,
determined and withal
it t ing-room.
She tapped here.”
a little angry that Aunt Ruth hobbled
“R-remarkable fine c-cake,” was all
m-usly on tlie lloor and
out of the pantry.
bonnet strings as slie the return Mr. Brown made.
"lies going to bring her to-night,”
Meliss wept and used her apron corsobbed Meliss. “He’s going to bring
ad got to come soon, but ner vigorously.
that painted, powdered young widder
“When 1 get so I can’t cook to suit
a tilted until 111a was deand her disagreeable young ’un here to
.irst. There lie is over to you, you better let me go," wailed Metake the place of my ma. Oh, ain’t he
iking a fool of himself liss, adding, spitefully: “that young heartless!”
Why, ma hasn’t been dead
ad ma in lier grave only hussy couldn’t make a loaf of cake to
a day, it seems to me, and now it’s
really
and no tombstone. I’m save her. It was her ma’s cake.”
“S-saw her b-hake it," assented Mr. come!” Meliss' voice rose to a scream,
I’ll
is waited this long.
“and the farm ’ll go to her children and
Brown.
“S-saw
her
that
b-hake
re-rehe ordered around by a
mine will have nothing, and the organ
■is
nougli to be my girl, markable fine c-cake.”
1 can't hide and how ’ll I get along withMr. Brown’s eyes twinkled, hut Me1,
1 won't be, and— Oh,
liss did not notice the expression. She out it and my children can’t have music
and liers will and it’s unjust in pa and
ml violently and wept was planning between sobs what she
I’ll never forgive him, never.”
i.'uth knitted placidly on could take to that chest up in the gar- —ter,
Aunt Huth sighed and limped back to
.rut as soundly as though ret. There were two new steel breadthe sitting-room where she was patchdee had been low and knives. One could be spared. There
a pair of Mr. Brown’s trousers. Mewere the new towels.
>1 slivill and earpiercing.
They had never ing
been used and consequently her father liss fdried her tears after awhile, and
that voice.
putting on her sun-bonnet, flew over to
11 say your pa
was?” and she would never miss them. Up tell
Mrs. Gardiner the terrible news.
stairs
toiled
Meliss
with
her
“mother’s
Until,
When she returned her eyes were dry.
know that lie's over to half” and secreted it.
“There is some things she shall never On each thin cheek was a dash of color,
new all along that he’d
and in her eyes, dimmed by many tears,
Tim) stiy there's no fool handle,” she snapped, coming out on
a light of determination.
And the front porch and taking the baby glowed
ml 1 believe'em.
“Aunt Ruth, I’ve put some things in
are
just that prying, from Aunt Ruth.
your room,” she said at the sitting-room
1 hat they'd like to get
"Quite a number of things, I judge,
door. “The chests up garret is full and
through her children, said Aunt Ruth.
there
are some things that she shall
"Ma certainly owned half here and
e rnme in?”
never lay hands on.
If pa won’t do
linked Meliss’ utterance I’m her girl, and—ter 1 have the right
to ’em. Ain’t it enough to see this farm right by my children, I will, and her
:
remarked:
’uns shall never have ’em.”
stepped into his near- go to her children and see mine made young
From room to room Meliss went in a
use a minute, where
beggars?”
m ! v
The Gardiners drove by and Aunt systematic way and picked up this book
night before your
Ruth waved her hand at them cordially, and that cliair-tidy, a picture here, and
a bit of bric-a-brac there, which she be1
talk to me.” moaned ileliss deliberately turned her back.
lieved to be “ma’s half." Later in the
ileliss!"
her aunt.
\
do
better than
“G-grew into a r-remarkable tine
woman,” replied Mr. Brown.

w-

1

11
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"Why,

ejaculated
you think I'm going to speak to
scheming people you’re mistaken.

pa

you
make me believe
that i.ettie, and—
hi 1*nvii the trouble I'm

“If
them
I wouldn’t fall so low as to scheme after a man who has been a widower
only six weeks.” ileliss’ apron went
to her face.
“To think I'll have to
leave here—”
"Your pa would never turn you out
—"
interrupted Aunt Ruth.
"I’a would never turn me out!” cried
ileliss, her nervous frame shaking in
her excitement, "ho you think I’d stay
here and see her in my ilia's place?”
When her father came out of the
house ileliss turned a woe-begone face
toward him.
“Pa, shan’t you come into the parlor
and hear me play some?”
"G-golly no! You are b bound to
k-keep me at a f-funeral all the Mime,”
said the old man irritably.
“There, you can see wljat is coming.
He lias clean forgot ma,” sobbed ileliss
as her father left the porch.
"I think all your father wants is a
little peace,” suggested Aunt Ruth.
But ileliss was obdurate. Week after
week and month after month she wept
and talked, talked and wept, while the
trunks in the garret gradually tilled.
"It’s simply ma’s half that I'm gettin’ and that's my own,” she averred to
Aunt Ruth. “.She shall never lay hands

nit
"it

■i

lost our mother
s. and had pa married
Until, calmly,
d to speak in the interivings or keep still,
lot the same at all,—
m e
forgotten, and ilia's
me

weeks.”

x

xpeeted to stay at
i-x postulated Aunt

in-

i

why," screamed Meis tlie proper place
wile's been dead only

>'

nu■

tied quietly on.
I the same theme talked
ises for over six weeks.
Meliss' mother had been
weeks, but while the
.a
death bed even, the
ntii-ipatiug her father's

people who never
reel that they are ful-sion on earth, unless
■uia wrong.
Meliss beHer highest liape.s.
•me

"!

supremely miserable,
'•r's death opened a way
lie miserable as long as

!■•

mil to make miserable
i her.
afternoon Aunt Ruth
a the garret, sobbing at
pparently at work. Aunt
a
her knitting and taksteady her lame knee,
up two nights of stairs.
are you about?" she in-

ii.aa

■

tier knees before a
one small window
i light and air to the
1 He iiroad hem of her
•in the tears wept into
it to other uses.
lev tlie sun, Meliss——”
■tilt.
never have these,” said
fully, polishing a silver
apron.
■ as."
uttered Aunt Ruth,
! er glasses into the trunk.
wrapped around with
v in a row in a tin box
men tablecloths and napearefully wrapped the
with paper and laid it
mi
e

,,
■

*'>.!- nates.

to my

a

children, not to
“They are

continued.

s

and pa will never miss
II never get her eyes on

■

1

your father paid for
aunt, dryly,
my more than ma did.
ding here belongs to ma,
mi, and it’s bad enough
a go to herchildren with
silver spoons.”
most get it into my head
talking that your pa is
well he. Oh, dear!
endure to see her in
ter—” but a sob broke

isi
m

as

‘■Wore the flood-gate is
red Aunt llutli, as she

it.”
Summer had

on
I

|

come again and still Mr.
Brown remained unmarried.
Nearly
every evening lie smoked his pipe with
Mr. Gardiner, as he had done for years,
and nearly every evening Aunt Ruth
was told amid sobs that Meliss wouldn’t
be surprised if her father should come
home that night married.
One day Meliss came back from the
post-office in a state of excitement painful to behold. Her lips were twitching,
her eyes staring, and her lingers clutching the papers she carried.
“Aunt Ruth,” she screamed, bursting
into the sitting-room.

“Screw your voice down, Meliss,”
her aunt, quietly, rocking the
cradle.
said

“What do you think pa has gone and
Oh, i might have know’d that
runuin' to Gardiners was all put on to
throw me off the track. Oh, 1 am such
a fool:
Such a fool!” Aunt Ruth soft
ly assented as Meliss wrung her hands.
“Now I’ve found out who lie’s after. I
might have suspected. What have I
been thinking about? When I got to
town there he was talking to her and
patting that ugly little young'un of hers
on the head.
And Mis’ Hinckley told
me he brought her into town in his
wagon. Oh I do believe they’re married
now and the farm will go to her children. Oh dear! Oh dear!”
“You’ve not told me yet who you’re
talking about,” suggeste'd Aunt Ruth.
“You might know,” fairly hissed Meliss. “W ho could I mean but that vvidder
Ellis, who lias been trying to do her best
to marry for two years. She’s had her
eye on this farm and house all the year
and pa has just been deceiving me by
going to Gardiner’s and—ter he’s failed',
and—ter now I know.”
When Meliss’ ideas gave out she
always clung to her conjunctions.
“If it had been someone I liked I
would’nt care so much,” wailed Meliss,
“but 1 never could abide that Ellis
woman-”

done?

’if

table,

Meliss appeared
down which the tears
When
•died.
Melissa
r t here was
generally si-

it

ode, save forthe children’s
Brown seldom made arenas difficult for remarks to

news,” interrupted

That’s

Aunt

Ruth.
“There’s one thing about it,” said Meliss, determinedly, after a pause; “it’s

been years since she has been in this
house and she’ll never know if I take
the crockery out of the north room and
the quilts out of the big chest. They
are ilia's half.”

Another pause. Meliss worked her
animering tongue. Aunt
thought of anything she lingers nervously on the lace around
'ant enough to say, and
her overskirt and then said, decidedly:
at quite lost the power of
Mis’ Gardiner never liked her either.
a a

i.

t
■

had he resided with his

the (lardiner’s crops is,”
i‘l"-il Meliss, removing a tear

■out

of her apom.

liable

!

line,”

nee red
t

l-'d,

|

1

“1 don’t

dorses have to carry that
the whole enduring time.
I'li a pretty penny to keep,
she does is to’ gad and

1,1,1 some
11

•,

Meliss.

'blnier can’t have any work

■i

n

contradicted

r-remarkable line
nary a t-tear in it,” said

cake?” almost screamed
v
it business had the
hussy
cake in the middle ot the
1
!
ake, indeed. Her mother
1
'••in tell
you. That girl can’t
"it dress and
gad, and talk,
niother right over again.”

I guess I’ll go over and sit awhile with
Mis’ Gardiner.”
“Why, Meliss!” Aunt Ruth was surprised out of her usual calm. “You
haven’t said one word to Mis' Gardiner

for

over a

year.”

“I can make Mis’ Gardiner understand that pa’s actions is the only thing
that’s between us,” said Meliss.
She put on her sun-bonnet and then
bethought herself in time that, if her

father should bring his bride home that
night, the crockery and bed-quilts ought
to be secured. After they were under
lock and key she went over and “made
up” with the obliging Mrs. Gardiner.
Meliss did not retum^until her aunt
had supper on the table. The family
were

eating.

“W-wliere you b-been, Meliss?” asked
her father.
“Over to the other house,” answered
Meliss.
Mr. Brown whistled. Whistling was

literary news and notes.

$500 REWARD

One of Kipling’s new “Just So” Stories, which he is now writing for The
Ladies’ Home Journal, will tell “How
Pussy Got her Purr.” In the same
humorous vein the famous author will
tell of another feline peculiarity: “How
the Tiger Got His Stripes.” Kipling
loves to write about animals, and to interest children in bis stories; but fond

We

he is of children he will not write
He despises the
“down” to them.
“twaddle” which tills so many books intended for their entertainment, and
keeps far away from it in everything he
does with his pen; consequently his
stories interest men and women as well
as delight children.
Some unpublished letters of Miss
Louisa M. Alcott, reeeutly brought to
light, effectually correct a popular fal-

as

Liver

sponse.from Meliss.

When the sounds from below assured
her that the family were sitting down
to supper she set her bed-room door
open and the sound of sobs came down
the back stairs to the dining-room.
Shortly after Meliss appeared. She
wore her heaviest mourning and longest
face. She had evidently been to some
trouble to greet the bride and certainly
she was calculated to chill the heart of
the most hopeful bride on whom the
sun ever shone. She paused in the doorway and drew her black-bordered handkerchief across her eyes.
The usual number of people sat at
table, no more and no less. She was
not present.
Meliss opened her eyes
wide. Her father’s eyes twinkled.
“W-well Meliss, w-what you thinking

about?”

“Where is she?” cried Meliss, clutching her over-skirt.
“T-there,” said her father jerking his
fork toward the placid face of Aunt
Ruth, who was busy rescuing a cherrystone from the mouth of one of tile

babies.
Meliss stood petrided.
“Y'-you seemed bound to h-liave me
m-married and 1 was b-bound to m-mary

you.”
“When?” gasped Meliss.
“Y'-yesterday,” said the father.

to s-suit

Meliss turned. Her feet seemed made
of lead and her head of air.
Aunt
Ruth! and never in her most insane moments had it occurred to her that her
mother’s sister would take her mother’s
place. Aunt Ruth, who had more of
the care of her children than Meliss
herself. Aunt Ruth, who had listened
to her ravings and—and—ter. Meliss
walked mechanically down the front
walk between the rows of flowers which
were sending out their fragrance for the
last time. The lye was already doing
its work. Her feet automatically carrying her in the direction of the Gardiners, but she suddenly checked herself

long enough.

“It will be me and my children after
all,” she muttered on her way up-stairs.
And Aunt Ruth smiled to herself as she
hushed the baby to sleep that night, listening to steps repeatedly toiling up and
down the garret stairs. It was Meliss
restoring her “mother’s half” to the
places from which the articles were
taken. [Alice Louise Lee.

George Carter, Yale, 1887, who played tackle on the team captained by
Harry Beecher, came all the way from
Honolulu to

see

the recent Yale-Har-

game at New Haven; and he
brought his wife with him. ne was on

vard

the road 17 days, and before he gets
home he will have travelled 11,440 miles
and the trip will have cost him more
than 81,000.

as to the original of “Laurie,” in
her famous “Little Women.” Ladislas,
a Polish boy, has always been thought
to have been Laurie’s prototype, but
these letters prove that to be a mistake.
Alfred Whitman, a Kansas man, who
was Miss Alcott’s playmate at Concord, is, in fact, the Laurie of her delightful story, and to him Miss Alcott
wrote some of her most charming, revealing letters that ever came from her
Mr. Whitman has just edited
pen.
these missives for publication in The
Ladies’ Home Journal.

lacy

wASTOHIA.
^Ths Kind You Han Always Bought

of

case

Complaint, Dyspepsia,

Streets, Chicago, 111.

son

The Christmas Ladies’ Home Journal otters a superabundance of literary
and artistic features in most attractive
form. Among its nearly twoscore contributors are Mrs. Lew Wallace, Eliza-

beth Stuart Phelps, Charles Major,WilPerrine, Clifford Howard and
Elizabeth Lincoln Gould, while A. B.
Frost, IV. L. Taylor, Reginald B. Birch,
Henry Hutt, George Gibbs and as many
other illustrators supply its pictorial
features. Apart from the articles having special holiday timeliness of interest, the notable features of the'Christmas Journal include “The Innkeeper’s
Daughter Who Dissolved a President’s
Cabinet,” “What May Happen in the
Next Hundred Years,” “Jerusalem as
We See it To-day,” “Two Women’s
Gifts of Twenty-Five Millions,” “The
‘Little Men’ Play,” a dramatization of
Louisa M. Alcott’s delightful story;
“Where Children See Saint A ick,” “The
Fourteenth Man,” “Two Christmas
Days at Rock Farm,” and “The Successors of Mary the First,” “The Story
of a young Man,” and “The Blue River
Bear Stories,” which are continued.
Edward Bok has a thoughtful article
on Christmas celebration, and there
are various articles on women’s wear,
Christmas presents and edibles, while
liam

Published Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, is in
reality a fine, fresh,
every-ot her d a y
Daily, giving the
latest news on days
of issue, and covering news of the

P

NEW-

other three. It contains all important
foreign cable news
which appears in
THE DAILY TRIRUNE of same
date, also Domestic
and Foreign CorreShort
spondence.

YORK

Stories,

TRIWEEKLY

NEW-

practical, helpful themes
are
ably presented. By The Curtis
Publishing Company, Philadelphia. One
various other

We furnish it with
THE
REPUBLICAN
.JOURNAL
for §2.50 per year,
in advance.

dollar a year; ten cents a copy.

on

and

al Family Newspaper of the highest
for farmers
and villagers.
It
contains all the
most
important
general news of
T H K
1) A I L V
TRIBUNE up to
hour of going to
Press, an Agricultural Department
of the highest order, has entertaining reading for
every member of
tin* family, old and
young. Market Reports which are ac-

YORK
WEEKLY

cepted
bv

as

authority

farmers and

country merchants,
and is clean, up to
date, interesting

Regular subscrip-

tion price $1.50 per
year.

TRIBUNE

h ed

and instructive.

TRIBUNE

Regular subscrip-

tion price, .$1.00 per
year.
we furnish it with
THE
REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL
for $2.00 per year,
in advance.

Send all orders to

The

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, Maine.
"

is the article of a student of the situation, strikingly illustrated by E. AV.
Dealing. The very titles, "Bob' AVhite—
the Story of a Quail,” by Charles II.
Morton; “On the Trail of the AVild
Turkey,” by Edwyn Sandys, and “The
Old-Time Prairie Chicken Hunt,” by
Emerson Hough, are sufficient to indicate their specialties. Foreign shooting
is represented by "Stag and Wolf Hunting in France,"by A'anee Thompson;
“Chamois Driving,” by AV. A. BaillieGrohman, and “Doin'Paul, a Mighty
Hunter,” by Howard Ilillegas. Then
there are “The Outlook for Fox Hunting in America,” by David Gray, illustrated by Finch Mason: “Breeding
Thoroughbred Ponies,” by Theodore
Cuyler Patterson, fully illustrated with
Pony types; “Country Homes on Lohg
Island,” by Leonidas Hubbard, ,1 un.,
and “Modern Golf Clubs and Modern
Methods,” by Horace Hutchinson. Its
iietion is a powerful romance of Cape
Nome, by .lack London,entitled “AVhere
the Trail Forks,” illustrated by B.
Baker-Baker. Other notable contributions are “Vacant Hours in War—The
Sporting Instinct of the Britisher,” by
Guy II. Scull, recently returned from
South Africa: “The Polo of the Ancients,” a peep into the remote past; “A
New Tent for the Snow Line,” by the
well known Arctic and Antarctic explorer, Dr. F. A. Cook, "The Evolution
of the Kentucky Heel,” by Dr. James
A. Ilenshall: "The Woodcock’s Safe-

WHITE HOUSE”'£2
tin

The Best and Most Practical Farm and Fam-

ily Paper in the United States.
Believing tb it every one of our readers should
nave at least one good agricultural and family
.journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ ! on remarkably liberal terms
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the couteuts of Farm and Home
which is lunequalled for variety and excellence’.
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm and Garden, Market Reports,
Fruit 1’uiture, Plans anil Inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Globe, Live stock
ana hairy, The Puultrj Vard, The Question das
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with
all the latest and

cans.

that’s the coffee for your drinking: a
coffee there is no doubt
regarding its genuineness—real simon-pure Mocha and Java the

of
coffee is so carefully roasted,
Just you try it yourself—you

no other

Belfast.

R.

H.

Swan (SSibley Cd.
I

O i! 15 K ;s OP

i,
FEED,

Maine.

Belfast,

Moody,

CO.,
Me,

...T1IE...

3311. MOTT’S
NEHVERIIVI] PILLS
The great remedy for nervous prostrauon and all diseases of the generative
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood,
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity.
With everv
order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at $1.09 per box
S boxes for $5.00. UK. MOTT’S tHEJIK AL €©., Cicveluiiu. Ohio

by

year.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB
4m46

mn

Sale

cents a

Aildress all orders to

Dwinoll- Wright GOm, Principal Coflea Roomiers.Bost on.

For

reliable information that

most

for Farm and Home Is 50

to develop flavor and bouquet.
know better than anyone else what pleases you. Your grocer can
supply White House,” no matter where you live,for we send it out
all over this broad country. Ifyou have any difficulty, write to us.

AFTER USING.

AND...

experience and science can supply’.
By special ariangemeut we make for a limited
time the following liberal offer:
To all who pay for The Republican Journal one
year In advance, $2.00, Farm and Home will be
sent for one year free. The regular subscription

—

highest quality ; and, besides,

...

class,

Elegant

1 ura I Matters and
Comprehensive and
reliable Financial
and Market reports

s

known for nearly
sixty years in every
1‘art of the United
States as a Nation-

Half-tone Illustra-

tions, Humorous
Industrial
Items,
information, Fashion Notes. Agricul

b 1i

u

Thursday,

and

SEEDS and
GROCERS £3

A health Argument-

Importers

guard,” Protective coloring photoProbably you have tried twenty remedies, and are
graphically depicted by A Radclyffe still no better.
Lots of so-called cores are born and die every year.
Dugmore; “N'on-Capsizable CenterOurs has been in use over 40 years, and is conBoard Boats,” by Charles G. Davis,
and a delightful idyl, “Stream Music,” stantly on the gain.
You see the point, it cures.
by Charles II. Crandall. In width of
The
True
“L. F.” ATWOOD'S Bilious BITTERS.
scope, interest and beauty of execution,
Outing’s Christmas Number more than
maintains the reputation of this long
established and favorite magazine.

dealers in the finest

o<

quality

Anthracite and

Salt.

of

»

p

LQ£tlS«

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

33, 35, 37 Front Sf.. Bilfm. Hf#
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Edison’s Phonograph

Judge Peabody of Portland has issued
an order directing Hon. George E. Bird,
executor of the estate of the late J udge
Goddard, to turn over to the executors
of the estate of F. O. J. Smith, £30,000,
received by Judge Goddard, as executor
in New York of the estate. This will
mean the division of £30,000 among ttie
Maine creditors, who have been waiting
since 1870 for tneir money.

Y

WOMEN

Belfast to Boston $2.25.

ing business.
man

A

good opening

for a

of some money to get into a iive

HARRY \V. CLARK,
8:1 Main Street. Belfast, Me.

brought

troubles

Lynn, Mass., June 26,1900.
I suffered a great many years

rapidly increasing

clothing business.

It is by far the SAFEST
and SUREST cure for
women suffering
from

by

I want to devote my

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s custom tailor-

Tangin
nervousness
on
female

as

whole time to our

j

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced
from $3.00 to $2.25, and a proportionate reduction
made in tile price of through tickets between
Boston and ail landings on the Penobscot River.
The price of rooms accommodating two persons
each, will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50, to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
Commencing Thursday, Nov. 22, l‘»00, steamers
leave Belfast tor Boston, via. Camden and Rockland. at (about) 2.30 p, m., Mondays and Thurs-

Gentlemen
from inflammation of the bladder and other
female troubles. I consulted a physician and I
took several kinds of medicine, but nothing j
gave me any relief. I saw Tangin advertised !
in the Lynn Item. and sent to you for a sample : days.
For Bangor via. way landings, Wednesdays
bottle, which I found pleasant to take, and
seemed to make me feel good. I got a large I and Saturdays, at about 8.00 a. m., or
upon arbottle, and have taken several since. 1 pro- rival of steamer from Boston.
nounce Tangin the best medicine I ever took,
RETURNING.
and am very enthusiastic in my praises of it.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
The first bottle seemed to go right to the spot,
From Bangor, via. way-landings, Mondays
and it certainly has cured me. I
all the
and Thursdays at ll.oo a. m.
will get the
people I have told about Tangin
benefit I did, and I know they will.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
Mrs. F. M. Foster, 5 Market Square.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

HORSES,
CARRIAGES

Is sold at all

50c.

A

Drug

UEO. T. READ

Stores

$1.00

FOR

SALE.

We offer for sale about a dozen good horses
and several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a iot of SHOiTS and PIGS for
sale.
BELFAST LIVERY CO.
Belfast, Sept. 21, 1900.—39tf

WASHER

paper. Address Tsngln. New York

The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will be s«*ld at a bargain. Apply to
DUNTON & DUNTON.
Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

COMBINATION WINDOW
ana

CLEANER

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.
Call on him for

POSTS’ WATERPROOF

BELT OIL

and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

of

or

and
the

naine:

The undersigned, being a committee duly authorized ami instructed by the town of Camden,
in the County of Knox, for that purpose,
respectfully represent that the present water system i*s
inadequate for domestic and lire purposes, ami
that the town ought to own its water supply ami
water system, and therefore they respectfully
pray for ami in behalf of the said town of Camden, that said town of Camden mav have granted
to it authority to buiid and own a system of water- '\’orks for the purpose of supplying its inhabitants with pure water for domestic and tin purposes; or to purchase any existing system; or to
acquire title to any existing >ysteni upon such
terms and conditions as mav -.eem proper to your
honorable body to grant; ami that the said town
maybe authorized to make any necessary contract for acquiring the ownership of a system of
water-works; ami that the said town of’Camden
may have authority granted to take watei tor it*
water-works and water system, from Fish Pond
and iiobbs Pom;, in the town of Hope, in tins
County of Knox, and Fletcher Pond, in the town
of Fineohmlie, in the County of Waldo, or
any
other bodv of water in the said towns of
Hope
Linoohmlle and Camden; and that the town of
Camden may be authorized to issue its bonds, or
to sell stock belonging to the town, to raise the
money necessary for carrying out the foregoing
purposes.
l>ated at Camden, \ov. i_». 190,1.
w. HO WARD HARI>] N Eli.
F. S. STEARNS.
C. K. MILLER,
Committee duly authorized
•>w4.
for the. town of Camden.

a

Specialty.
BELFAST,

OPERA
OFFICE HOURS

Stevens,

HOUSE BLOCK.
:

II to 12 A.
and

Sunday!

Have just received
large line of

A

and

n.; I to 3 P. M
II to 12 A. M.

P0RTM0NAI9.

Also a NEW line of

UNDRESSED
HE.

Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
N. B. Night calls promptly answered from his
office.

Dr. John

R. A. French & Co.
CHATELAINE BAG3,

Physician & Surgeon
Pelvic Diseases of Women

A free sample will be sent on
request by mentioning this

Senate

BOSTON BAGS,

DR. P. E. LUCE.

Is Agent for the

Settle

the

Representatives

and HARNESSES

hope

T A N G I N

Hf

Honorable

Legislature

READY MADE CLOTHING
business,

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.

TAKE

the

House ot

For Sale!

SHvous
SHOULD

To

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—hand or orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is al ways read y.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Catalogues or ail dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New York.

_

Bean the

pay the above reward for any

Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date Little
Liver Pill, when the directions are strictly complied with. They are purely Vegetable, and
never tail to give satisfaction.
25c boxes contain
100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c boxes
contain 15 Pills. Beware of substitutions and
imitations.
Sent by mail.
Stamps taken.
Nervita Medical Co., Comer Clinton and Jack-

True to its mission, but with an ever
day Aunt Huth found her carefully
and improving choice of subwatering the flowers which bordered widening
jects, of authors and of artists, Outing's
the front walk.
Christmas
(December Number, increas"Meliss. are you crazy'?” called her
ed in size and extra illustrated, (includaunt, impatiently. “Don’t you know it
ing a colored frontispiece), gives large
rained as hard as it could last night?"
Meliss pursed her lips up very tightly space to big game, sports afield and suband came close to the porch. Her sun- jects welded into our Country Life.
bonnet hung on the back of her head. "The Present Distribution of Big Game
Her thin face looked pinched and sallow in America,” by George Bird Grinnell,

and the circles under her eyes were wide
and dark. Her band clutched with nervous energy the pail she carried.
"They "re ma’s flowers," she panted,
“and she shall never smell ’em.”
Aunt Ruth looked her amazement.
"Yesterday she wept by here and
grinned at them flowers and that young
'un of hers grinned, and 1 knew what
they was thinking about. And—ter my
miiid was made up. She shall never
smell ma’s flowers.”
There was a pause.
“I’ve watered
them with lye, strong lye,” added Meliss.
“The land of gracious,” ejaculated
Aunt Ruth. “Meliss, your pa spaded
that ground this spring and set them
dowers out himself. They ain’t your
ma’s
"Yes, they be,” assented Meliss. “Ma
has tended dowers right in these beds
and these same urns for years, and they
are just the same as ma’s dowers anil
she ’ll never smell ’em.”
Later Meliss retired up-stairs and
locked herself in her room, leaving
Aunt Ruth to look after the children
and prepare supper.
She heard her
father drive to the door. She heard a
confusion of voices and then her father’s
voice calling her, but he elicited no re-

win

KID

IN BLACK AN1)

For Sale

GLOVES,

COLORED.

Cheap.

Hay mare, good size and weight.

Three-year-old
Top buggy.

colt.

Skeleton wagon.

Sulky, high wheels.
Harnesses and blankets.
Offers, however low, invited.
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, July 12,1900.—28.

We are pleased to see

Capt.

Prospect Ferry. Miss Celia Ginn of I Bangor; sld, sch. Winslow Morse, Belfast;
Rosario via
Bangor visited Miss Faustina Harding last Dec. 4, ar, bark J. II. Bowers,
Vineyard Haven; schs. Electa Bailey, NorSunday—School began here last Monday, folk; A. Hayford,
A. WebJames
Belfast;
E. M. Babcock of Lewiston teacher—Mrs. ster, Bangor.
Jessie Harding arrived home from ProvidPhiladelphia, Nov. 28. Sld, sch. Edward
T. Stotesbury, Liverpool; 29, sch. Sarah W.
ence, R. I.,Nov. 29th—Mr. and Mrs. George Lawrence, Carter, Portland; 30, ar, sch.
Gruby left for their home in Boston, Mass., Lucy E. Friend, Gloucester; Dec. 2, ar, sch.
on last Monday’s boat
Mr. William Mc- Young Brothers, Boston.
Baltimore, Nov. 29. Sld, bark Good News,
Mahan of Frankfort visited his niece, Mrs. Rio
Janeiro.
Anna Harriman, last Sunday... Mrs. Mary
Portland, Nov. 30. Ar, schs. Sadie WilA. Harriman, Mrs. W. D. Harriman and cott, Bangor for New York; Annie P. Chase,
do. for do.; cld, sch. Lyman M. Law, Blake,
Miss Hattie Harriman and Mr. and Mrs.
coal port.
Granville Shute attended the funeral ofBangor, Nov. 30. Sld, schs. Annie R.
little Harry Hill in Winterport last Friday. Lewis, Izetta and Pendleton Sisters, New
Y'ork: Win. Butman, Boston; Dec. 1, sld,
Prospect Village. The many friends sch. Melissa A.
Willey, New York; 3, sld, sch.
of Dr. 0. S. Erskine of Frankfort are pain- Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Snowman, New
ed to learn of his painful illness.Amos Y'ork; 4, sld, sch. Mary Ann McCann, New
York.
Partridge has been spending a week’s vacaNewport News, Dec. 1. Sid, sch. Herbert
tion here among relatives.Mr. and Mrs. E., Shute, Claremont.
Charles Hill of Winterport have the sympa- IlSavannah, Nov. 28. Sld, sch. Edward II.
Blake, Smith, New Haven; 30, cld, sch.
thy of their many friends here in the loss Etna, Chipman, New Y'ork.
of their little son Harry, a bright, cheerful
Perth Amboy, Nov. 28. Sld, sch. Wesley
lad of 11 summers—Our school began M. Oler, Harriman, Brunswick; :«),sld,sch.
Geo. Nebinger, Winterport.
Nov. 2Gth, taught by Mr. Hartshorn of
Fernandina, Nov. 28. Sld, sch. LauraM.
Frankfort, who comes well recommended. Lunt, Cummings, Baltimore; Dec. 1, ar,
Misses Agnes Ward and "Sarah Killman sells. J. Manchester Haynes, Boston; Sallie I’On, Baltimore; sld., sch. Etta A.
go to Castine Dec. 10th to attend school this
Stimpson, Havana.
winter—Charles 0. Hatch and wife of
Jacksonville, Nov. 28. Sld, sch. Penobscot,
Stockton Springs spent Thanksgiving with Hayes, New Y ork.
Brunswick, Nov. 29. Sld, sch. Pendleton
Mr. and Sirs. Charles II. Littlefield.
Brothers, Small, New Y'ork; 30, ar, sell.
Celia
F., Philadelphia; 3, ar, schs. Willie
Searsmont. The village school was reL. Newton, New York; R. Bowers, Proviopened Monday with the popular teacher* dence: Wesley M. Oler, Perth
Amboy; .1
Miss Bacon, assisted by Miss Alice Poor— Manchester Haynes, Boston, via Fernandina.
Galveston, Dec. l. Sld, sch. Helen G.
Dr. A. Millett has returned from New York
Pascagoula.
and resumed his practice_Mr. and Mrs. Moseley,Nov.
30.
Bath,
sld, sch. llenry Clausen,
Jolm Luce had a family gathering Thanks- Jr., McLaughlin, Jacksonville, Fla.
s.
Charleston, C., Nov. .30. Ar, sch. Tofa,
giving. All the brothers and sisters were
Wilson, Philadelphia.
present—There will be a Christmas sale
Carrabelle, Fla., Dec. 1. Cld, bark Olive
of useful and fancy articles at Wing’s Hall, Tliurlow, Cole, New York.
Dee. 20th, afternoon and evening. Supper
Savannah, Nov. 30. Ar, sell. Lizzie B.

her late home, Nov. 30th, was very largelyattended. The service was conducted by
her pastor, Kev. H. W. Norton. By request
of the family Miss Janie Curtis sang “Under His Wings”, a favorite selection of the
deceased, and a quartett composed of
Misses Laura M. Carver, Sarah Magoon,
and Messrs. F. H. Park and A. H. Kane
(with Miss Annie Stevens as accompanist)
sang “Some sweet day by and by.” Specially noticable were the beautiful floral
tributes to the memory of the departed from
a large number of friends in town and from
friends in Belfast, Stockton Springs, and
Augusta. The bereaved father, and sorrowing brother and sisters have the sympathy
of the entire community.Henry B. Up.
ham died Dec. 2d, aged 62 years. Mr. Upham was a resident of Melrose, Mass., but

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
A. V. Nickels

at home again.
Herbert N. Colcord is taking a commercial course at the Bangor College.

Capt. Phillip Gilkej is at the Massachusetts General Hospital for medical treatment.
Searsport chapter worked^the Rojal Arch
degree at its last Monday night meeting.
Miss Jessie Black is visiting Lewis Atwood, wife [and daughter Kit in Winterport.
Capt. W. R. Gilkey made a short trip to
Boston last week, returning by steamer
Sunday.
W. N. West, who has been'employed in
the shipyard at Camden, returned home
last week.'j
Zi

—

has spent a large portion of the last four or
live years in Searsport with Sumner A.
Stevens and family, at whose residence he
died.
He is survived by an only brother,
Elbridge S. Upham of Saugus, who was
with him during hrs last sickness. The deceased was a member of Mizpah Lodge, I.
O. O. F. of Haverhill, Mass., and by instructions from that lodge, Sears Lodge has
looked after the brother with fraternal interest. Mr. Upham was a dear lover of
children, and had surrounded himself with
many friends, among them all the children
A
in the neighborhood where he died.
short funeral service was held Monday
afternoon, conducted by Rev. II. IV. Norton.
Many of his little friends took the opportunity to show their regard for Mr. Upham
by attending. The remains were taken to
Saugus, Mass., for burial.

11a'.. Kneelaml, who came home for
Thanksgiving from the University of Maine,
returned by train Monday.
E. 11. Nickerson and wife of Portland
in town last week, the guests of Sir.
and Sirs. C. P. Ferguson.
were

Sirs. W. SI. Parse and Sliss Lucy Sargent
got some line snap-shot views along the
waterfront during the great gale last month.
Sliss Maude Nichols, who has been visiting Sirs. Emma 1' Coleord and daughter
Maude, returned to her heme in llucksport
by steamer Sunday.
Sirs. E. S Blanchard, having sold her
residence in East Corinth, has returned to
Searsport, and will make her future home
w ith her mother, Sirs. Simonton.
Sir. Frank A. Coleord and family wish to
extend thanks to the friends of Belfast and
Searsport who kindly remembered and assisted them in the ir sad bereavement.

CURRENT.

BELFAST PRICE

[Corrected Weekly
Produce Market.

Apples l) bu.,

for The

1

Journal.]

Prices Paid Producer.

Haj ton, 12.00gl4.00
6g6j
s<®6 Hiaes ^ lb,
12
2.25 Lamb
lb,
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
25g35
Yel’ eyes,
6
2.25 Mutton
lb,
Butter p lb,
20to22 Oats
bu., 32 lb, 25@35
Beef p lb,
50
Potatoes
^
bu.,
6@9
6
Barley p bu.,
40*45 Round Hog,
Cheese p tb,
nj Straw ^ ton, 6.00@7.00
Cliicken p lb,
I0tol2 Turkey V lb,
lGgl7
Calf Skins,
50*75 Tallow
lb,
li«a3
Duck p ib,
fb,
0g7
14®15 Veal
22
30 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs p doz.,
Fowl p lh,
8810 ,Wood, hard,
3.00^4.00
Geese p lb,
3.50g4.00
13®15 Wood, soft,
Retail Market.
Retaii Price.
i
Beef, corned, F lb, 8®10; Lime p bbl.,
90@1.00
Butter Salt, 14 lb, 18to20 Oat Meal p !b,
4;a5
Corn #> bu.,
55: Onions p lb,
2£@3
Cracked Corn p bu., 55 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,12^13
Corn Meal p bu.,
55, Pollock p lb,
4@.
10
Cheese p lb,
14 Pork p ft,
1.13
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Codfish, dry, lb, 5a/8 Kye Meal p ft,
1.05
Cranberries p qt., 8tolo. Shorts p cwt.,
Clover Seed,
10a 14 Sugar p ft,
6@6£
Flour p bbl.,
35
4.75to5.25 Salt, T. I.,pbu.,
3 !
G.H.Seed pbu.,
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
3 I
Lard p lb,
10 Wheat Meal.
Beans,

dried,

25 to 60

®

lb,

pea

Watches, Clocks,
Silver Ware,
and Jewelry
In view of

a change 'of business in the near
future, 1 r
entire stock for sale at greatly reduced prices. 1
!
largest and most desirable stock of Jewelrv in B
large part of it bought within a month expressly {,>,j

—

NOUTIl SEARSPORT ITEMS.

will be served from 0 to 8 p. m_Miss
Emily F. Miller has gone to Washington,
llazel Smart is in Brooks visiting her D. C., to attend the W. C. T. U. Convention.
....Miss Sarah Farrar is at home for two
Miss Georgia Ford arrived home from grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Patch.
weeks... Mr. and Mrs. Y. A. Simmons,
Skowliegan Monday evening for a short
Deputy Sheriff Jere. Bowen of Monroe Miss Alice
Simmons and Miss Eva Donnell
visit. Miss F.vie Ford was left in charge of was in town last week on official business.
were guests of Mrs. Jane Moody Thanksthe Western I’nion oilice at Skowliegan.
Mrs. Walter Moody and little girl visited
There will be a temperance
giving day
Miss Millie Shute will spend the winter in relatives and friends in Frankfort recently.
meeting at the M. E. church next Sunday
Boston and will take a course in music.
The Rev. Sir. Welch of Plymouth is hold- evening, under the
auspices of the W. C. T.
Mrs. Sellers will have charge of the organ ing a series of
meetings at the Porter sehool U. The program will consist of music,
at the Congregational church during her house.
addresses and recitations. All are cordialabsence.
Pendleton and Charles Lowe of ly invited—Mr. Benjamin Mixer died at
Ilenry
The Congregational sociable will be held
his home Nov. 25tlx at the advanced age of
West Winterport were at Herbert Black’s
in the upper conference room, this, Thurs80 years, 11 months.
He leaves a daughter,
last week packing apples.
Miss Grace, who cared for her father in his
day, with Mrs. Caro Whittier and Miss McWill Thompson has gone to Everett, Mass.,
Clure. Refreshments will be served from
declining years, and two sons in California.
where he has employment with Israel S.
5.30 to 7 o'clock.
Mr. Mixer was a faithful member of the M.
Chase at house carpentering.
E. church and a respected citizen. The
Our rural free delivery route is proving
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Eastman of Prospect bereaved
a great success.
Mr. Ilarriman, the carrier,
family have the sympathy of a
took dinner Thanksgiving day with Mrs.
informs us that he has handled more than !
large circle of friends.
two thousand pieces during the month of Eastman’s mother, Mrs. Sarah Smart.
Iseesboro.
Several cottages are in proMrs. Lou Ludwig, who has been visiting cess of construction. Preston
November,ami that the deliveries and collecPlayer of St.
tions have steadily increased during the en- her aunt, Mrs. H. C. Robbins, for the past Louis is
building on the West shore, on a
tire month. It is evident that the rural week, lias returned to her home in Liberty. road built
by the Land & Improvement Co.
free delivery has come to stay.
Your Liberty correspondent speaks of the The outside is nearly completed.
J. M.
Rev. R. (}. Ilarbutt will leave for Port- elm in front of G. II. Cargill's house in that Forbes of Boston is building on Shipyard
land Friday afternoon and expects to re village as the largest elm in Waldo county. Point, near Dr. Derby’s, one of the largest
turn on Tuesday or Wednesday. Miss liarWill he please measure and report the cir- and most expensive cottages yet erected here.
butt. who has been visiting her brother for cumference of the tree. We think that L. The building is boarded in and the roof
the last few weeks in Portland, will return 11. Mathews of this place has the largest shingled. G. C. Kissell of New York has
with him
In consequence of his absence i elm in Waldo county.
the lumber and other material on the spot.
th"ie will be no preaching service Sunday
Alplieus Pendleton, Clias. K. Pendleton
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
at tin* village or harbor, but the Sunday
and David II. Smith are each building a
siIj*ki1 and Endeavor meeting will be held as
large cottage to rent. Cottages suitable to
IUkxiiam. Bert Reynolds lias resigned let to the visitors bring about a thousand
u^ual.
his position with the M. C. K. R. and bought dollars for the season of four months. Geo.
Mr. and Mrs. i». f>. Sargent entertained
'lie !■’. A. McAlister farm, where he will II. Wilbur, who moved herefrom Foxcroft
on Thanksgiving da>
a party of fifteen,
reside. ...Edward McAlister has moved from a few years ago, and who does about all the
representing live families of Sargents— ilen- the F. A.
McAlister farm and will reside mason work of the new cottages, has built
ianiin •Mial, William 1*.. Edward A. and I
for the present in the town of Clinton_ a pretty dwelling house at Dark Harbor_
Mrs Abbie. All except the latter axe residents
Charles Cookson lias engaged to haul some Capt. II. A. Dodge has moved from his
Of Searsport.
For ontertainment Miss MarI 25 M of lumber for George F. Wyman to the house near the cliuich to the tenement reIF
ead
a Thanksgiving story
garet
Sargent
Gilmore lumber mills, to be sawed into cently lifted ui> over his store at Dark Harwritten by Mrs. Flora L. Turk nett, daugli.
material for a barn which Mr. Wyman bor-Capt. William Farnsworth has added
ler of Rev. .1. E.
Sawyer, and niece of intends to build
the coming spring_Mrs. to his residence by putting in two large
tin Sargent brothers.
The story proved !
Arthur Adams of Clinton visited Mr. and dormer windows.The public schools
V*-,.. interesting,as it represented the Sar>
j Mrs. Win. 11. Kimball last Sunday.The opened Nov. 3d, after Thanksgiving recess.
gout family under assumed names as they ! snow storm of
Saturday and Sunday, Nov. There are eight school houses in town_
were in the sixties
[The Journal will print ■ 44th and 44th, has made excellent
sleighing Twenty-three Islesboro young people are
the story next week. Ed.
1
....Mr. William Reynolds lost a valuable. now pursuing their studies away from
^ colt short
Tm. Shaic-pokt llOMi: Club. The bana
time ago of lock jaw.
home. Some are at <'astine, some in Waterquet committee liave decided upon Jan. 11, ; Cextrk Montvij.li:. W. II. Churchill ville, and others are in Commercial Colleges.
li'un, as tlie date for holding tlie banquet of is very sick with pneumonia at Mrs. G. II. _Miss Lucy Pendleton, a recent graduate
tlie .Searsport Home Club, and as before Thompson's— l-'.ben Choate died Nov,
of the Castine Normal school, accepted last
44th,
mentioned every person born or having at. the residence of his
week the position of bookkeeper in the
son, R. L. Choate,
been li resident of tlie town is a member by lie was an aged man,
oltice of II.M. Bean, the Camden shipbuilder,
probably over So years,
simply registering their name in the secre- and had done many hard day’s work in this ....Last Thursday evening the Dark Hartary's book. Tlie Quincy House, Boston, town
F. M. Poland, who has been book- bor Sidewalk circle had a fair and sale of
will be tlie place of meeting, at which place keeping for Soutliworth Bros, in South fancy articles in Union Hall. About Slid
a business meeting will be held at li i>. si.
Brewer for the past year, is at home for a were realized—Capt. O. F. Coombs of this
Tlie supper will be at 7 i\ m., followed by brief vacation—There will be a levee and town underwent a very severe surgical
speeches by some of our former citizens. dance at the Grange Hall on the evening of operation in Belfast last Friday. A large
of diseased glands was removed from
Tickets one dollar each, and it is hoped that Dec.
Gtli.Yolney Thompson began his mass
the neck, extending from the floor of the
this general invitation will meet witli a season’s work on new
carriages Dec. .'id,
mouth to the apex of the lung.
The operafavorable response from a goodly number of and will
put up about his usual number.
tion was performed by Dr. E. A. Wilson and
tlie present residents of tlie town, quite a He lias hired jt. 51.
Wentworth, who has
I’iof. II. C. Tinkham, dean of the medical
number of whom, no doubt, could combine been with him for a number of
years, for
business with pleasure and be able to meet another season. “5Iilt” is a w'ell
and Professor of Anatomy in the
known faculty
with old friends and associates.
of Vermont—Miss Charlotte
The com- artist at any part of the
carriage business. University
mittee have thus far u'45 names of former
Six years ago a black cat named Dia- Boardman recently sold her place and will
reside with her niece, Mrs. Sarah P. Hatch.
residents of ihe town who reside within a mond ran away from a
happy home at Mr.
radius of twenty miles of Boston, and it is and 5Irs. G. F. Allen’s.
Nov. 2Sth he came The house from which she moved is where
earnestly desired to have everybody invited. in and made himself at ’home and had a she was born more than three score and
If any one is overlooked, tliny are welcome
good appetite for his Thanksgiving dinner. ten years ago and where her father
also was born, and was built by her grandjust tlie same. Please notify tlie Secretary,
Fkkkdom. Mr. Alfred Clark has moved to
Miss Hannah li. Ford, inti Shurtietf St.,
father, Deacon Joseph Boardman, who
the farm in U mty formerly occupied by his
the tea into Boston Harbor.
Chelsea, before Jan. :i, liioi. The officers
father.. The ice storm did quite an amount helped empty
are as follows
Edward li. Billings, PresiAt the close of the Revolutionary war he
of damage to fruit and shade trees in this
It
dent; Henry A. Webber, Vice President;
came to Islesboro and built this house.
vicinity.Mrs. A. J. Killings spent last
Hannah li. Ford, Secretary; L. C. Ford,
the oldest houses in town. Only a
week with her sister, Mrs. E. Vose of Mont- is among
Assistant Secretary; Horace C. Nichols, ville.The winter term at the
over a hundred years.
It
academy few date back
Treasurer; Executive Committee, Edward has begun with fifty students....Mr. and is still in very good condition. The large
Mrs.
Chester
Whitten
and
son
returned
li. Billings, Charlotte B. Ford, Delpliine P.
the wide pine boards, the large
home from Massachusetts last week_The timbers,
Nichols, Henry B. Black, jlannali li. Ford; Christian Endeavor Society will give an locks and hinges on the doors, made in
Banquet Committee, Henry B. Black, Char- entertainment and social at Grange Hall England, and the excellent work done by the
lotte B. Ford, Fred Hersey; Reception Com- Friday evening, Dec. 7th-The Magazine carpenters so long ago, make it an object of
Club will be reorganized for 1901_Rev.
mittee, Henry B. Black, Daniel S. Simpson, W. F. Kerry, Sec’y of the Christian Civie interest. A few rods from this house, in
Albert G. Norris, Charles C. Hamilton, League of Maine, occupied the pulpit here Deacon Boardman’s large barn, the Baptist
He church was organized in 17W, at the close of
Jeanette T. Sheldon, Melvin Hiehhorn, Del- last Sunday, morning and evening.
said that liquor selling in Maine could be
a revival conducted by Rev. Isaac Case....
phine P. Nichols. The above committees stopped if the people
would do their duty.
liave power to appoint their assistants.
The W. C. T. IT. gave him a reception at Mr. II. A. Babbidge is making extensive
Hotel Maine, Saturday evening.C. H. repairs upon the Dark Harbor wharf, raisObiti'Ary. Miss Evalina C. Colcord Vose is teaching in Montville_Mrs. Anna
it three feet and doing very substantial
and daughter Jeannette spent ing
was born in
Stephenson
Feb.
Searsport, Me.,
lxs2,
work—Edward Stoekbridge, a young man
with friends in Winslow_
Thanksgiving
and died there Nov. 27, 1900.
She was Mr. J). W.
Dodge has gone to Boston on of North Islesboro, met with a severe accithe youngest daughter of Frank A. and business.The first lecture of our course
dent by a spark of lire striking him in the
Eliza A. Colcord and a young woman of will be given by President George C. Chase
eye, by which he lost the sight of it. lie
most excellent character. Her Sunday of Kates college, Dec. 14th; subject, Nature
and Habit.The W. C. T. 17. will meet went to Bangor last Monday to have the eye
school teacher in speaking of her said: with Mrs. P. W.
Ayer next Tuesday at removed.
“Christian training had led our young sister 2 1'. M.
to become deeply interested in the things of
Thorndike. The December session of
Hod : her beaming countenance and close the Free Baptist quarterly meeting will be
held
at tile Centre church Dee. 7th, 8tli and
attention was ever an inspiration to me.”
9th—The school at Fast Thorndike will
.■she was very much beloved in the home begin Dec. loth under the instruction of
This signature is on every box of the genuine
and popular among her companions. No Nathan Webb of Jackson—Arthur and
Tablets
Laxative
of Unity were guests, Nov.
gathering of her friends was thought com- LynnofBand
their sister, Sirs. Porter Hurd. the remedy that cures a cold in one day
litith,
plete without her presence. Her smiles Dr. and Sirs. Porter Ilurd were in Freeand cheery song have brightened the home dom Thursday evening to attend the wedSHIP NEWS.
friends many a time when their hearts ding reception of Sir. and Sirs. George
Webb—Sir. and Sirs. Edgar Keene and
would otherwise have been lonely and sad.
daughter Ida of Waterville passed ThursPOET OF BELFAST.
Nearly three years ago she was seized with day and Friday with Sir. and Sirs. Thomas
ARRIVED.
Keene—Sirs. Slarden of Belfast was the
a severe form of Hright’s
but
under
disease;
Friday of Sirs. F. N. Vose_B.
the skilled treatment of the family physi- guest
Nov.
28.
Sch.
Flora
Condon, Sellers, BanW. Downes, who has been in Slontana
cian and the faithful care of devoted sisters two years, has returned to his home_Will gor.
Dec.
2.
Schs. H. Rogers, Lynam, Seal
the progress of the disease was checked, Ward and wife of Fairfield were in town
Harbor; P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinaland for a time it seemed as though she Sunday—Charles H. Stevens of Bangor is haven; Maria Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert.
the guest of K. C. Higgins_The storm of
might become quite well and strong again. Nov. 26th did much damage to fruit and
SAILED.
Ilut about ten days before her death it shade trees.H. SI. Higgins and V. N.
Nov. 28. Sch. A. Hayford, Ryan, Quincy,
Dec.
2nd
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mass.
became evident that the dreaded disease Higgins passed
Amos Hatch in Jackson—Dana B. HigNov. 29. Schs. Flora Condon, Sellers,
was
not conquered; the strength gained
gins went to Waterville Monday where he New York; E. S. Wilson, Rich, Roekport.
was soon exhausted, and ere we were aware
has employment—E. L. Bartlett, who is
AMERICAN PORTS.
of it she was not, for God had called her to teaching school in Danforth, is at home for
a short time—Fred Hunt and Eben Small,
New York, Nov. 28. Ar, schs. Emma S.
Himself. Only a few minutes before she who are
Gardiner; Levi Hart, Maud
attending the University of Maine, Briggs,Osborne,
breathed her last she gave unmistakable are at home
sick with measles. .Albert Slurch Briggs and Edward Stewart, Bangor; 29, ar,
and
wife
and
Mrs.
Emma
evidence of her trust in the Saviour, and
Murch of Unity ship Luzon, Philadelphia; sch. Nightingale,
Thanksgiving day with Sir. and Mrs. Bangor; 30, cld, sch. Susie P. Oliver, Para;
among the last words uttered were some of passed
A. W. Ward—George Ward and wife pass- passed City Island, sch. Charlotte T. Sibley,
His precious promises. The going out of a ed Nov.
29th with Sir. and Sirs. B. W. Brunswick for Norwich; Dec. 2, ar, sen.
life like hers seems to bring both worlds Downes—F. N. Vose,who represents the John I. Snow, Baracoa.
Boston, Nov. 28. Sid, from Nantasket
nearer to each other, and while the things Freeman Sledicine Company of Portland,
last week with his family here. .Chas. Roads, sch. Mary L. Crosby, Belfast for
of this life recede the attractions for the passed
Gross of Andover, Mass., is visiting friends Brunswick; 30, cld, sch. Levi S. Andrews,
things beyond increase. The funeral from in town.
Apalachicola; Dec. 3,ar, sch. July Fourth
Miss Myra T. Scribner visited relatives in
Belfast Thanksgiving day.

—

j

J

|

—

Willey,

Boston.

FOREIGN

PORTS.

Port Antonio, Nov. 28. Sid, sch. Wellfleet, Apalachicola and New York or Boston.
Trinity Bay, Mart.. Nov. 27. Ar, previously, sell. Star of the Sea, Pettengall,
Portland.

Barbados, Nov. 1<>. Sid, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, Turk’s Island.
Anjer, Oct. ;u.
Passed, ship Manuel
Llaguno, Small, Ilong Kong for New York.
Martinique, Nov. 22. Ar, previously, sch.
Lizzie E. Dennison, Ross, Kings Ferry.
Port Spain, Dec. :>. In port, sch. Herald,
Keyes, for Fernandina, ready to sail.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Spoken.

Ship Tillie E. Starbuck, Curtis,
Philadelphia for Iliogo, Nov.
lat 24 N,
Ion 31 W.
Philadelphia, 1’a, Nov. 28 Seh. Ralph M.
Hayward was the winner in an alleged race
between schs. Emelie E. Birdsall, Earl P.
Mason, Grace Seymour and Ralph M. Hayward, from Fall River 14th.
Port Ilawkesbury, C. 15., Nov. 28. Sch.
Eliza J. Pendleton, which has been ashore
at Auld’s Cove since the gale of Oct. 11, was
successfullly floated to-day by the assistance of a tug and a very high tide.
The
vessel is not much injured and will haul
out here for repairs.
Waldoboro, Ale., Dec. 4.—The new fivemasted schooner Fannie Palmer, this forenoon, was hauled off the flats where she
went aground during an abnormal tide and
a heavy gale while she was being towed to
an anchorage just after she was launched,
Nov. 9. The schooner has been lying in an
easy position, on the mud flats, and sustained no injury.
Portland, Ale., Dec. 2. Sch. Francis Shubert, from Bangor for New York, with lumber, arrived here Saturday in distress, havo'clock Friday
ing been in collision at
afternoon off Cape Elizabeth, with sell.
Lyman AL Law, hence for a coal port. The
Shubert carried away chain plates and part
of mizzen rigging, and is leaking. The Law
lost headgear ami iibboom. but proceeded.

KORN.

Holiday

Cook. In East Friendship, November 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Cook, a son.
Eklanh. In liar Harbor, November 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Leland, a son.
Smith. In liar Harbor, November 4, to Mr.
and Mrs. Freeman Smith, a daughter.
Skokij. In Brooksville, November 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank E. Seger, a daughter, Harriet
Flora.
Tapi.kv. In Brooksville, November 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sewell I). Tapley, a daughter.
Toi..man. In Kocklamf, November 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. .1. A. Tolinan, a son.

gold, gold
WATCHPC_S0L,D
VV
I WI I CO-s1LveR and NICKEL fh^lld
CASt?
ALI

SJ/l

__

_^arble,
Clof'k'C
VlUVIVSi

Black Wood, Oak, Gold,
Porcelain and Nickel

Casts

aiAKKiKD.
Ai.ih s-M ixer. In Belfast, November 29, bv I
Rev. G. E. Kdgett, Walter Aldus and .Miss Jose- I
plane Mixer.
Closson-Carter. In West Brooklin, November 23, Burley Closson of Sedgwick and Mrs. Alary
A. Carter of Brooklin.
In Bucksport, November
Grindle-White.
21, Everett C. Grindle of East Bucksport and Miss
Bessie J. White of Sullivan.
Glovkr-Cottrell. In Rockland, November
21, by Rev. E. H. Chapin, Charles C. Glover of
Rockland and Mrs. Hannah J. Cottrell of Belfast.
Lkach-Bowi>kn.
In Orland, November 22,
Manley (). Leach and Miss Grace B. Bowden,
both of Penobscot.
In Rockland, November
AIcCobu-Stevens.
28, by Rev. E. H. Chapin, William 1*. McCobb and
Miss Mary Stevens, both of Lincolnville.
I Mank iiowi.ev. In West Rockport, November 28, by Rev. 11. Small, A. JV1. Mank of West
Rockport and Miss Grace A. Bowley of South

Tea

«CM1VCI

Knives,
PieCeS

Stonington.

Baskets

!>ui

Forks,

*he ce*eb,ated

*n

Spoons

v,

and

| anc.
J

*847 Rogers Bros.’ make

A LARGE STOCK OF

Sterling

Silver Plate

Wars

and Toilet Articles

Hope.

Stinson-Allen. In Deer Island, November
14. Leslie Stinson and Mrs. Susan Allen, both of

Sets, Cake

Dishes, Fruit Dishes, Water Pitcher
and all other articles of table ware in the
quality of plate.

ALSO TOILET ARTICLES IN

EBONY, with STERLING SILVER MOUNTINGS

DIED.

Calderwood. In Vinalhaven, November 24,
Melvin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Calderwood,
aged 1 year, 9 months and 4 days.
Dailey. In Hurricane, November 20, John
Dailey, a native of Lanesville, Mass., aged 34

years. Burial at Gloucester. Mass.
In Rockland, November 27,
Hemingway.
Elvie M. (Condon), wife of George E. Hemingway. aged 24 years, 4 months and 20 days.
Jyalkr. In Waldoboro, November 23, Stephen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Kaler, aged 22 years.
Sawyer. In Denver, Colorado, Capt. Charles
F. Sawyer, formerly of Rockland, aged 59 years.
Interment at Round Fond, Me., November 27.
Sargent. In Stonington, November 21,Syrena
D., widow of John (). Sargent, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 82 years, 8 months and 11 days.

OUR WATCH CHAINS
Are uf the R. F. SIMMONS Ou

the very best thing in plated eh

Is

larger

than ever this

nets, Emeralds,

quantities,

TO CURE A COLD IN' ONE DAY

Take Laxative Kromo Quinine Tables.
All druggists refund the money if it fails t
cure. E. W. Grove’s signature is on each
box.
Iy30

\

.....

OUR STOCK OF BINGS
and

18

K.

fall, including Diamonds, up.in
Wedding Wings, 14 K 0\al

cheaper'rings

as

B

low as .">0 oei.s-

cliildren’s sizes, all solid gold.
CTJX

GLASS,

a

good

assortment of very line

]

quality.

SILVEll MOUNTED

UMBRF1LIAS, as a.
All out goods are ltigli a.
This is a great opportunity for Christmas buyers.
All CASH sales. XO trading stamps.
will be seen in town.

DR.

JOHNSON
drinker.

him that

was

a

It used

to

towards

great tea
be said of

midnight, when

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler,

he

had finished his twentieth cup of tea,
his conversation was irresistible, his

logic

unanswerable, he

greatest

How

power.

his

at

was

....AT..,.

...The Dinsmore Store.,.

fluent

many

1

talkers to-day owe their brilliancy to
the invigoration of “ original package ''
tea.

If

you

clever you

can

want

know

to

be when you

how

are

at

—

Bromo=Quiniiie

trade.

It is

Men’s Combination Felts and Rubbers, $139
“
19
Three Buckle Overshoes,

best, try the experiment.

Buy a
pound of Chase & Sanborn's Package
Tea in the original air-tight lead form.

your

BELOW WE QUOTE A FEW PRICES
ON OVERSHOES, ETC.,

a

“

One

“

“

Buckle Overs for

“

81

ORIGINAL

package

TEAS.
Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

WAKE THE

^

Main Street

R H. COOMBS & SON

SLEEPERS
UP!
By keeping them busy showing their

Undertakers and Embalmers,
72 Main St., Belfast.

NEW CHRISTHAS GOODS
We
Consisting of-RUQS, PRICES FROM 47c. to $6.00, EASELS,
SCREENS, PAPER RACKS, DOWN PILLOWS, UMBRELLA STANDS, TAPESTRY FOR THE WALL,
FOOT RESTS, MIRRORS, HAMPERS, WOUD BASKETS, ROCKING HORSES, SLEDS, DOLL CARRIAGES, GO-CARTS, CARRIAGE ROBES FOR CHILDREN.
In fact we cannot mention all the articles.

are

all Hours, Day or Night,
Calls for Funeral Work.

Prepared

at

t

Having retired from the furniture business we intend to give our v. 1
tion to the Undertaking business, and by careful attention to ever} m
better prepared than ever to serve those who are in trouble and need oni
Telephone connection No. ."4-4.
Night calls answered at 20 Nortliport Avenue, or by telephone No.

Wetof.frniSrr.ed

onairs

and TaUl*

'’

For entertainments, card parties, etc., at the following UNIFORM 1

CURTAINS,

HEAVY

DRAPERIES,

and UPHOLSTERY GOODS.
Please call and give us a share of your patronage.
prices the lowest on all goods.

«r

19

CALL AND EXAMINE THE ABOVE, IT WILL Bl
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET TO DO SO.

THE DINSMORE STORE,

LACE

09

“

native drink.

A large stock of.

09

Felts,
Women’s Three Buckle Overshoes,
Overgaiters,
“
Best Quality Wool Soles,(

Chairs 20c- per dozen.

Tables 5c.

These prices DO NOT include trucking hills. Parties can do their
ing or we will truck them to and from at usual trucking rates.

You will find tfie

We shall continue to carry

a

full assortment of

...

CAMERAS and PHOTOGRAPHIC
db

oo.,

■fa Main Street, Belfast.

aP'ece>

■

SUPPLIES

A dark room for accommodation of our customers.
TAXIDERMY WORK in all its branches a specialty.

R. H. COOMBS & SON,

72 Main St

